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Brighnon 

     The companions found a little out of the way inn just south of Brighnon’s Trader’s 
District.  It was called the Barter’s House and was run by a quaint old couple.  The 
“mister” of the two ran the front desk and was the one that showed the companions to 
their respective rooms.  He was an aging man with a  tall wiry body and a gaunt face 
with shrunken cheeks.  His arms hung limply at his sides as he walked and his bib 
overalls looked well kept if not a bit worn.  
     “So old man, are you a farmer too?” Slink asked noticing the man’s apparel.
     “Not no more boy.  The name‘s Barker,” the innkeeper said as he talked through his 
corncob pipe.  
     His voice was a bit raspy and he wheezed a little but managed a slight smirk.  He 
coughed loudly once as they climbed the flight of stairs leading to the inn’s second floor.  
This caught Moonstar’s attention.  She made one failed attempt at telling Barker the 
dangers of smoking pipe weed before being brushed away -- much to her irritation and 
the other companion’s amusement.  Put off by the old man, Moonstar resigned from 
talking to him during the rest of their stay at the inn.  The other companions found him 
relatively pleasant with a habit of talking about the weather and current trading prices.  
The “misses” of the inn, Barker’s wife Shirley, was the caretaker.  She welcomed the 
companions and looked after their needs once Barker had shown them to their rooms.  
While her husband was usually direct and to the point, Shirley was cheery and bubbly 
and always babbled endlessly about something trivial.  Her friendliness was refreshing 
and most of the companions were more than happy to give her a few moments of their 
time to talk.  Moonstar spent most of her free time in her room or Gwereth’s taking about 
Thauaras, the Limbrue seed and their means of getting back home.  After checking in 
and unpacking their belongings in their room, Raven decided that the first order of 
business was to check in with their Brighnon contact.  There was still a little time before 
turning in for the night.
     “I think that it would attract less attention if we went into the city in a small group 
instead of all of us wandering around together.  It’s less suspicious that way,” Raven 
explained.
     “What do you have in mind?” Tyrahne asked.
     “I thought maybe Slink, Elyanah and myself,” Raven answered
     “Just you and the two thieves?!?  That doesn’t seem too suspicious now does it?” 
Moonstar said with more than a little sarcasm.
     Raven pointed at the two thieves.  “These two are the most capable of learning the lay 
of the city and pointing out where certain traps and ambushes might lie,"
     “It’s a stealth thing,”  Slink said to Moonstar offhandedly
     Moonstar glared at Slink obviously annoyed with him.  “What about Tyrahne? Surely 
he would be helpful in that sense,"
     “I’m sure that he would be but Tyrahne is more skilled in the wilderness, not the city,” 
Raven explained.  Tyrahne nodded in agreement with Raven’s words.  “Besides, I want 
to keep this ‘welcoming party’ to a minimum,"
     Moonstar was about to say something else when Tyrahne interrupted her.
    “Raven is right Moonstar.  I would be little help within the confine of the city walls.  If all 
else, take Merrick with you.  With his vast knowledge of people and places he may be of 
great help to you,” he said.  
     Merrick looked up and was surprised by the praise he received from the ranger.  
Moonstar was about to protest once again when Gwereth placed one of his hands 
gentle upon her shoulder.



     “It’s a matter of trust little one,” he said whispering softly in her ear.  Moonstar huffed 
once and fell silent.  No one else disagreed with Tyrahne’s suggestion so the matter 
was dropped.  The four of them readied themselves for a stroll through Brighnon.
     Brighnon was much like Ironmoore in that they were both trading cities, both having 
merchants trying to sell their wares and many people pushing their way through the 
crowded streets, but that was where the similarities ended.  For one thing Brighnon was 
a circular city.  At it’s center was the Ruling Square which housed the Mayor’s House, 
The Mages Tower and the Trader’s Hall.  From there, four main roads ran outward at 
equal distances apart dividing the city into four quadrants.  Each quadrant was 
dedicated to an aspect of the cities trade.  One was the Merchant’s District, one the 
Lumber District, one the Craftsman’s District, and the one they were heading to, the 
Trader’s District.  In this case they were there to trade information.  The surrounding 
building where made mostly of wood, the same wood that formed the towering spiked 
wall that encircled the whole city, and were designed with the same sharp angles and 
peaked roofs.  Most of the buildings were single storied houses but a few of the larger 
ones where two stories and on rare occasions three stories.  The sun was almost at 
sunset and shadows began to devour the city.  The crowded streets had thinned and the 
pubs began to fill.  More than one such building issued forth it’s chaotic melody of lusty 
banter and drunken singing.  Merrick seemed to be intrigued by more than one open 
door.
    “Feeling the itch to go in there and pull a few harpstrings, huh, elf buddy?”  Slink said 
pointing at a particularly full pub.
     “More like a few heartstrings,"  Merrick answered with a big grin.  
     Slink caught his meaning and smiled back.  “Been a little while in the romance 
department?” he mused.
     “Not all of us have such a close companion to take up all of our time," Merrick said 
motioning ahead toward Elyanah.
     Slink gave the bard a half-smile as if to cover up the fact that he did indeed enjoy the 
she-thief’s company.
     “What about Raven?  First that little display at the Mayor’s Hall in Ironmoore and now 
these lusty thoughts here.  You haven’t given up on her have you?” Slink asked grilling 
his friend for information.
     “Not given up, just....pushed to the side.  Even I have my limits.  It’s time to step back 
and develop a new strategy.  But in the meantime that doesn’t mean that I can’t take in 
other sights,"  Merrick smile once briefly to punctuate his meaning.
     Slink nodded and mirrored the smile.  Just then Elyanah took notice of their 
conversation.
    “What are you two all grins about?  Merrick, he isn’t filling your head will all sorts of 
mischeviousness is he?” Elyanah asked suspiciously.
     “On the contrary my dear, it is Merrick who is the corrupter this time around,” Slink 
said in his defense, smiling the whole time.
     “I find that hard to believe,” Elyanah said still suspicious of her friend.  She smiled 
and rejoined Raven.
     The four of them wandered through the streets of Brighnon with Raven occasionally 
checking the map that Reagan Whitewater had given them in Ironmoore.  A quarter of an 
hour later they were standing in front of a squat one story house.  It was dark inside.
     “Is this it?  Doesn’t look like there is anyone home,” Slink asked.
     Raven looked up and down the street and saw that may of the houses had their street 
lamps lit for the evening.  She frowned a bit and walked up to the house.  She knocked 
on the door three times in quick succession.  No answer.  She knocked again.  Still no 
answer.  The others looked at her confused.
     “Do you have the right place?  All these houses look the same to me,” Merrick asked.
     Slink leaned over and whispered in the bard’s ear.  “Of course they do because you 
have been spending the last few minutes concentrated on the finer sights of Brighnon,"  



He montioned toward Raven with his head.  He winked at Merrick and the bard 
proceeded to elbow his in the arm.
     “Of course this is the right place.  Unlike our dwarven friend, I can read a map,”  
Raven said with an angry tone.  She waved the map she was carrying in her hand.
     “If you want Raven I could slip in the back and have a look around,” Slink offered.
     “Not just yet Slink.  Lets just make sure that there is no one home first,” Raven said.
     Slink wasn’t sure if Raven was just being considerate or if she was making sure that 
there was nobody around to witness a break in.  She was after all a mercenary and 
bounty hunter at profession.  Slink smiled to himself and made up his mind on what she 
meant.  He began to ready himself for a little stealth.  Raven knocked on the door for a 
third time and as expected, there was no answer.
     “Maybe we should just come back tomorrow,” Merrick suggested.  He looked around 
at the darkening streets.  “You never know who is about, even in a peaceful city like this 
one,"
     “Maybe Slink had the right idea about sneaking in...," Elyanah started to say. Her 
words were cut off by a loud thud from within the building.  Immediately everyone was at 
attention.  Raven had her hand on the hilt of her sword and Slink had two throwing 
knives in his hands.  They locked gazes and when Raven nodded, Slink scurried around 
to the back of the house.  Long, anxious moments passed before Slink popped the lock 
on the front door and let the others inside.  He had found a lamp inside and lit it.  It’s 
merry little glow cast a faint light on an eerie sight.  The room was in ramshackles.  
Broken furniture was scattered everywhere.  In the middle of all the chaos, lying on the 
floor face down was a man, one arm slumped across a piece of a broke chair.  Slink 
bent down to examine the man.
    “He is dead.  Not long though.   I think what we heard was his body hitting the floor,” 
Slink said
     Raven leaned down and rolled the man onto his back.  He was beaten and bloodied, 
but not a single wound adorned his body.
     “This man was not killed by blade or knife,” Raven said as she studied the body.
     Elyanah crouched down and had a look for herself. “Poison I’d say.  Look at this 
discoloration,"  She pointed at the man’s jawline.  Slink looked at her with an impressed 
look.
     “You know about the art of poisoning?” Slink asked her in a whisper.
     “I know about a lot of deadly things,”  Elyanah answered in a cool detached voice that 
worried him.
     The four companions spend a few minutes looking about the room hoping to find a 
clue as to who the man’s attacker were and what it was that they were after.
     “Do you think that this attack had anything to do with the bandits?” Merrick asked.
     “That is very possible Merrick, and highly probable,” Raven answered.
     “Yeah, considering this guy was going to rat them out.  If I were the bandits, I would’ve 
wanted to rub him out too,” Slink added
     “But if it was the bandits and they know about this guy, wouldn’t that put us all in 
danger too?” Merrick asked.
     “I guess it would.  Maybe we should assume that the bandit are aware of our arrival in 
Brighnon,” Raven concluded.  She noticed the worried look on Merrick’s face.  “Maybe 
we should get back to the others and warn them,"
     They made haste out of the building making sure no one spotted them and headed 
back to the Barter’s House.
     When the four of them returned to the inn, the other companions where doing the 
usual.  Lanneth was curled up a corner chair of his room studying his spellbooks, 
Mathias’ large leatherbound tome in his hands.  Moonstar and Gwereth with lost in 
debate with Moonstar doing all the talking and Gwereth all the nodding and eye rolling.  
Tyranhe and Durenda were off to one side talking and laughing.  Craedus was sound 
asleep snoring peacefully on his bed.  Moonstar immediately stopped talking and 



devoted her attention to Raven.
     “Well?” Moonstar asked.
     “We have a problem,” Raven stated.
     “Why am I not surprised?” Moonstar said sarcastically.   “What now?”
     Raven and Slink explained to the others what they found and what they thought it 
meant for the rest of them.
     “So this ‘Dorlan’ contact of yours is dead, taking his information about the bandits 
with him to the afterlife and we may or may not be the bandit’s next targets.  Is that about 
it?” Moonstar asked.
     “That’s if it was the bandits that attacked and killed Dorlan,” Raven said.
     “Do you think that it was?  Dorlan may have been in the business of selling a lot of 
shady information.  He would have had a lot of enemies,” Gwereth asked.
     The look on Raven’s face answered it all.
     “So what do we do now?” Craedus asked tugging slightly on his braid beard.
     “We just stick to our original plan.  Tomorrow morning we will split into smaller 
groups and check out the city.  Each of us can see what we can find out about the bandit 
problem.  Moonstar and Gwereth can also track down any leads on Minax,” Raven 
explained.
     “Do you think that it is wise to split up now that Dorlan is dead?”  What if the bandits 
are already looking for us?” Merrick said concerned about their situation.
     “I don’t think that the bandits will attack us so soon after Dorlan’s murder.  That would 
attract too much attention.  By morning the authorities will have found Dorlan’s body and 
will be looking for his killers,” Raven explained.
     “Hopefully we are not blamed for this murder too,” Moonstar muttered in reference to 
Raven’s past deeds in Throffhorn.
     “Don’t worry elf buddy, the bandits are not going to attack us in the middle of the city in 
broad daylight.  They need to be elusive and undetectable, to get away without being 
fingered.  You have to be sneaky about those sort of things if you plan to avoid capture,” 
Slink said.
     “You sure know a lot about that Skullslayer,”  Elyanah teased Slink.
     “Slink is right.  We will be ok in the daytime, but just to be safe, lets all meet back here 
before sunset,” Raven said.
“Great, but what about tonight?” Merrick muttered to himself before turning in for the 
night.
     The plan seemed to be a sound one and Moonstar was appeased with being able to 
seek out information pertaining to Minax.  They all slept soundly that night except for 
Merrick who dreamt about bandit assassins who crept into his room at night armed with 
poisoned blades.  The companions awoke early the next day and split into their little 
groups determined to unravel the mystery of the bandits and Dorlan’s death.

*   *   *

     Moonstar immediately headed out toward the city’s temple district with Gwereth in 
tow.  She was practically pulling him along by the hand as she stormed off toward the 
distant spires.
     “What is the hurry little one.  We have all day to search for information about the 
bandits and Minax,” Gwereth� asked.
     “I will not let anything delay me another minute, not even you.  We have been given not 
only an opportunity to move closer to getting home, but also a lead to a most powerful 
holy artifact.  Do you realize what this could mean for Thauaras?  In my hands, Minax 
could drive evil from this world and allow Thauaras to shine in all His glory,” Moonstar 
said speaking fervorantly and full of zeal.  The possessed look she wore did not escape 
Gwereth’s notice.
     There were three rather large temples to be found in Brighnon’s temple district.  One 



was dedicated to the God of Trade, one to the God of Harvest and the last to the Godess 
of Healing.
     “This would be a good place to introduce the faith of Thauaras, don’t you think 
Moonstar?” Gwereth asked trying his best to change the subject, tempting Moonstar into 
forgetting about Minax for the moment.
     But Moonstar’s passion for knowledge seemed too great as she marched into the 
temple of healing.  Gwereth quickly followed her inside.  Moonstar grabbed the first 
person she found, an young initiate, and demanded to see the ‘priest in charge’.  The 
frightened young woman blurred out a few hasty directions leading to the temple’s 
waiting chamber and quickly and politely excused herself.  With a quick curtsey the 
woman was gone. 
     “That was a bit harsh and rude do you think?” Gwereth asked.
     “Stern and quick to the point.  I don’t see any thing wrong with that.  It got the desired 
results didn’t it?  Besides, she was an initiate that is more than eager to please her 
superiors,” Moonstar said smiling slightly.
     “I remember not to long ago when you were just an ‘initiate’,” Gwereth said with his 
arms crossed.  Moonstar glared at Gwereth but for once he was unmoved by her.
     The two Thauaras faithfuls followed the direction that they had been given and walked 
to a large antechamber deep within the temple.  Once there they were greeted by 
another priestess.  This one looked a little older and a little more stern that the last.  She 
was able to meet Moonstar’s heavy gaze and politely greeted them.
     “The High Priestess has been told of your arrival and will be able to meet with you in 
but a moment.  Please have a seat,” the priestess said.  She smiled at Moonstar and 
Gwereth and gracefully motioned toward a bench that ran along the far wall.  With a  
curtsey the priestess was gone.
     “We are going to see the High Priestess?  Now they know how to run a temple,” 
Moonstar said.  Gwereth ignored her taunt and let her blow off a little steam.
     As minutes turned into and hour, Moonstar grew more and more agitated.  Her 
grumbling had become almost nonstop and she was about to get up and seek out 
another guide when the priestess returned.
     “Sorry for the delay but the High Priestess is a little behind schedule with more 
important matters,” the priestess explained.  When she said ‘more important’ 
Moonstar’s face grew red with irritation which made the priestess smile a bit more.  “If 
you will follow me,"  
     The priestess led them through the antechamber’s door and down a hall to another 
large room.  The room was a large domed chamber with pews covering most of its 
center.  At the far end was a large oaken table.   Seated behind the table was a woman.  
When Moonstar and Gwereth approached the table, she stood up and greeted them.  
She was a tall regal looking woman of middle age.  He hair was long and blonde, 
slightly graying in spots, and at the moment was tied up in a grand spiral above her 
head.  She wore long billowing robes of a pale blue color.   
     “Greetings.  Welcome to the Temple of Mystinnia, Goddess of Healing.  I am the High 
Priestess Mimmina,"  She bowed slightly to them.
     “Greetings High Priestess.  I am Gwereth, Priest of Thauaras and Ward to Moonstar, 
also a follower of Thauaras,” Gwereth said bowing his head slightly to the High 
Priestess.  
     Moonstar flashed him a look of surprise and irritation at the vague introduction he had 
given Mimmina about her before also bowing her head to the High Priestess.  They took 
the two chairs that Mimmina offered them and sat down across from her.
     “So what brings you to my temple on this fine day?” Mimmina asked.
     Gwereth looked at Moonstar as if to silently caution her but the little priestess ignored 
him.
     “My ward  and I have traveled here to Brighnon hoping that we could help with the 
recent bandit problem,” Moonstar said coolly.  



     Gwereth was relieved to hear the Moonstar hadn’t immediately questioned the High 
Priestess about Minax.  That was a secret he had hoped to keep out of this initial 
conversation.  He was still suspicious of the strange influence the artifact seemed to be 
having on Moonstar.  Sure, she was always irritable but ever since discovering the holy 
device, Moonstar had been far worse.
     “Why Moonstar, the church has no problem with the bandits.  They dare not attack the 
church’s emissaries,” Mimmina said in a sweet but direct voice.
     “But we have heard that the city has been plagued by bandits...," Moonstar started.
     “Yes, it has, and while the church would like nothing better than to see the bandits 
stopped, we are but faithful followers of Mystinnia, not warriors,” Mimmina said.
     “But something must be done.  It is the right thing to do,” Moonstar protested.
     “I agree, but not by us.  Perhaps you could seek out a group of mercenaries for hire, 
or for that matter a temple dedicated to Vallandarr, the God of War.  You may be able to 
temporarily enlist their aid.  Maybe even join their ranks,  You seems to have the passion 
for it,” Mimmina said offhandedly but with a smirk that may or may not have been 
Gwereth’s imagination at work.
     Moonstar was flabbergasted.  Join a religion that worshipped a god of destruction.  
Never!  Moonstar was so shocked by the High Priestess’ words that her protest stuck in 
her throat and came out as a sputter.  Mimmina noticed Moonstar’s red face and mused 
to herself.
     “I see that is not an option.   I am sorry that I cannot be of help to you,” Mimmina said.  
The High Priestess stood up.  “If you have no further need of me, I have my duties to 
return to,"
     Moonstar began to regain her composure.  Gwereth decided that this would be a 
good time to take control of the conversation before Moonstar had a chance to vent her 
anger upon the High Priestess.  But before he could speak, Moonstar angrily blurted out 
what he had hoped to keep a secret.
     “Perhaps Minax can help us then,” Moonstar said smuggly.
     Mimmina  rolled the name over her tongue.  “Minax?  Is that an associate of yours?  
Perhaps a priest you are searching out?”
     Gwereth watched the high priestess for a moment.  Her face was now stern instead 
of happy  and the playful tone of her voice was gone.
     “No.  I guess you can’t help us with that matter either,” Gwereth said suddenly hoping 
to put an end to the conversation.
     It was obvious that Moonstar wanted to say more, but after calming down and thinking 
about it, took Gwereth’s unspoken hint and let the matter go.  If Mimmina didn’t know 
about Minax, all the better.  Moonstar didn’t want half of Brighnon heading out on a holy 
quest to retrieve ‘her’ Minax.
     “We will leave you to your duties then.  Thank you for your time Bright Lady,” Gwereth 
said with a bow.  He nudged Moonstar and she managed a half bow.  Mimmina 
returned the bow.  
     “I hope that you are able to find a way to end this plague that has come to our fair city,” 
Mimmina said with a more gracious demeanor.
     The two Thauaras faithfuls left the grand hall with Moonstar muttering something 
about Gwereth trying to contain her.  Mimmina watched them leave.  When they were out 
of sight her calm, serene face was suddenly marred with a frown that wrinkled her 
handsome face.  Her innate beauty was lost to the dark thought that troubled her mind.
     Mimmina thought to herself,  so Minax has finally risen.  Dark days indeed.

*   *   *

     Slink and Elyanah had no trouble finding the local thieves guild.  It was a small affair 
but the two thieves knew right where to look.  Slink basically used the same trick that he 
had in Throffhorn many weeks before.  If he looked suspicious enough, the local thieves 



would come looking for him.  Being a trade city, Slink took a little different approach to 
‘looking suspicious.’  He posed as a trader, Elyanah was his associate, who was trying 
to pawn off some goods at an incredibly low price.  As they wandered through the city 
looking for a buyer of the imaginary goods, Slink took in all of the workings of the 
Brighnon trade market.  Before long he was  imagining all the gold that was be had here 
and more than once was tempted to give up adventuring and join the market.  It was a 
daydream that he had to consciously brush away.  He was at the trader’s market for one 
reason, find the thieves guild and gain information about the bandits.  He knew that if he 
were to sell his imaginary goods, it would seriously imbalance the trade market for the 
day, possibly for a week or so.  That would be just the right amount of attention to attract 
the thieves guild.
     “Are you sure you know what you are doing?” Elyanah asked.
     “Of course.  We will have the attention of the thieves guild in no time,” Slink answered.
     “And maybe a lot of others if you are not careful,” Elyanah said.
     “What are you so worried about.  You use to be a Flaming Skull.  You were one of 
them.  You know how things work,” Slink said smiling.
     “Did you ever stop to think that maybe the thieves guild is not the organization in 
control here?” Elyanah asked.
     “The thieves guild not in control?  Bah.  The thieves guild always has a hand in 
everything.  We will be all right.  Besides, I don’t plan on selling anything.  I just want to 
appear that way.  Who would actually buy something I said I had?” Slink asked.
     “Just be careful,"  Elyanah said with a frown.
     Slink approached many merchant, and had little success.  As Slink had predicted, 
most of them were unwilling to barter over goods that they couldn’t see and appraise.  
Finally the pair made their way to a large, portly man that wore a full dark beard on his 
face, a brightly colored turbin on his head and smelled of sweat.  He was standing in the 
sun in front of a large wagon of pots, urns and chalices.  Slink immediately engaged the 
merchant in conversation.
     “So you say that you have this wagon full of antique vases you would rather sell off 
here in Brighnon instead of risking a venture outside of the city?” Abdul asked.
     “That is correct,” Slaink said with confidence as Elyanah inspected to man’s wares.  
Occasionally she would hold up a chalice or urn and point out a defect.  “And it is 
obvious that you are in need of, ah, shall we say finer quality merchandise,"
     Abdul scratched his chin and studied the thief for a moment.  “You say this load of 
goods in hidden safely in the city just waiting for a buyer,"  Slink nodded affirmatively.  
“But if these goods are so precious, why sell them at such a low cost?  They aren’t 
stolen are they?”  He was still eyeballing Slink.
     “My good man..,"  Slink started with his charming voice and demeanor.  “I can not in 
good conscience, charge you any more.  You would be doing me a great favor by taking 
them off my hands.  It would save me a risky trip through bandit infested lands.  The 
grand profit would be your reward for such a favor,"
     Abdul continued to study Slink with a scrutinizing look.
      “Fine.  It is a deal!” Abdul said with a booming voice.  He slapped his hand forceful 
into Slink’s and shook it vigorously.  
     Elyanah flashed him a worried glance.  What if their little transaction did not draw the 
attention of the thieves guild.  Abdul would want his goods and the thieves would have 
none to give him.  They would be in a world of trouble.  Elyanah had little time to ponder 
the implications.  Abdul pulled Slink close to him and wrapped him in a restraining bear 
hug.
     “So little thief,  what exactly are you up to?” Abdul asked his captive squeezing Slink 
hard.  
     Slink was about to reach into the folds of his clothing and find the answer for Abdul 
when they were surrounded by a half dozen men.  The thief looked around and sighed 
with relief.



     “It’s about time,” Slink sighed.
     The thieves of Brighnon were friendlier than the Shadow Daggers but just as serious 
and secretive.  Once Slink and Elyanah were led out of sight, the two were blindfolded 
and led into the guildhouse.  Slink tried to count his steps and remember each twist and 
turn, but the Brighnon thieves were especially cunning and soon had him lost.  When 
they stopped, their blindfolds were removed and the two thieves found themselves in a 
large room.  That had nothing but a few scattered chairs in it.
     “Wait here,” said a guild thief.  He quickly disappear through the door ahead of him, 
leaving two other thieves to guard the pair.
     A few minutes later a tall thin man wearing leathermail with a buzzed hair cut greeted 
them.  
     “My name is Jeermon, junior guildmaster of Brighnon.  What can I do for you today?” 
the man said.
     Slink was puzzled by this approach.  Jeermon wasn’t being sneaky or evasive like 
normal thieves in his position, he was straightforward and to the point.
     “What do we want?”  Slink said confused.
     “Yes, what do you want?  You have obviously gotten our attention for some important 
reason.  Why else would you risk yourself like that?” Jeermon asked.
     “How are we at risk?” Slink asked looking at the surrounding thieves.  They didn’t look 
like much of a threat.
     “With such an outward display of intended deceit and market undercutting, it is 
surprising that one of the Barter Lords didn’t get to you before we did,” Jeermon 
explained.
     “See?” Elyanah said elbowing Slink in the ribs.  He just shrugged.
     Jeermon kept a watchful eye on Slink until he answered the guildmaster’s question.
     “Actually we are here looking for the bandits that have been raiding the merchants 
trains to and from this city,” Slink stated.
     “I hope that you are not accusing our guild of participating in those raids,” Jeermon 
said with a snarl.  Elyanah stepped forward.
     “No, no.  What my friend here means is that we are seeking information about the 
bandits.  Who they are and where they are,” Elyanah explained giving Slink a glare for 
his vagueness.
     “You aren’t looking to join them are you?” Jeermon asked intently.
     “No, we are here to stop them.  And to do that, we need a bit of information,” Slink 
said.
     Jeermon put his hands on his hips and began to laugh to himself.  “You two are a 
bold pair aren’t you?  But I can’t devulge that sort of information.  You will have to meet 
with the Head Guildmaster,"
     “Fine, then take us to him,” Slink said somewhat irritated by all the laughing Jeermon 
was doing.
     “Ok, but only guildmembers can get an audience with him,” Jeermon said smiling 
and holding out a hand.
     “How much?” Slink sighed.
     “Fifty gold coins,” Jeermon said.
     Slink groaned and fished fifty gold coins out of his belt pouch and gave them to 
Jeermon.
     “Fifty each,” Jeermon said grinning wider.
     Slink muttered something nasty under his breath and fished out another fifty gold 
coins.  The two thieves were led deeper into the thieves hideout to another hall and told 
to wait again.  Perhaps a half an hour later, the two thieves could only guess for there 
were no windows in which to observe the passage of time, another man approached 
them.  He was tall and lean like Jeermon with a stern face and piercing eyes.  He had 
pale amber hair that was tied back in a braided ponytail.
     “My name is Zate.  I am the Head Guildmaster here.  Jeermon tells me that you are 



inquiring about our bandit problem,"  Both of the thieves nodded.  “Let me tell you that 
the guild has no official ties to the bandits,"
     “No official ties but what about unofficial,” Slink asked.
     “It is true that on occasion we do trade bits of information.  After all, both our 
organizations share similar livelihoods.  But it is more out of common curtsey that 
anything,” Zate saud.
     “So the bandits have not interfered with the thieves guild then?” Elyanah asked.
     “No, and they would be foolish to.  The guild keeps the black market trading, so to 
speak, in perfect balance with legal trading.  And so because of that we are unofficially 
accepted by the rulers of the city.  To attack us would put that balance in jeopardy.  The 
Barter Lords would not like that and would most surely seek out the bandits,” Zate 
explained.
     “And why haven’t they already?  Surely they are losing gold with each merchant that is 
being robbed,” Slink said.
     “Everything has its place in the grand scheme of things. I would bet right now the 
Barter Lords are figuring out how your search for the bandits will benefit them,” the 
Guildmaster said with a smile.  Slink ignored the taunting smile and though about 
Zate’s words. 
     “So what can you tell us of the bandits and where to find them?” Slink finally said.
     “You know very well that I can’t tell you who the bandits are or where they are.  
Professional courtesy and all,” Zate said continuing to smile
     “Of course,” Slink said.
     “I can tell you that it would be wise to seek information in the Merchant’s district.  
There is bound to be a bandit insider there,” Zate said.
     Slink thought that Zate’s idea was an obvious one but said nothing to reveal those 
feelings.
     “And what of this Devilfish that we have heard about?” Slaink asked.  Elyanah 
stiffened a bit wondering what Slink was up to.
     “And what of it?  Do you think it is tied to the bandits in somewway?” the guildmaster 
said studying the thief’s face.
     “Could be.  And it could be just a coincidence that the beast has come back around 
the time the bandits began to attack the merchant trains.  Call it professional curiosity,” 
Slink smirked slightly.
     “You are a crafty one aren’t you.  Looking for a job?” Zate asked.  Slink nodded and 
declined.  “Just thought I’d ask.  Actually there is talk that the bandits are using the 
Devilfish to draw attention away from their raids.  Whether that is true or not...," the 
guildmaster trailed off.
     “I know, I know, professional courtesy,” Slink said with a smile.
     They three of them continued to talk for a while but Slink and Elyanah didn’t learn 
much that would help them.  They bid Zate goodbye and headed for the Merchant’s 
District to seek for more information and possible something to pilfer.  They were after 
all technically part of the thieves guild, if just on a temporary basis.

*   *   *

     Tyrahne and Durenda wandered about the city enjoying the sunny day.  They found a 
small park with lush green grasses and colorful flowers and a couple of shaded 
benches.  They decided to stop for a few minutes to enjoy each others company in such 
a beautiful place.  They sat on one of the four benches surrounding a statue of some 
unknown yet important figure.
     “Isn’t this place wonderful,” Durenda said looking around at the blooming plant life.
     “It’s beauty pales in comparison to yours," Tyrahne commented sheepishly.
     Durenda giggled and placed a hand on his arm.  He began to feel warm inside and 
just knew that a blush graced his face.  Seeing this Durenda giggled again and gave 



him a hug
     “What would I do without you Tyrahne?” Durenda asked sweetly.
     That was something that Tyrahne hoped they would never have to find out.  They 
talked and laughed for awhile until a worrisome thought crossed Durenda’s mind.
     “Do you think that we are being selfish?” Durenda asked.
     “What ever do you mean?” Tyrahne answered her question with a question.
     “Here we are enjoying the day while the others are hard at work looking for clues 
about the bandits," Durenda explained.
     “Remember that Moonstar is hard at work looking for information about Minax.  And 
do you think that Slink and Elyanah are working hard at anything but getting into 
trouble?” Tyrahne said with a  smile.
     Durenda still looked a bit troubled.  “I guess not,"  She said a little apprehensively.  
“Still."
     “Everyone is gathering information in their own way.  We will stumble upon 
something eventually," Tyrahne said reassuring the little druidess.  
     Tyrahne stretched his arms out a bit enjoying the mornings warmth.  Durenda 
secretly watched the muscles of his arms bulge and had to turn away suddenly to hide a 
blushing face of her own.  While the two were talking another young couple, perhaps a 
few years older than Tyrahne, sat down on the bench to the left of them.  The couple 
were both simply dressed and were very likely farmers or shop owners.  the man had 
short sandy brown hair and a thin pointy face.  The woman had long brown hair that was 
untied and a round jolly face.  The man wore a troubled look and both were talking loud 
enough for Tyrahne and Durenda to hear them.
     “But Missy, my father entrusted the care of his store to me while he is away in 
Ironmoore.  How can I tell him that the shipment of his best wares has been stolen by 
those accursed bandits?” the man asked.
     “It will be ok Alex.  The Barter Lords will get your father’s goods back," Missy said 
reassuringly.
     “Bah, the Barter Lords do nothing unless it benefits them.  They would probably just 
keep it all if they even bothered to find it at all," Alex said in disbelief.
     “Hush Alex, least they hear you,"  Missy said in a low voice warning him.
     “They haven’t done anything to stop the bandits yet.  Don’t you find that a little 
strange?  And know I hear that the bandits are being aided by strange little humanoids.  
When will this madness stop?!?” Alex exclaimed loud enough to cause to people 
walking by to stop an look at him.  Missy moved a bit closer to Alex and put an arm 
around him in an attempt to calm him.  “I’ve heard that a shepherd out in the plains saw 
the Devilfish yesterday.  A group of adventurers drove it away, but you know it will be 
back.  It is a bad omen I tell you.  I always thought that the Devilfish was a legend but no 
more.  We are heading for dire times indeed,"
     “Stop it Alex, you are scaring me,"  Missy whimpered.
     “Better to be aware," Alex said angrily
     Missy cuddled up closely to him and their conversation fell into whispers.  Tyrahne 
and Durenda looked at each other with wonder.
     “I guess that we have stumbled across that information that you were talking about," 
Durenda said.

*   *   *

     Raven and Craedus made their way to what Brighnon called their “Warrior’s Guild,"  It 
was merely an old warehouse that contained all sorts of equipment that warriors could 
use to hone their combat skills.  Most all who currently occupied the hall looked like 
guards of sorts, either for the city or various merchant shops that were found within the 
city.  Scanning the crowded hall Raven spied one man that stood out form the rest.  He 
was extremely tall and wide shouldered with a head of thick black hair that ran down 



along his back.  He had a broad face and a thick nose. The man was practicing some 
sort of unarmed fighting technique that looked like a cross between wrestling and 
boxing.  Time after time the man would grapple with a stationary dummy, throwing it to 
the ground with a variety of different moves.  Raven and Craedus approached the huge 
man.  Craedus watched him with mild interest, trying to copy the man’s moves.  After 
long moments the man seemed to sense someone watching him and stopped his 
exercises.  He turned about and saw Craedus trying to mirror his fighting style.  He took 
a step forward before bending over and leaning down the stare Craedus in the eyes.
     “You thinks yooz a tough one Little Grunt?”  the huge man said having difficulty 
spitting the words out.
     “I can hold my own," Craedus said boldly.
     The man stared at Craedus for a moment before breaking into a hysterical laughter 
that startled Raven.  His voice boomed out loudly.
     “Pug likes little man,"  he said as he reached out and gave Craedus a friendly punch 
in the arm.  The blow had enough force behind it to push Craedus back a step.
     “Pug?  Would you be able to help us out?” Raven asked.  She walked up to Pug just 
as he was standing up to his full height.  He was a good head and a half taller than her.
     Pug eyed Raven over.  “Help wit what pretty lady?”
     “We were wondering if you knew anything about the recent bandit problem," Raven 
said.
     Pug looked confused for a moment but then Raven realized that he was just trying to 
choose his words carefully.
     “Yooz no wanna find those guys.  They bad.  Really bad.  They’s went an kilt Pug’s 
friend in a raid.  Bad, bad," Pug said.  He wore a grim expression on his face.
     “Your were in a raid?” Raven asked.
     “I was helpin’ da traders and weez gots attacked. They kilt alotta traders and m’friend 
but I kilts lotsa those lil green ones.” Pug said.
     Raven and Craedus gave each other questioning looks when they heard the words 
“green ones,"
     “Do you know where the bandits are now?” Raven asked.
     “Theys jus’ dis’peared," Pug said slowly.  He made a dramatic gesture with his 
hands to signify the bandits disappearing into thin air.  “Theres is notes ‘bout it ov’r 
there.  Pug cans’t read em tho’,"  The huge man pointed at a far wall that was devoid of 
training equipment.
     Following the big man’s gesture Raven noticed, for the first time, a large section of 
wall that had many  sheets of paper tacked to it.  It was the Postings Board.  And it may 
have been to one place that they could find a few clues.
     “Thanks," Raven said and headed toward the bulletin board.
     Craedus extended one of his small hands to Pug to thank him.  The giant took that 
hand shook it vigorously enough to lift the dwarf off the ground.  Pug smiled as Craedus 
left to catch up with Raven.  He managed to smile back at the huge man but mumbled 
under his breath.
     Craedus mumbled quietly: “Damn fool almost tore my arm off.  But what a grip,"
     The Postings Board was much like the one that they had found in the Adventurer’s 
Guild in Ironmoore, but far smaller.  In all there were about a dozen requests for “hearty 
swordarms,"  And among those there were three of them that was requesting help, in 
various forms, for defeating or protecting against the bandits.  Raven made a mental 
note of what each of these notices said.
     “Those bandits must be a tough bunch if they were able to scare off a man of Pug’s 
size and girth.  I’m sure that he is a mighty warrior indeed,"  Craedus said looking back 
toward the giant man just as Pug put his training dummy in a massive bear hug.
     “How do you think you would feel if someone killed all the people that you were trying 
to protect along with all your friends?” Raven asked.  She eyed the dwarf awaiting his 
response.



     “I suppose..,"  Craedus said thinking about the consequences of such an event.  
     Having found what they were looking for, it was time for the two to move on.  As they 
left the Warriror’s Hall Pug waved goodbye and gave Craedus a toothy smile.  One that 
had more than a few gapping holes in it where teeth once rested.  Craedus smiled and 
waved back.
     Craedus thought to himself pondering the Pug’s great size.  “So that is what a mighty 
dwarf like me must look like to a little halfling......except with more teeth,"  He mused to 
himself as they headed out the door and back through the streets of Brighnon.

*   *   *

     Merrick and Lanneth’s quest for information turned out to be a mix blessing for the 
two.  For Merrick, it gave him the opportunity to check out some of the local pubs, hearing 
what they had to offer musically, and to see what comely bar wenches awaited his witty 
charms.  He was having a great time.  Lanneth on the other hand was miserable.  The 
city was beginning to smother him and he kept his hood pulled up tight around his face 
the whole afternoon.  He wanted nothing more than to be back in his room at the Barter 
House studying his spellbooks.  Already they had gone to three pubs and all they had 
managed to find out was the name of four barmaids that found Merrick charming and 
amusing.
     “Come on Lanneth, lighten up.  This is fun," Merrick said
     “If you say so," Lanneth replied unenthusiastically.
     Merrick shrugged and led them into a fourth bar.  Merrick’s colorful patchworked cloak 
disappeared through the pubs door leaving Lanneth to stand by himself in the Brighnon 
street.  After a minute of thinking about his cozy room back at the Barter House, the elf 
follow him.  Inside it was the usual routine.  Merrick started by flirting with one of the 
barmaids and then questioned the bartender.  Once again the man had no information 
to offer about the bandits.  Merrick slumped in his chair next to Lanneth.
     “I can’t believe how tight lipped the people are in these pubs.  Its so unusual," merrick 
said.
     “Maybe they are not gossipers," Lanneth said offhandely.
     “Everyone is a gossiper," Merrick said
     “Sometimes a person just doesn’t have anything to say," Lanneth said.  Merrick gave 
the elf a questioning look, not getting his hidden meaning.  “Maybe they are afraid to 
talk,"
     “We are never going to learn anything this way," Merrick said scanning the pub for the 
serving wench.
     “You wanna know ‘bout th’ bandits?” said a slurred voice.
     Merrick turned to find a ragged and dirty fellow had taken the barstood next to him.
     “Ack!  100 proof," Merrick said getting a whiff of the man’s breath.
     “I can tell ya all ‘bout the bandits”  the drunkard sputtered out as he eyed the drink in 
Merrick’s hand.
      “Do tell my kind fellow," Merrick said as he signaled the bartender to draw the man a 
glass.  The man waited until the drink was in his hands and half drunk before speaking 
again.
     “I am Telko.  I was once a guard for a wealthy merchant’s train.  One day we was 
headin’ westward out of the city when all of the sudden these bandits appeared outta 
nowhere and attacked us.  And if that wasn’t bad enough, they’s were bein’ helped by 
these small dog-like creatures.  Before’s ya knew it the bandits disappeared with all the 
merchant’s loot.  Poof!  Gone rights before m’ eyes,"
     Merrick leaned over to whisper to Lanneth: “I wonder if this guy was drinking while he 
was working.  All those bandits disappearing all at once?”    Lanneth shrugged and 
continued to ignore Merrick’s words, concentrating on the thought of returning to their 
inn.  Merrick returned to his conversation with Telko.  “You say they disappeared with all 



the gold?  You mean disappeared as in snuck off when you weren’t looking?”
     At first Telko looked a little offended by Merrick’s accusation but soon the ale in him 
won the battle and Telko became mellowed once again.
     “Nah.  Disappeared right in front of m’ eyes.  One second they’s there, the next they’s 
gone.  They’s just vanished from sight.  Like a wizard would....teleport?” Telko explained 
struggling to get the last word out.  “I’s saw that happen once before.  Simply amazin’..,"  
Telko trailed off.
     “Teleported?  So there was a mage working with them?”   Merrick asked.
     Telko didn’t respond.  His glass was empty and he was once again eyeing the one in 
Merrick’s hand.  The bard flagged down the bartender and ordered Telko another round.  
This time the drunkard took smaller sips out of his glass, either to enjoy the ale’s flavor 
or to savor what could possible be his last free beer.
     “Nah.  None that I’s could see.  There was foul magic at work that day, but not’s from 
a spellslinger.  There were just those savage bandits and the little dog critters," Telko 
said and burped suddenly causing Merrick to quickly turn away, avoiding the noxious 
stench.
     “What do you think?  A contingency spell to teleport them all away?” Merrick quietly 
asked his elven friend.
     “An unaided mass teleport?  I think not.  If that were the case, we would be dealing 
with mighty powerful foes indeed," Lanneth commented.
     Merrick frowned at the implications of the elf’s words and turned back to Telko with 
another question on his lips.  But to his dismay Telko had passed out, his head on the 
bar next to a half empty mug of ale.  A stream of drool ran slowly out of the corner of his 
mouth, forming a small pool under his face.  Merrick sighed.  He looked at Lanneth who 
just shrugged and glanced at the door.  Merrick quickly finished his drink, threw a few 
silver coins on the bar and the pair left, looking for more clues to the bandit mystery.

*   *   *

     Everyone more or less returned to their rooms at the Barter House around sundown.  
All of the companions where a buzz with the scraps of information that they had 
gathered, expect for Moonstar who was less than thrill with the quantity and quality of 
information that she had discovered about Minax.  Raven gathered them all around and 
started the proceedings.
     “I guess the first thing that should be asked is, did anyone find out exactly who is 
leading the bandits or where their hideout is?” Raven asked.  Everyone shook their 
heads “no,"
     “They are definitely not part of the thieves guild," Slink said with Elyanah backing him 
up with a positive head shake.
     “There is a thieves guild in this small city?” Durenda asked.
     “Most definitely," Slink said.
     “And you don’t think that they are in league with the bandits, or are the bandits 
themselves?” Raven asked
     “No, I don’t think they are connected.  I believe what guildmaster Zate had to say," 
Slink said.
     “You believe the head of the thieves guild?  You truly are an idiot,"  Moonstar snapped.
     “While Zate was unwilling to finger the bandits directly, he was able to point us in the 
right direction.  I found a loose lipped merchant in the Merchant’s District that was a little 
more helpful.  I think I can pretty much guess where the next attacks are going to occur," 
Slink continued to explain ignoring Moonstar’s outburst.
    “To the west of the city?” Raven asked.  Slink nodded to tell her she was correct.  “If 
the thieves guild is not aiding the bandits, do you think someone else is?  Them seem 
very well organized and well equipped.  Moonstar, did you or Gwereth learn of any 
religions backing the bandits?”



     “No, the churches here in Brighnon where of no help at all,"  she snapped.
     “Nay Raven.  I would have to say that the religious factors in this city neither aid nor 
fear the bandits.  For the most part they seem to ignore the whole affair feeling that they 
are above it all.  I think they believe that the bandits would not dare attack church 
shipments," Gwereth added.
     “Ha.  Thieves with honor?  I think not," Moonstar said laughing sarcastically.   Both 
Slink and Elyanah eyed the priestess angrily.
     “They are bandits, not thieves.  Besides, not all thieves are greedy evil fiends," Slink 
said coldly.
     “Just greedy right?” Moonstar asked.
     “Some of us can be honorable and trustworthy," Slink said.
     “We will see," Moonstar said avoiding the angry look that she was getting from 
Elyanah and let the subject drop.
     “There maybe other creatures aiding the bandits.  We met a couple in the city’s park 
that made mention of little humanoids helping out during the raids,"  Tyrahne said.
     “Pug the warrior said the same thing," Craedus added.
     “What’s a ‘pug’?” Slink mouthed to Elyanah.  She just shrugged.
     “Telko too.  Something about little dog-like creatures.  I believe that they were all 
talking about kobolds.  I have heard that there are small tribes of them in the forest and 
hills to the west of the city.  The bandits could have struck a deal with them," Merrick 
said.
     A murmur rippled through the companions.  Tyrahne became angry at the thought of 
humanoids helping the bandits to loot and pillage the merchants.
     “That’s not all.  The bandits seem to escape the scene of the raid by teleporting away 
in one large group.  This seems to suggest the use of magic," Merrick added.
     “And powerful magics at that," Lanneth said.
     Everyone turned to look at Lanneth, equally surprised at what the elf said as much as 
the fact that he had even spoken in the first place.
     “So what we have here is a secret clan of well organized bandits that strike from a 
hidden location, swiftly raid the richest caravans with the aid of a tribe of kobolds and 
then teleport away with the aid of some powerful, yet unknown, source of magic?” Raven 
asked no one in particular.
      “Do the kobolds teleport away too?”  Tyrahne asked.
     “That is unknown but probably unlikely.  I would think that the kobolds are 
expendable," Merrick said.
     “Ah, heads to cleave," Craedus roared getting a little antsy.
     “If the kobolds remained after a raid, they would have to flee somewhere.  I would 
think their lair would have to be close by.  I could track them.  If we could find their lair, we 
could possible use them to find the location of the bandits hideout," Tyrahne said.
     “We will have to find a way to lure the kobolds out first," Gwereth said.
     “The kobolds always strike when the bandits do.  Then and only then," Raven said 
hinting at something else.
     “I think I know exactly how to accomplish all of this," Slink said suddenly.
     “How is that fool?” Moonstar said unconvinced.
     “Well there is a certain merchant with loose lips that just might be in need of some 
extra help guarding his wares. Especially when the bandits discover that he has 
blabbed about them.  I would imagine they will be none to happy," Slink explained.
     “Oh no," Moonstar groaned.  “Not more merchant mercenary work!”  
     Slink laughed before getting up.  He said a few things to Raven in private as the other 
companions discussed everything that they had head in the last few minutes.  Moonstar 
noticed Slink heading for the door.
     “Where are you going fool?” Moonstar asked.
     “To have a little chat with our new employer.  Come on Elyanah," Slink said waving to 
the she-thief.



     “And why is she going?” Moonstar asked.
     “It seems that our merchant friend has developed a powerful crush on Elyanah.  We 
can use that to our advantage," Slink said with a devil’s smile.
     Both Elyanah and Moonstar said “ugh” at the same time as the two thieves headed 
out into the growing darkness of nightfall.



42

To Catch A Bandit 

     Two days passed before the companions could put their “bandit catching” plan into 
effect.  On a hot morning, already muggy well before noon, the companions met their 
new employer in the Merchant’s District.  His name was Morgrath and he was what 
Moonstar had labeled “a weasel of a man,"  He was short and thin with a slightly 
hunched back.  He had a thin gaunt face that ended in a pointy nose.  He had this 
irritating habit of rubbing his hands together as if he were a rat anticipating dropping of a 
scrap of food.  He laughed to himself and eyed the companion carefully, slowly rubbing 
his hands together as he did.  They were so dry that they created a scrapping noise that 
was already irritating Moonstar.
     “My what a fine bunch of protectors you have brought me Slink," Morgrath said with a 
greasy smile.  He walked passed each companion ending in front of Slink and Elyanah.  
“Fine indeed,"  He muttered looking over Elyanah at length.  She moved closer to Slink 
and endured the merchant’s looks until Slink spoke up.
     “Maybe it is time for us to move out," Slink suggested to the captivated Morgrath.
     After long moments the weasel-like merchant snapped out of his lusty daydream and 
headed back to his merchant wagons.  Raven trotted up alongside Morgrath.
     “Where would you like us to be positioned in the caravan?” Raven asked
     “No matter,"  he replied waving her off.
     “No matter ?!?” Raven said surprised and alarmed.  She wondered what kind of fool 
this merchant was.  Morgrath turned to face her and offered her another greasy smile.
     “The bandits will not dare attack us with this much muscle along, so sit where ever it 
pleases you.  If it makes you feel any better you can have Elyanah sit up front with me to 
keep a good eye on the road ahead," he said smiling lustfully.
     “That’s kind of you to offer but I have other plans for Elyanah.  If you will permit me, I 
will set up the defensive positions for my friends within the caravan’s guard," Raven 
said.
     “As you wish," Morgrath said with a sigh and a bit of disappointment.  Once again he 
waved her off and headed toward the front of the caravan.
     Raven watched Morgrath stomp away for a moment before giving her orders to the 
rest of the companions.  As they took their appointed spots on the caravan, Raven gave 
special instructions to the two thieves.
     “I want you two to sit in the last wagon near the rear guard.  As soon as we are out of 
sight of the city and we reach a bit of tree cover, I want you two to leave the caravan and 
make your way south just out of sight.  Follow parallel to the caravan and look for 
anything suspicious," Raven warned the pair of thieves.
     “Are you expecting anything?” SLink asked.
     “Just a hunch.  From the maps I’ve studied and the stories that we have been 
hearing,  I think that you will find more than your fair share of suspicious activity there," 
Raven said.
     “Ah, chaos will ensue," Slink said rubbing his hands together much in the same 
fashion that Morgrath had been doing earlier.  Elyanah shivered as she was reminded 
of Morgrath.
     “Make sure that he doesn’t find too much chaos out there," Raven whispered to 
Elyanah.  The she-thief managed a half of a chuckle, trying to put the thought of Morgrath 
and his lusty gaze out of her mind.  
     Everyone had taken their spot on the caravan and Morgrath gave the order.  Slowly the 
caravan began to move and headed down the main road through the Merchant’s district 
and out Brighnon’s Western Gate.  Before long they were rolling down a dirt road away 



from Brighnon and toward a town called Oakton.  The companions kept an eye on the 
coutryside looking for anything out of the ordinary, anything that would betray the bandits 
presence.  Even Moonstar who feigned indifference kept a watchful eye.  And the 
caravan’s regular guard kept a wary eye on the companions.  Durenda thought that the 
caravan’s guardsmen were a little put out by all the extra help that Morgrath had hired for 
his usual haul through the countryside.  And could she blame them?  They seemed 
more than adequate at holding their own with all the arms and armor that they wore.  
She moved a bit closer to Tyrahne and tried to think of the pleasant thought of returning 
to her lovely grove back home.  As soon as the caravan passed the first turn and was out 
of sight of Brighnon Slink and Elyanah jumped out of the wagon and ran into the 
thickening woods surrounding them.  The rear guard stiffened and placed their hands 
on their weapon anticipating a surprise attack but none came.  They silently watched the 
two thieves disappear into the nearby trees and underbrush.  Raven was also silently 
aware of their departure.  She looked far ahead to see if Morgrath gave any sign of 
awareness.  She sighed with relief when it looked like he had not noticed the thieves 
departure from his caravan.

*   *   *

     The two thieves trotted down a hill and out of sight of the caravan.  Slink picked out a 
path that he thought would parallel the caravan and the two quickly followed it.
     “So what exactly are we supposed to be looking for?” Elyanah asked looking back 
over the hill.
     “Anything suspicious," Slink answered offhandedly.
     “I know what Raven said, but what exactly does that mean?” Elyanah asked again.
     “What does suspicious mean?  Out of the ordinary, making us suspect something, 
acting fishy...," Slink started.  Elyanah stepped closer to him and poked him in the arm.
     “For the last time...," she said and glared at her partner.
     ”Ok, ok, Raven thinks that we are going to stumble across the origins of the raid 
here," Slink finally answered.
     “Bandit or kobold?” Elyanah said continuing to probe her partner.
     “Either, but I would bet the kobolds," Slink said.  By the look on Elyanah’s face Slink 
could have sworn that she was relieved by that answer.  
     They continued through the underbrush, keeping pace with the caravan, looking for 
signs of the kobolds or the bandits.  The pair had walked for a uneventful mile or so 
before they were reward with something more than a view of endless trees and 
shrubbery.  Off in the distance Elyanah spied some movement beyond the gentle prairie 
grass and tree branches.  The thieves crouched closer to the ground while quickening 
their pace trying to close the distance between themselves and the suspicious 
movement ahead.  It wasn’t long before the could make out forms moving beyond the 
line of tress ahead of them.  The figures were moving in the general direction of the 
caravan.  Slink noticed that it was hard to distinguish them from the trees and plantlife 
surrounding them.  Everything seemed green.  The thieves crept closer still until they 
were almost to the tree line.  Beyond the trees they could finally make out a group of 
green skinned humaniods.  They were about two and a half feet tall and had heads that 
looked almost dog-like.  They wore strange skins and mismatched leathers and carried 
wicked little knives and short spears.
     “Nasty little buggers aren’t they?” Slink whispered to Elyanah and smiled.  She gave 
him a scornful look in hopes of hushing him.
     “Kobolds?” Elyanah asked quietly, pointing a thumbs at the little creatures.
     “Of course.  Haven’t you ever seen a kobold before?  Little, green, looks like a dog?” 
Slink asked.
     “They look more rat-like to me.  Besides, I never really got out of Throffhorn much.  I 
have never seen one of those before," Elyanah whispered, pointing at the kobolds 



again.
     “Well fortunately for you, you not only get to see a kobold today but you get to fight one 
too," Slink said smiling again.
     “Now?  All of those?” Elyanah asked with surprise looking at the small horde that was 
gathering.
     “No silly girl. We follow them and wait until they are near the caravan.  I am sure that 
we will get a lot of help once we are there," Slink said.
     With that the two thieves fell in line with the kobolds following them from the opposite 
side of the tree line.

*   *   *

     Raven held her position near the middle of the caravan.  Long minutes passed and 
no ambush.  There were many spots she saw that would make excellent sites for an 
attack but none came.  She was beginning to wonder if maybe that had misjudged the 
bandits when there was a bit of movement in the trees off to the right.  She leaned over 
to the side of the wagon to scan the countryside when three arrows soared out of the 
trees beyond.  Two of them struck the side of the wagon and stuck there but the third 
buried itself deep in Raven’s shield arm.  She fell back into the wagon and landed with a 
thud.  She looked down at her arm and saw the fletching end of an arrow stick out 
between the links in her chainmail sleeve.
     “Ambush!!!”  Raven yelled from the bottom of the wagon.
     The caravan guard that she was sharing the wagon with took one look at the arrow 
protruding from her arm and drew his sword.  A volley of arrows peppered the wagons, 
catching a few of the guards unaware.  Sudden a few dozen bandits charged from the 
surrounding trees. The caravan guards, along with the companions were quickly to 
arms.  Raven make quick work of the arrow in her arm by breaking of its end and 
wrapping her arm as tightly as she could with a piece of spare cloth. She stood up and 
her wounded arm hung limply at her side as she drew her enchanted short sword form 
its scabbard.  Most of the bandits engaged the various cavaran guards while four of the 
bandits, one rather large and well armored, headed toward the lead wagon.  She began 
to jump from wagon to wagon, hoping to get to Morgrath before the bandits did.  
Suddenly the caravan lurched to a halt, almost throwing Raven to the ground.  
     The rest of the companions were doing their best to help the guards repel the bandits 
attack.  Craedus swung his battle axe in wide arcs cleaving both head and limbs from 
his bandit attackers.   He used his magical buckler with incredible skill to parry the 
attacks that past by his axe.  The blows that did hit him, more times than not, merely 
glanced off his platemail.  The guard next to him was less fortunate as a sword came 
down hard across his upper leg causing it to explode open.  Blood spattered across 
Craedus’ armor.  He looked quickly at the fallen guard and knew all too well that the 
man would die of blood loss before the dwarf had a chance to tend to him.  
     Moonstar and Gwereth had turned back to back and were using their staff and mace 
to ward off any bandits that came within striking distance.  Gwereth saw that a large 
group of bandits had converged on a wagon or two behind him and where making great 
strides in slaying the guards there.  He quickly chanted a few magical syllables and 
gestured toward the marauding bandits.  Magical vapors leapt forward and enveloped 
the bewildered men, enshrouding them in a thick dense fog.  While the guards could no 
longer defend themselves in the thick overcast, the bandits were unable to attack either.  
     Having no time to return arrow fire, Tyrahne opted to draw his long sword in one hand 
and a dagger in the other.  Using the knowledge and skill that he had learned in 
Ironmoore, the ranger attacked with both blades, parried savage blows, and attacked 
again.  He was doing quite well against the bandits, slaying many.  And the ones that 
did not die upon his flashing blades where driven back by his blurred parry strokes.  
Durenda stood boldly by his side.  She was abhorred by violence but knew it was 



necessary to forcefully defend herself.  She had cast her Shillelagh spell upon her oak 
staff and was surprised to see that is was bathed in magical fire instead of a bright 
magical glow.  She wondered about this for but a moment before putting the staffs newly 
acquired magical properties to good use by bashing a nearby bandit across the head.  
Instantly the man’s leather helmet burst into flames.  He ran off into the forest shrieking.  
Durenda was shocked by this turn of events.  Suddenly her head began to throb with a 
dull pain.  She ignored it and went back to defending the caravan.  
     Merrick and Lanneth, who where stationed near the rear of the caravan, were virtually 
cut off from the rest of the companions by Gwereth’s wall of fog.  Merrick did his best to 
parry the attack of a half a dozen bandits but was quickly falling victim to their swords 
attacks.  Each time he parried one attack, one would strike him from the other side.  
Soon he was covered in small cuts all over his body.  Lanneth jumped to the bard’s side 
and cast a Color Spray spell bathing the bandits in sheets of scintillating colors.  Four of 
them suddenly became dizzy and confused, finally falling to the ground unconscious.
     “Thanks Lanneth," Merrick said weakly.
     The elf just nodded.  Merrick had a bit of breathing room now and thought he finally 
had the chance to defeat his opponents when the sound of a hundred yapping dogs 
rose from behind him.  He afforded himself one quick glance over his shoulder to see a 
horde of horrible little green dog-like creatures pour from the trees behind him.

*   *   *

     Slink and Elyanah had followed the kobolds along the line of trees until they came to 
a small clearing.  Hiding behind one of the thicker trees, the two thieves watched the 
gathering creatures.
     “My God!  There has to be hundreds of them," Elyanah said with wide eyed.
     “A hundred maybe.  Maybe less," Slink said studying the large horde.
     “No wonder the bandits are so successful in their raids," Elyanah said with a hint of 
awe is her voice.
     “I think it is more than just the sheer numbers of the kobolds.  Lets be ready to strike 
the minute they move out," Slink said.
     Elyanah tightened her grip on her long sword and waited for the kobolds to make 
their move.  Long tense moments later shouts could be heard and the sound of steel 
upon steel.  It was coming from the trees beyond the kobolds.  The little creatures 
grunted something in their strange language, which to Slink just sounded like a lot of 
barking, before charging into the trees beyond.
     “That’s it, lets go," Slink announced to Elyanah and the two thieves ran after the 
kobolds.

*   *   *

     The caravan was taken totally by surprise.  The dwindling numbers of caravan guards 
braced themselves for a two front attack.  The kobolds swarmed the caravan, climbing 
up on the wagons, or running under them and around them.  They where everywhere 
taking whatever they could get their greedy little paws onto.  When the guards 
concentrated their attacks on the bandits, the kobolds nipped at them with their little 
nasty teeth.  When the guards kept from being over run by the kobolds, they were 
vulnerable to the bandit’s attacks.  The guards were not going to survive long and they 
knew it.  Craedus was mowing through kobold ranks with ease, killing a couple each 
time he swung his mighty axe, but the weight of his platemail was starting to tire him.  
Here and there the kobolds were cutting him between the joints in his armor.
     Cunning little bastards, Craedus thought to himself
     Tyrahne and Durenda were holding their own.  Durenda’s magical spell had worn off 
but she attacked the kobolds with a renewed vigor that surprised even herself.  The 



ranger had managed to defeat all of their bandit opponents before the kobold attack.  
With Durenda’s aid and his anger towards the kobolds, it was an easy task for him to 
ward of the little beast’s attacks.  
     Once again Merrick had found himself hopelessly out numbered.  As he became 
swarmed by the kobolds, the bandits fell back and disappeared through the wall of fog, 
heading toward the front of the caravan.  Lanneth cast another spell and a dozen 
kobolds fell into a deep slumber.  But as soon as the little creatures fell, more kobolds 
took their place.  Lanneth had to resort to a more offensive spell if he was to live through 
the battle.  He chanted a few more magical words and both ends of his staff blazed with 
blue flames.  With reckless abandon he jumped alongside Merrick and struck at the 
horde of kobolds.  The little creatures recoiled frightfully away from the mages magical 
onslaught.  
     On the otherside of the wall of fog which was starting to dissipate, Gwereth had the 
same idea as Lanneth.  The cast a Sleep spell of his own on a group of charging 
kobolds.  More than a dozen of them fell to the ground snoring.  At the head of the 
caravan a group of four bandits had cornered the lead wagon.  Three of them looked like 
normal bandits but fourth, and obvious leader, was a huge man.  He was close to seven 
feet tall and wore and ornate suit of platemail.  There was a large horned helmet resting 
on his head and a large two handed sword of some strange black metal in his hand.  
He spoke to a cowering Morgrath.
     “I guess this is the part where I tell you to turn over all your treasure," the bandit leader 
said laughing.
     “T-t-take all that you want," Morgrath whimpered.
     “I intend to," the bandit leader pointed at his three followers.  “You three.  Get up there 
and grab the gold,"
     The bandits quickly jumped up onto the wagon and began grabbing the gold laden 
chests.  One of the bandits took the opportunity to kick Morgrath causing the merchant to 
yelp out loudly.  The bandit laughed and began helping his associate with the chests.  
Suddenly Raven landed in the wagon with a thud and brought her sword down on the 
laughing bandits neck, severing his head.
     “You will not be stealing any gold today!”  she yelled at the bandits.
     The other two bandits engaged Raven.  She dodged to the one side to avoid a 
charging bandit, stabbing him in the back as he rushed passed her.  The wounded 
bandit fell immediately to the wagon’s floor.  The other bandit swung at the preoccupied 
she-warrior.  His sword glanced across her chainmail with a loud clank.  She spun 
around and caught the bandit in the abdomen just under his ribs.  That bandit fell too.  
Quickly, she jumped out of the wagon and raised a sword to the bandit leader.
     “Ah, a fabled Houkahtan Knight," the bandit leader laughed.  Raven was taken aback 
by the bandit leader’s knowledge.  “You are a brave one indeed considering how far 
from home you are,"  he mocked Raven.
     “Prepare to die fiend," she announced.
     But before she could take a step forward, the flat of a sword came down ontop of her 
head knocking her unconscious.  She fell to the ground with a thud.  Morgrath, who was 
still cowering in the lead wagon looked up to see one of his guardsmen standing over 
the fallen Raven.
     “Drak?” Morgrath asked weakly.
     He looked at his former employer but said nothing to answer him.
     “Feeling a little merciful today Drak?” the bandit leader asked with amusement.
     “She is incapacitated Viliedar," Drak said in a deep, rich voice.
     The bandit leader scowled at hearing his name spoken outloud but said nothing. 
     “Very well then," Viliedar said to his errand captain.  He turned to another pair of 
bandits who stood nearby.  “Grab those chests,"
     As they gathered the merchant’s treasure, Slink and Elyanah rounded the corner of 
the second wagon to intercept the Bandit Leader and his cohorts.



     “Surrender or die!” Slink screamed.
     “I don’t think so little man," Viliedar said laughing.  
     Suddenly the Bandit Leader, Drak and the bandits that were holding the merchant’s 
treasure winked out of existence.
     “Damn, they teleported away," Slink said disappointed.
     As the thief looked around the ground where their opponents once stood, Elyanah 
rushed over to Raven side and tended to her wounds.  By the time she was coming 
around, the other companions began to arrive.  Craedus was bleeding badly and so 
was Merrick who had to lean on Lanneth to keep from falling over as he walked.  
Moonstar and Gwereth had a few minor cuts and bruises.  Tyrahne and Durenda 
seemed to be the only ones without obvious injury.  They bound each others wounds 
and the most serious ones where healed with magic.  Tyrahne helped Raven remove 
the broken arrow shaft from her arm and Gwereth healed the wound.  She flexed her stiff 
arm and winced.
     “It will take awhile to heal completely,"  the priest explained.
     “It will do," Raven said rubbing the bump on the back of her head.  “Ouch.  Who hit 
me?”
     “One of the caravan guards named Drak.  It seems as though he was working for the 
bandits," Slink said.
     “And where is Morgrath?” Raven asked.
     “Gone.  He fled sometime after Drak made his alliance known," Slink said
     “So, teaming up with Morgrath wasn’t such a good idea after all huh?  We really took 
care of those bandits didn’t we?” Moonstar said sarcastically.   Slink glared at the 
priestess but said nothing.
     “And what of the kobolds?” Raven asked.
     “The cowards suddenly broke off their attack and fled back into the woods.  I could 
begin tracking them if you like,"  Tyrahne offered.
     “Lets check the fallen bandits for clues first," Raven ordered.
     The most companions searched the bodies of the fallen bandits while Slink check 
the caravan guards bodies and kobolds for hidden treasures while Durenda and 
Elyanah rounded up any survivors of the bandits attack.  In the end there were only five 
survivors.  Surprisingly four of them where merchants and one was a guard.
     Elyanah whispered to Slink, “don’t you think it is strange that none of the merchants 
were harmed or even attacked during the raid,"  Slink said nothing but pondered his 
partners words.
     The only curious thing that the companions found on the bandits bodies were the 
rings that each one wore.  All of them had the same plain band of metal on their left 
middle finger.
     “What are those for?” Durenda asked.
     “That could be how they disappear after each raid," Gwereth offered.
     “They don’t appear to be magical," Lanneth announced said after weaving a Detect 
Magic spell.   Spying something he quickly turned way from the others.
     “They look worthless to me," Slink said turning one over in his hand.
     “Lets just take them all back to Brighnon just in case," Raven said.
     “We are not going to follow the kobolds?” Tyrahne asked suddenly.
     “I don’t think that we are in any shape to take on the rest of the kobold horde.  Who 
knows how many of them are in their lair.  Let’s head back to Brighnon.  We can rest for 
the day and find out more about these rings.  If necessary, we can hunt down the 
kobolds tomorrow," Raven said.
     Tyrahne agreed with Raven but didn’t look to happy about it.  He looked back at the 
woods where the kobolds fled and sighed.
    “Tomorrow you all die," Tyrahne whispered a silence oath to kobold horde.
     The companions gathered everyone and headed back to Brighnon, leaving the 
carnage of the bandits attack behind them.
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The First Clue 

     The companions slowly made their way back to Brighnon.  As they did, there was 
much talk of the bandit’s raid.
     “So what exactly did we learn from all of this?  I thought the whole idea of joining the 
merchants once again was to find out where the bandits were hiding and to stop them 
like we did in Ironmoore," Moonstar asked sarcastically.
     “I think that we are dealing with a more organized, powerful and dangerous group of 
bandits this time Moonstar.  Even if we did know where they were, I don’t think we would 
be able to just swoop in there and stop them like we did last time," Raven said.
     “That’s just it.  We don’t know where they are.  This whole plan of Slink and yours was 
for nothing," Moonstar accused the thief.
     “No.  It has yielded quite a bit of useful information.  We now know who we are 
dealing with, their relative numbers and how they operate.  Besides, we have these,"  
Raven said holding up one of the dull gray bandit’s rings that she had been studying.
     “That thing?  It doesn’t tell us anything,"  Moonstar snapped.
     “I would have to agree with Moonstar.  I don’t think that these rings offer any clue as to 
finding the bandits," Gwereth said.
     “Maybe not yet, but they will," Raven said.
     Further back in the marching order Slink and Elyanah were having an interesting 
conversation of their own.
     “I still think it is odd that none of the merchants were harmed in the attack," Elyanah 
said.
     “Maybe the bandits figured that the merchants were of no challenge and didn’t attack 
them," Slink said.
     “This raid wasn’t about combat prowess or valor, it was about gold and the 
merchants definitely had some," Elyanah pointed out.
     “Maybe the bandits figured that if they left the merchants alive, the fools would go back 
to Brighnon and try to move another caravan out of the city.   That would guarantee more 
gold and goods," Slink said.   Elyanah raised an eyebrow to this and struck on a curious 
thought.
     “Maybe they were ordered to leave the merchants alone," Elyanah said.
     “By the bandit leader?  That’s an obvious thought," Slink said.
     “No, by someone else.  Some one with more power and more of a stake in the 
matter," Elyanah said.
     “Like who?” Slink asked with confusion.
     “The Barter Lords maybe?” Elyanah said.
     “Why would they attack merchants of their own city?” Slink asked.
     “Maybe they are just greedy.  Or maybe to keep a balance in the market," Elyanah 
said.
     Slink thought about Elyanah’s last statement and the words that Zate had spoken to 
him a few days before.  He started to work out a scenario in his head.
     Further back in the group Tyrahne and Durenda walked silently together.  The ranger 
had said nothing since the companions left the scene of the raid and it was beginning to 
worry Durenda.  As of late the cheerful spark in Tyrahne’s eyes had vanished and his 
kind demeanor had been replaced by a dark, angry, almost cruel attitude.  Somehow 
she had to get through to Tyrahne and find out what the problem was.  
     But how am I going to do that? she thought to herself.
     Behind them Craedus was still fiddling with his armor and muttering to himself.
     “This platemail is great protection but I really have to get some lighter armor.  Maybe 



there is a dwarven trader in Brighnon," the dwarf said.
     The companions entered Brighnon and made their way to the Barter’s House.  Along 
the way they were stopped by various people curious about the companions battered 
condition.
     “What happened to you adventurers?  You look like bloody hell.  Was it those 
accursed bandits again?” the town’s folk asked.
     The companions were beaten and weary and were in no mood to answer questions 
about the bandits at that time.  They endured a barrage of questions until Slink spoke up 
and said something to them.
     “You think we look bad?  You should see what those bandits look like now!” Slink 
announced.
      He meant for his statement to be bold yet funny but it just brought forth another 
barrage of worrisome questions.
     “Did you defeat the bandits?  Are they truly gone?  Where is the rest of your caravan?  
Will the bandits come seeking revenge on Brighnon?” the town’s folk continued to 
asked.
     The companions quickened their pace and finally made it back to their inn and took 
refuge in the safety of its walls.  The innkeepers, Barker and Shirley, did their best to 
shoo away the growing mob of concerned Brighnon citizens.  Once inside Moonstar took 
the opportunity to scowled Slink.
     “Just what do you think that you were doing?” Moonstar asked.
     “What?  What did I do?” Slink asked in return.
     “What did you expect to happen saying something like that to all those scare people 
out there," Moonstar said.
     “I was just trying to be funny," Slink said.
     “Funny?  By telling all those people that we defeated the bandits you have given them 
a sense of false hope.   They will then give up on being so cautious and end up being 
bandit bait.  You are an idiot Slink," Moonstar said.
     For a minute Slink actually felt bad for the way that he acted until a thought crossed 
his mind.
     “But what I said was true....well at least it will be.  We are going to go out and defeat 
those bandits right?” he said looking toward Raven.
     Raven had been listening to the conversation with one ear as she inspected the 
small indentation in her arm where the bandits arrow had struck her.  The magical 
healing by Moonstar had all but removed any evidence that it had ever happened.  But 
Raven knew it happened.  She remembered it all, the arrow, Drak ambushing her, the 
caravan guards being slain by the bandits.  It was thought enough to fuel her desire for 
revenge.
     “Oh yes.  We will be paying the bandits another visit," she said with an uncommonly 
angry tone in her voice.
     The companions took a moment to change out of their armor and to freshen up a bit.  
They relaxed for a moment and gave the crowd outside their inn a chance to disperse 
before heading out to find someone who could tell them more about their newly found 
sack of dull gray rings.  They headed out to one of the many market squares that filled 
Brighnon and looked for anyone that dealt in jewelry, especially rings.  They had little 
luck finding anyone that could identify the rings, but one merchant noticed a strange 
thing about them.
     “ Look at this," Ringo said pointing at  the inner circle of the ring.  The companions 
each took a ring and looked at what the merchant was indicating. 
     “What are we looking at," Tyrahne said grumpily.
     “Notice the perfect circumference of the rings?  See the flawlessness of it all?  How 
smooth the band is?” Ringo asked.
     “Yeah so?  The ring is well made," Slink said offhandedly.
     “They are all well made.  Almost perfect," Ringo said with admiration for the flawless 



ring.
     The companions looked at Ringo confusingly.
     “Let me explain.  You don’t want to make a product too well, otherwise it will never 
wear out and the customer will have no reason to replace it.  Hence merchants like us 
would be out of business after an initial sale,"  Ringo explained.
     “So you make inferior products to dupe the customer into having to replace their 
purchases every so often?” Gwereth asked accusing the merchant of foul play.
     “It’s not exactly like that.  We don’t make inferior products, its just that we don’t go 
through the effort to make exquisite merchandise.  Nowadays people almost expect 
things to wear out after time.  We do on occasion make exceptional items if there is a 
good enough reason," Ringo continued.
     Somehow Gwereth was not buying the merchants reasoning.
     “And what would be a good enough reason?”  Raven asked.
     “If a special order comes in, lets say, for the mayor or for a mage that is looking for 
the perfect item to use in a spell or something like that.  Most times when that is the 
case, one high quality item is created, not a whole bag of nearly flawless items like that 
bag of rings you have," Ringo said.
     “So, the rings are high quality, expensive rings," Slink said hinting at the true value of 
the rings.
     “Expensive and valuable?  No.  Finely crafted? Yes," Ringo merchant explained letting 
the wind out of the thief’s sails.  “If I didn’t know any better, I would say that those rings 
are the craft of a mage,"
     Raven thanked the merchant and flipped him a gold coin after declining an offer to 
buy the bag of rings.  The companions made their way to the Craftsman’s District and 
located the one and only mage that resided in the city at that time.  He was an ancient 
looking man with a hunched over back and a very long white beard that hung down to 
his belt.  He was a short man that the companions later found out was actually a 
gnome.  His name was Gnal Lomis.  The companions told their story to the ancient 
gnome as he turn a ring over in his hand.
     “This ring is not enchanted, probably never was,"  Gnal croaked.
     “You mean that they are just plain old ordinary rings?”  Slink asked with a gasp.
     “No, I said that they were not enchanted.  They seem more like storage devices," Gnal 
explained.
     “A storage device for...spells?” Lanneth asked.
     “Yes.  And they probably held quite an enchantment at one time.  From what you have 
told me about the bandits blinking all over the countryside raiding the merchant 
caravans, I would say these rings held some sort of mass teleportation enchantment," 
Gnal said.
     “But that would take a wizard of extremely high power to create such ring," Lanneth 
said finally piping up about the subject.
     “Yes, many many mages or some sort of amplification device.  It sounds like the 
bandits are a lot more dangerous than anyone thought," Ganl said with a frown.
     The companions were suddenly aware of the very dangerous situation that they had 
put themselves in.  Under protests from Slink, Raven gave the mage one of the rings as 
payment for his information and advice.  He shuffled away to further examine the ring as 
the companions left his modest shop.  On the way back to the Barter’s House Raven 
gathered Slink and Tyrahne alongside her.
     “I don’t think that these rings are going to lead us to the bandits anytime soon.  I think 
that we should try a different course of action," Raven said.
     “What do you have in mind oh fearless leader of ours," Slink said with bravado.  
Raven gave him a funny look before answering.
     “I say we go after the kobolds and see what we can get out of them about the 
bandits," Raven said.
     “Now you are talking some sense," Tyrahne said enthusiastically.  “When do we 



leave for the slaughter?”  An uncommon viciousness filled his voice.
     “In the morning, bright and early," Raven said.
     Smiling, Tyrahne walked back over to Durenda’s side and for the first time in days he 
seemed more like his old self.
     “He sure does hate those little buggers doesn’t he?” Slink said.
     “Yeah," Raven said wondering about it all.
     “Wonder why?” Slink asked mirroring Raven’s thoughts.
     “Dunno," Raven answered still wondering about it.  
     Maybe we will get our answer during tomorrow’s raid on the kobold lair, she thought 
to herself.
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Into The Kobolds Lair 

     The companions awoke early in the morning and prepared for the day’s hunt.  As 
expected Tyrahne was the first to rise and begin the whole process.  He was more than 
eager to head out and “dispose” of the foul little kobolds.  Craedus was the last to 
awake and had to be physically shaken by Raven before doing so.
     Craedus yawned and asked, “wha....  What time is it?”
     “It’s early and it’s time to go," Raven said.
     “By Khom’s beard woman, you disturbed the most magnificent of dreams.  I was in 
the great hall of the Dwarven Lord.  The great Thorin was at my side and we were about 
to slay the mighty dragon...," Craedus gloated.  Raven let the dwarf ramble on as she 
continued to ready herself.
     Tyrahne took to pacing the hall outside of their rooms and became more and more 
anxious and the morning grew long.  By the time they were ready to leave the Barter’s 
House the ranger was down right irritable.  Raven made it a point to talk with Durenda 
the minute Tyrahne’s attention had wandered from her.  Strangely enough Raven didn’t 
have to wait long.  Slink was in debate with Craedus over what they would need to take 
along and were, as Tyrahne put it, “wasting valuable time arguing over nothing,"  The 
ranger oversaw the rest of their packing giving Raven the moment she needed.
     “Durenda?  Can I talk with you for a moment?” Raven asked.
     “You want to talk to me?” Durenda said still focusing on Tyrahne’s strange behavior.
     “Yes, I do.  I know that we haven’t talked much...," Raven started awkwardly.
     “It’s ok Raven.  I am usually in the company of Tyrahne, not that you could tell by his 
actions today, so I know how hard it would be for you to get the chance to talk to me.  
Besides, you are busy coordinating all of us, the quests, the battles.....  You are our 
leader after all.  I know you don’t have much time for socializing and all that," Durenda 
said sweetly.
     Raven pondered the young woman’s words for a moment.  Was that how the whole 
group saw her?  As the leader.  As the figurehead and not a friend or confidant.  Finally 
she spoke.
     “Yes, I see.  I guess we all have our own role in this little adventure.  Maybe after we 
get back home everyone can spend a little time getting to know each other better," 
Raven said with a smile.
     “I would like that," Durenda said sweetly grabbing Raven’s hand in her own and 
squeezing it.  Raven was not sure what to do next.  She squeezed Durenda’s hand in 
return before dropping it.
     “That’s kind of why I wanted to talk to you today.  I want to get to know Tyrahne a little 
better,"  Raven said.
     “You want to know about Tyrahne," Durenda said a little confused.  She looked quickly 
at Tyrahne and back at Raven.
     “Yes.  I was wondering if you knew anything about this recent mood swing that he has 
taken on," Raven said.
     “You mean all the hostility towards the kobolds and such?” Durenda asked.
     “Yes.  Do you know anything about it?” Raven said.
     “Actually I don’t know much about it at all.  Tyrahne has been extremely tight lipped 
about the whole subject.  From what I can get out of him I think something bad 
happened to him a long time ago.  Something that had to do with kobolds and goblins 
and all those foul creatures that Belonda felt she needed to create.  Something 
happened and it hurt him deeply.  Now I think he wants to go out and repay the kobolds 
for it all," Durenda explained.



     Raven thought about it.  That would certainly explain Tyrahne’s hostility towards the 
kobolds and the anger he felt for the goblins back in WoodVale.  If Durenda’s words 
held the truth, Raven could definitely sympathize with what the ranger was feeling.  But 
she also knew that the road to revenge could be a rough and potentially destructive path 
if his feelings were to get out of hand. She made a silent vow to try and keep his urge for 
revenge from getting out of hand and tearing the companions apart.  She would hate to 
see such a  sweet young woman like Durenda be caught up in something like that.  Life 
could be rough and Raven had a feeling that Durenda had not experienced much of it 
yet.
     “Thank you Durenda," Raven said.  Durenda smiled at her as the she excused 
herself.
     There were plans to be made and she wanted to make sure that everyone knew their 
role in them.  Everyone had to maximize their strengths and minimize their weaknesses 
if they were to successfully infiltrate the kobolds lair and come out in one piece.  The 
companions had agreed the night before that it would be for the best to try an sneak into 
the kobold’s lair during the day when they were bound to be resting.  Raven had hoped 
that by chance they could catch the kobolds out on a raid, limiting the number of kobold 
guards in the lair, making it easier to capture the kobold’s chieftain.  She wanted to have 
as little conflict as necessary.  The kobolds were relatively weak in comparison to them 
but she knew that their vast numbers could quickly over run the companions.  With the 
kobold chieftain in custody it would be a lot easier to control the other kobolds.
     The companion’s finished getting ready and made their way out of the Barter’s 
House, through the city of Brighnon and to the dirt road that led to Oakton.  Tyrahne kept 
the companions walking at a brisk speed.
     “Come on people.  Speed is of the essence,"  Tyrahne shouted impatiently.
     “And I thought Raven could be bossy,"  Moonstar whispered to Gwereth.
     It wasn’t long before the companions came upon the scene of the ambush from the 
day before.  Someone had come for the caravan wagons and the bodies of the guards 
had been carried away.  Off to the side of the road in a small clearing was a large burnt 
spot.  The lush greens of the surrounding grasses were charred black.  The spot was 
big, possibly ten feet in diameter and still smoldered.  Slink and Elyanah examined the 
charred remains within it.  Slink poked around the ashes with a long stick and found that 
there were charred bones scattered about the burnt spot.
     “Looks like the good people of Brighnon have disposed of the kobold’s bodies," 
Raven said.
     “They burned all of the bodies?” Craedus asked.
     “Ashes to ashes...," Gwereth prayed softly to himself.
     “Thank the gods that I, er, we check the bodies for treasure before they were burned," 
Slink said sheepishly.
     Moonstar glared at Slink.  “Is there something that you should tell us about thief?”  
She said hinting at the kobold treasure that Slink had probably lifted off the kobold 
bodies the day before.
    “No.  I don’t think so...," Slink said feigning innocence.
     Tyrahne was milling about the roadside opposite the large burnt patch.  Every so 
often he crouched down to examine the ground or a stalk of grass or eyed the rolling 
countryside beyond him.  Raven walked over and stood silently next to him.
     “This is where we will start to look for the kobolds.  They have entered here,"  Tyrahne 
said pointing at a trampled spot of tall grasses. 
     Raven held up a finger and signaled Tyrahne to wait a minute.
     Raven called out to the others.  “If everyone is down over there, we are ready to begin 
the search,"
     All in all they were and soon the companions were following Tyrahne through the 
scattered trees and tall grasses.  Slink made his way to the front of the group and to the 
side of Tyrahne.



     “The kobolds were following a singular line of trees to the caravan yesterday.  Maybe 
if we followed the line backwards, we could locate their lair," Slink said.  He smiled 
thinking himself ingenious.
     “I will find the kobolds Slink, and probably a lot quicker than following one of your 
hunches," Tyrahne said angrily not even looking at the thief.
     Slink suddenly looked surprised.  Without pushing the subject further he fell back into 
place with Elyanah.  Raven overheard the thief’s next statement and frowned.
     “Boy, what’s bothering him today?  All grouch and no smiles.  Even Durenda isn’t 
turning him on today," Slink grumbled.
     Raven thought to herself.  ‘Yes, what is his problem.’  She was definitely going to 
have to do something about the ranger’s sour mood.  It was beginning to affect the 
others.
     The companions continued to follow Tyrahne along the invisible path that the kobolds 
had left the day before.  At one time during their hike they followed the line of trees that 
Slink had suggested.  Slink was about to say something sarcastic to the ranger when 
Tyrahne led them off the tree line and back into the rolling countryside.  Up and down 
hills, through tall grasses and shallow woods, the companions finally came to an area 
of plains.  In the distance was a large singular hill.  They could see far below its peak 
was some sort of opening.  It could have been a shadowed alcove or cave entrance.
     “Is that it?” Raven asked.
     “I would say so.  All of the tracks that I have seen today have led to here.  And they 
converge up ahead," Tyrahne said fingering the pommel of his long sword.
     “No guards?  That seems unusual," Moonstar said curiously.
     “Not during the bright sunny day.  The cowardly creatures are harmed by the sunlight," 
Tyrahne explained.
     “I thought that was just with goblins?” Slink said.
     “All the dark twisted humanoid races are affected by the sunlight to some degree.  
They are probably holed up and sleeping the day away," Tyrahne said.
     “I hope that they are affect by a great degree," Merrick said worriedly.
     “But the kobolds attacked the caravan during the day...," Slink pointed out.
     “They were probably motivated by hunger," Tyrahne said in an offhanded voice that 
was eerie to listen to.  Durenda shivered when she heard the coldness in his usually 
passionate voice.  “You don’t think the people of Brighnon actually claimed the bodies of 
the caravan guards do you?  The kobolds mostly likely carried them away for food,"
     The companions murmured among themselves about the savagery of such an act.  
Raven reigned them in before there was a big debate about the whole thing.
     “Ok, ok, lets get a move on.  If the kobolds are asleep it might make our job a whole 
lot easier," she said as she signaled Tyrahne to move the companions toward the lair’s 
entrance.
    As the companions approached Tyrahne slipped his long sword out of its scabbard 
and readied himself for an attack.  Many of the others followed his example.  Slink 
grabbed a  handful of throwing knives while Elyanah and Raven drew their swords. 
Craedus held his battle axe steady and smiled when he saw Merrick do the same with 
his sword.  Moonstar and Gwereth merely placed a hand on their weapons.  
     “This group sure is eager to shed a bit of blood," Moonstar said softly to the elder 
priest.  Gwereth just nodded.
     When the companions reached the opening they found it was more like a tunnel 
burrowed straight into the hillside.  It was small and roundish, possible four to five feet 
in diameter.  It traveled inward about twenty feet before sloping downward.
     “Kind of reminds me of a halfling’s burrow,"  Craedus muttered to himself.
     “It’s going to be a tight squeeze down there.  It will be hard to fight," Slink said.
     “If you are too cowardly to go, I will go first," Tyrahne said boldly, stepping toward the 
entrance of the tunnel.
     “Cowardly?  I will show you who is cowardly," Slink said grabbing his magical silver 



dagger.
     Raven stepped between them and stopped the argument.
     “That is enough of the both of you," she said but was focusing mainly on the irrational 
ranger.  “Craedus will go first.  He is smaller and is use to underground tunnels.  And 
his axe will be handy if he needs to ‘persuade’ a few kobolds to move,"
     Craedus smiled and patted his battle axe.  Tyrahne and Slink crossed their arms and 
refused to look at each other.  Raven developed a quick marching order with Craedus, 
Tyrahne and Raven near the front and Slink and Elyanah guarding the rear.  Raven 
hated to leave the trap finders in the back of the group but feared more trouble would 
occur if she left Tyrahne and Slink together.  Besides, the thieves could warn them of an 
ambush from behind.  Tyrahne would have to find the hidden snares and traps this time 
around.
     The tunnel sloped downward at a gentle angle for about a hundred feet before 
leveling off.  After another forty feet or so the companions came to a large chamber that 
had been carved out of the earth.  It was roughly thirty feet in diameter and ceiling was 
six feet high allowing the companions to stretch a  bit.  There were tunnels similar to the 
entry tunnel that led to the left and right and straight ahead.  Almost immediately Tyrahne 
hushed them and cocked his ear to a distance sound.

     “Do you hear that?” Tyrahne asked in a whisper.  Slink also cocked his ear and 
listened.
     “I hear it too.  It’s a strange squeaking sound.  It’s getting louder," Slink said just as 
softly.
     Suddenly a pair of giant weasels bound out of the tunnel ahead of them followed by a 
half dozen kobolds.
     “That didn’t take long," Craedus said.
     One of the giant weasels immediately went for Tyrahne who had a second weapon 
out in a flash.  He met the weasel head on, long sword in one hand and dagger in the 
other.  The other giant weasel charged Craedus thinking him an easy target because of 
his small size.  The furry beast tackled the dwarf and knocked him to the ground.  It 
began to scratch and bite him looking for a way passed the dwarf’s platemail.
     “Ack!  Get off of me you hairy monster.  How can I get a good swing in with you on top 
of me?” Craedus roared.
     With all the fighting going on it was crowded but the companions struck at the 
kobolds at every opportunity.  The kobolds used their small size to their advantage 
ducking in and around the companions.  This made it hard for the companions to hit the 
little creatures without accidentally hitting one of their friends.  The kobolds would stab 
one companion ducking around them to avoid a counter attack, and then ready 
themselves to attack another companion.  It wasn’t long before all of the companions 
had nicks and cuts along their legs and abdomens.
     “Stand still you little devil!” Merrick cursed at a kobold as he swung his sword at it.  
The kobold ducked and the bard’s sword arched wildly above it’s head and close to 
Moonstar’s shoulder.
     “Watch it with that thing you fool!”   Moonstar yelled as she tried to smash a kobold 
with her mace.
     The kobold stabbed Merrick in the foot and ran away laughing in its strange dog 
language.
     Tyrahne stabbed the giant weasel he faced with his longsword cutting a deep gash in 
its side.  He swung the dagger in his other hand at the weasel’s head, hoping to finish 
the creature off.  He over extended himself and the blow went wide.  The weasel took the 
opportunity to chomp down hard on the ranger’s arm drawing blood.  Tyrahne spun 
around swinging his longsword in a wide arc and caught the weasel behind the head.  It 
immediately let go of his arm and fell alongside the cavern’s wall before expiring.    The 
other weasel was still on top of Craedus trying to claw its way through the dwarf’s armor 



until Slink, Elyanah and Moonstar came to his rescue.  The priestess began clubbing 
the giant weasel as the thieves backstabbed the creature into submission.  It wasn’t 
long before the second weasel was also lifeless.  
     Slowly but surely the kobold’s tactics were failing them.  On Raven’s command most 
of the companions backed away from the main fight and pressed their backs against 
the cavern’s walls to defend themselves.  This allowed the fighters of the group to 
concentrate on defeating the kobolds.  With few opponents to duck behind, the kobolds 
found that it was difficult to create chaos among the companions and had to fight Raven, 
Tyrahne and Craedus head on.  With the first round of attacks, each of the companions 
had dropped one of the kobolds dead.  The kobolds tried in vain to wound the 
companions but had little luck facing them one on one.  Craedus nearly chopped 
another kobold in half with a mighty swing of his battle axe and Tyrahne split the head of 
another.  Raven ended the kobold threat by stabbing the last one remaining in the neck, 
ending its life.  The companions bound their wounds and quickly examined the room 
that they were in.  Besides the bodies of the giant weasels and the kobolds there was 
little else in the room.
     “Which way now?  I think its safe to say that the kobolds are awake and know that we 
are here," Gwereth said.
     “I say that we use the direct approach," Tyrahne said pointing at the tunnel that was 
directly ahead of them, opposite of the entry tunnel.
     The companions followed the ranger south through the small tunnel.  It led thirty feet 
ahead to another cavern similar to the first one.  It was empty except for a few piles of 
dirty hay and a few wooden crates.  Slink immediately took to searching the crates but 
found nothing of interest, only spoiled foodstuff.  There was a tunnel that led ahead once 
again and an archway to the left and right of them.  Peeking in the right archway they 
found another cavern that was bare except for a crude looking cage.
     “Must have been were they kept the giant weasels," Raven said.
     Through the left archway they found another giant weasel cage and little else.
     “Nothing too exciting here.  Should we continue on?” Slink said noticing that Tyrahne 
was keeping an eye on him.  The ranger nodded and led the companions down the next 
tunnel.
      The companions walked, half crouched, fifty feet down the tunnel until they came to a 
gate.  Peering through the gate Tyrahne could see a huge cavern filled with dozens of 
kobolds.  Tyrahne grabbed ahold of the gate and tried to open it.  It was locked.  He gave 
it a good shove but it did nothing but cause the gate to rattle.  One of the kobolds noticed 
him and began to squeal something in kobold.
     “Come and get me!” Turahne yelled as he continued to rattle the gate.  “Slink, get up 
here and unlock this gate!”
     “Yes, oh mighty lord," Slink said sarcastically earning and angry look from the ranger.  
He wiggled his way up to the front of the group and as he did he took the opportunity to 
rub against Elyanah in a most pleasant way.
     “Hey!” She yelled at a smirking Slink.
     “Sorry.  It’s quite cramped in here," Slink said innocently.
     “I bet," Elyanah said but she was smiling too.
     Slink crouched down and began to pick the lock.  As he did a group of kobolds 
rushed the gate and began stabbing at him with their spears.
     “Whoa!” the thief exclaimed falling backward almost knocking Tyrahne over in the 
process.
     “Quite clowning around and unlock the gate," Tyrahne ordered.
     “And then what?  Get my hand cut off by those creatures?  Who would open the gate 
then?” Slink asked stubbornly.
     “Elyanah could do it," Tyrahne said.   Slink was about to protest when Raven 
intervened.
     “Tyrahne, we will seek another way in.  There has to be more than one way in there," 



Raven said diffusing the situation.
     “I will not leave.  We will get in there and we will stop the kobolds once and for all,"  
Tyrahne said crossing his arms and standing solid.
     “Please Tyrahne.  We need to stick together if we are going to stop the kobolds," 
Durenda said in her sweet voice.  Finally the rangers resolve failed him and he finally 
gave in.
     Raven thought to herself, thank god there is still some reason in him.
     The companions exited the tunnel passing through the guard room connected to the 
weasel rooms and back to the main entry room.  They decided to try the tunnel on the left 
and headed east.  They traveled a hundred feet ahead slightly curving to the right until a 
smaller tunnel branched off to their left.  Craedus was sent ahead to check it out.  He 
came back minutes later to announce that the tunnel led to a crude mine of sorts.
     “A mine?  Maybe there is gold to be mined in there," Slink said.
     “And who is going to mine it?  You?”  Moonstar said laughing.
     “I could..," Slink started.
     “Maybe next time," Raven reassured him.
     Craedus slapped him on the back.
     “I would help you friend but I am afraid that many of the tunnels are too small for you 
to fit through.  If you really want to be a miner, I can bring you to great dwarven mines.  
We could search for gems," Craedus offered.
     With that the companions continued down the tunnel another 130 feet, passing two 
more tunnels that appeared to be mine entrances, before coming to another small 
cavern that looked identical to the entry room.  It was empty except for more dirty hay 
piles and there were three other tunnels, one leading ahead, one to the east and one to 
the west.  There was also an archway leading to a flight of stairs leading up.
     “Seems just like before," Craedus said.
     “Not exactly.  There were weasels and kobolds to fight before," Tyrahne said 
impatiently.
     The companions took the tunnel to the west and after sixty feet, and two archways, 
their hunch was right.  They came to a small gate.  Looking through it the companions 
got a view of a huge kobold filled cavern like they did before, only this time from a 
different perspective.  Slink looked at the huge room and made a mental note of it 
contents.
     “We might as well head back.  I won’t be able to pick this lock either," Slibk said 
looking at the group of kobolds just on the otherside.  They barked and snarled at the 
companions and tried to stabbed them with their short spears.
     “They are quite brave when there is a steel gate between us," Craedus said.
     “I think that I like it that way," Merrick said.
     The companions backtracked checking each archway as they did.  The one on the 
right was a crude kitchen of sorts with a pantry and the left one led to living quarters.  
Both of the rooms were empty except for some crude furniture.
     “Where did they all go?” Durenda asked.
     “They could be out on a raid," Slink said.
     “There would still be women and young in the living quarters.  I think that they are all 
holed up in that central cavern," Tyrahne said.
     The companions made their way back to the guard room and weighed their options.
     “Craedus.  Head down that tunnel and see where it leads.  If my hunch is right, I 
would expect that it leads upward," Raven told the dwarf.  
     The dwarf nodded and ran through the tunnel’s entrance heading east. Within 
moments he returned and confirmed Raven’s suspicious.
     ”The tunnel goes for about forty feet before slopping up to the surface," Craedus 
announced.
     “So it looks like we go forward or up," Gwereth said looking at the flight of stair.
     “We need to get into that central cavern," Tyrahne growled.



     “Ahead it is then," Raven decided.
     The companions walked down the next tunnel a hundred feet until they came to 
another mine entrance.  Another seventy feet brought them to room that was beginning 
to look very familiar.  It was roughly thirty feet in diameter, was filled with mounds of dirty 
hay and had a tunnel leading ahead, to the south and to the north.  There was also 
another flight of starts leading upwards.
     “Not very creative are they?” Craedus asked no one in particular.
     The tunnel to their left, heading south, was another exit to the surface.  Everyone 
looked to the tunnel leading right.
     “I bet that I know where that tunnel leads to," Slink said with a smile.
     “There may be a way in," Tyrahne said and headed down the tunnel alone.  When he 
came back he wore the same old frustrated look that he had before.  “It is just as we 
expected.  A locked gate at the end.  There was one small storage room but it held 
nothing of interest,"
     Suddenly Slink appeared from the northwestern tunnel that contained the stairs 
leading up.
     “The stairs lead up to a tunnel that bends in the direction of the main cavern!  Maybe 
there is a way in from above!” Slink exclaimed excitedly.
     “We don’t know that for sure," Raven said.
     “Maybe we sure check it out.  The way things are going now, we are never going to 
find a way into that cavern," Tyrahne said. Everyone seemed to agree to this.
     “Just to make sure, lets check out the next tunnel.  If we don’t find anything, we can 
come back here," Raven said.
     The companions reluctantly moved forward, following the curved tunnel for one 
hundred seventy feet and found a fourth room very much like the main entry room with 
the same tunnels leading up to the surface and inward toward the main cavern.  That 
particular tunnel ended in the same locked gate.  The companions continued ahead 
another hundred feet until the tunnel began to curve to the right once again.  This time 
they found three archways, oddly larger that the others that they had found. They were 
spaced thirty feet apart, first on the left, then the right and then on the left again.  The one 
on the right held a flight of stairs that lead upward. They stopped at the last archway to 
rest.  Raven wandered ahead for a few minutes before returning to give the companions 
the news.
     “This tunnel hooks up with the room that we battled the weasels in," Raven said.
     “So we walked in one big circle?” Moonstar said with a gasp.
     Raven looked at the rough map that she had been making and nodded.
     “Pretty much," she said.  Everyone sighed
     “What about these archways?  They look a lot different that the ones leading to the 
mines," Slink said.
     Raven sent Craedus through the one leading to the stairs hoping that it lead to the 
central cavern.  Moments later the dwarf returned with dismal news.
     “The stair lead up and to the right away from the main cavern.  And I think that we may 
find some company up there," Craedus said.
     “Kobolds?” Tyrahne said jumping to attention.
     “Just a minute Tyrahne.  I want Craedus to check out the other two archways first.  I 
don’t want anything to creep up behind us if we find kobolds upstairs," Raven snapped.  
Tyrahne’s behavior was starting to wear on her.
     The ranger huffed once but stood down, sheathing his long sword.  Craedus trotted 
off down the first archway.  Moments later the dwarf called out to his friends.  Drawing 
their weapons the companions came running thinking that their friend was in danger.  
Beyond the archway was a tunnel and beyond the tunnel was a large cavern.  It was 
roughly sixty feet by sixty feet and had a high ceiling of perhaps fifteen feet.  The floor of 
the cavern gently sloped toward the far side of the cavern which ended in a pool that 
covered half the room.  There was a small waterfall ten feet above the pool’s surface 



that trickled out of the caverns wall and splashed into the pool.  Slink took a step forward 
to examine the pool and suddenly stopped and retreated.  He remembered what had 
happened the last time the companions had found a pool.
     “What is the matter Slink?  Afraid of a little water?”  Elyanah asked laughing.
     “Ha ha," Slink said with sarcasms.
     The companions searched the pool and found its water to be clear and cold.  There 
was little else in the pool, not even the usual small white fish that inhabited cavernous 
pools.
     “There must be some sort of exit for the water down below the pools surface.  
Otherwise this entire room would have filled up long ago," Craedus observed.
     “Maybe there is more treasure down there," Slink said suddenly remembering the 
strange stone brick coffer that he had found in the pool in the bandit’s hideout near 
Ironmoore.  He made a mental note to himself to re-check the stone when they got back 
to Brighnon.
     Craedus dipped his hand into the water and raised it to his nose.  He sniffed it once 
and tasted it.
     “It’s drinkable," Craedus said.
     The companions used a couple of nearby buckets to collect some water and 
refreshed themselves before moving on.  The walked down the other tunnel that exited 
the pool room and found it exited out the last archway.
     “Which stairs do we want to take?  We have found three so far," Raven asked the 
group.
     “Up to the kobolds.  They must be destroyed," Tyrahne said and  began to stalk away 
towards the last flight of stairs they had found.  
     The companions quickly followed the ranger, preparing themselves for another battle.



45

A Surprise Solution 

     The companions climbed the stairs which wound up and around, curving to the left 
for over 70 feet before emptying into another large cavern.  As soon as the companions 
entered this room they were assaulted by a dozen kobolds.  Tyrahne, who had been in 
the lead, had both of his weapons out is a flash and began to carve into the barking little 
beasts.  With a quick slash of his longsword and dagger the first kobold fell to the floor 
with twin gashes across its abdomen.  The room that they were in wasn’t much bigger 
than the one that the companions had first encountered kobold resistance, but this time 
they were able to form a better attack.  The warriors of the companions group stepped 
forward to engage the kobolds forming a wall of blades in which the other companions 
took a defensive stance.  This gave the warriors more room to move.  There wasn’t 
going to be any way for the kobolds to use their sneaky maneuvers against to 
companions this time around.  Craedus roared with laughter as one of the kobolds 
struck him solidly in the thigh but had its weapon bounce harmlessly off his leg armor.
     “Stupid little kobold.  Can’t get through to me can you?”  Craedus taunted the kobold.
     The dwarf swung at the kobold and it quickly ducked to the side but not before 
bumping into another kobold and losing its footing.  With a follow through chop, 
Craedus sank his axe deep into the kobold’s belly slaying it.  Raven swung her 
enchanted short sword with precision cutting one kobold in the arm and another across 
the shoulder.  It squealed and dropped its own sword as its a fellow kobold lunged 
forward and stabbed Raven in the side grazing her.  Merrick was doing well against the 
kobolds.  He found that with out their stealthy, confusing tactics they were easy to hit and 
their attacks easy to parry.  Anywhere he failed to hit them, Slink was able to slip in a 
sword attack and do some harm.
   “This is a piece of cake," Slink boasted.
     “Don’t get too bold Slink.  An enemy is an enemy.  If you underestimate any of them, 
no matter how small or weak, it may come back to haunt you someday," Raven said.
     Slink pondered her words for a second before going back to his joyful taunting.  
Tyrahne would probably have shaken his head in disgust over the thief’s lack of respect 
for his opponent if the ranger had not already been lost in battle lust.  Out of the corner of 
her eye Raven watched the ranger tear through the kobold ranks, kobold by kobold, limb 
by limb.   From the look on his face it looked like he was actually enjoying himself.  In 
mere moments the battle was over and all twelve kobold lie dead on the floor.  Craedus 
over looked  the carnage and then at Tyrahne who was wiping off his blades on one of 
the kobolds clothing.
     “And I thought I loved to fight.  You sure are thorough Tyrahne," Craedus said with 
admiration.
     “No quarter given, no mercy granted.  The kobolds earned the right to die," Tyrahne 
said grimly.
      Craedus gave the ranger a confusing look before shrugging and turning away.  The 
companions began to search the room as Slink and Elyanah gave the kobold corpses 
the once over.   Neither search yielded much and the meager treasure that the thieves 
found on the kobolds was thrown in Craedus’ pack for group treasure.  Slink shook his 
head as he dropped some silver coins and a few gold coins into the bag.  
     The companions headed down the next tunnel and found another flight of stairs that 
wound up and around to the left once again.  It lead a hundred thirty feet to an archway 
which they were barely through before being assaulted by another group of kobolds.  
This time the kobolds numbered well over twenty strong.  The companions assumed 
the same fighting formation that they had in the last room and braced themselves for the 



attack.  Tyrahne attacked with the same fervor as he had before.  The first kobolds fell to 
the cavern floor bloodied and lifeless.  It looked as if the outcome of the battle was going 
to be the same as the last until something caught the companions totally off guard.  A 
few of the kobolds in the back of the horde began to bark wildly.  The kobolds near the 
center parted aside slightly as a pair of magic missiles soared forward and slammed 
into Tyrahne.  The ranger lurched backward with two smoldering scorch marks on his 
chest.  The kobolds immediately took advantage of the situation and charged Tyrahne.
     “Shamans!  Merrick do something!  You are the closest to them!” Raven screamed.
      Merrick held his sword in front of himself in a defensive manner and muttered a few 
magical words, gesturing towards the kobold shamans.  A wave of drowsiness washed 
over the little beasts.  A large group of them yawned and fell over into a deep slumber.  
The kobolds that remained awake looked confused for a moment.  It was all the time the 
companions needed.  The pressed the advantage attacking the few kobolds that 
Merrick’s magic had failed to affect.  Tyrahne roared loudly grabbing one of his attackers 
by the neck and lifting it off the ground.  The kobold snarled and choked as it tried 
clawing at the muscular hand that squeezed its neck.  Tyrahne raised his long sword 
and forcefully thrust it through the kobold.  In seconds the little beast became still.  
Letting go, Tyrahne flung the kobold off the end of his sword and looked for a new 
opponent to battle.  The kobold shaman made an attempt to cast another spell but was 
felled by one of Slink’s throwing daggers.  It fell to the ground with a knife handle sticking 
out of its belly.  With the last of the kobold forces defeated  Slink began to run around the 
room putting the sleeping kobolds to death.  He was surprised when he turned around 
to see that Tyrahne was helping out with the effort.  Without words Slink continued to 
finish the task at hand.
     “Our ranger is becoming quite gruesome don’t you think?” Moonstar asked Gwereth
     “Yes he has," Gwereth answered watching grimily as his two friends continued to slit 
the kobold throats.
     “What must be done is done," Tyrahne said softly to himself.
     Once again Slink and Elyanah searched the kobolds bodies as the others search the 
cavern.  The corpses had just as little treasure as they did in the room before but the 
kobold shamans wore crude silver rings which Slink thought would bring a little more 
coinage on the Brighnon market.  There was one gate to the far side of the cavern and 
this time Slink was able to pick the lock without worrying about being attacked from the 
other side.
     “Now this is more like it,"   Slink said.
      The lock clicked open and the gate screeched loudly as it was flung open.  Tyrahne 
was the first to barge into the cavern beyond which was large in comparison to the 
others that they had found.  All the companions were able to stand up straight and move 
around freely.  They searched the room, which was full of boxes and crates, and found it 
to be a large storage area.  Inside the crates were a varied of equipment including 
ropes, lanterns, iron spikes, pickaxes, shovels and so on.  Much of the equipment 
looked too large for kobold hands.
     “What is all this stuff for?” Moonstar asked.
     “It can’t be for the kobolds.  Some of this equipment looks too large for the kobolds to 
use," Gwereth said picking up a large pickaxe that was almost as long as he was tall.
     “The kobolds are working with the bandits and the bandits are human.  Maybe it is for 
them," Slink said.
     “Why would the bandits come here?” Moonstar asked.
     “This is all probably stolen merchandise from the merchant’s caravan," Raven 
offered.
     “Then where is all the treasure?” Slink asked.
     “The bandits took all the gold with them remember?” Raven said.
     “Oh yeah,"  Slink said disappointed.
     Besides the crates the companions found little else in the cavern.  The companions 



found a few other gates leading to other caverns, all but one unlocked, a small tunnel 
opening and a strange metal pillar that was partially hidden by the curvature of the 
cavern walls.  Craedus stood in front of the small opening, which stood roughly two feet 
off the ground and was another two feet in diameter, and looked off into the darkness 
beyond.
     “What do you think?” Raven asked.
     “No one but a skinny halfling or a kobold is going to fit in that thing," Craedus said.
     “You think it leads somewhere?  Maybe it is a tunnel to some other room?” Raven 
asked.
     “Could be.  Every other tunnel in this place leads somewhere.  Who knows were it 
leads to or why.  None of use are going to be able to find out," Craedus said.  With that 
they left the useless tunnel.
     “There is another one of those little tunnels in a small storage room over there," 
Moonstar said pointing to the northern most gate.  Craedus scratched his beard and 
tried to figure out their meaning.
     Slink had wandered over to the locked gate and began fiddling with it.  Elyanah stood 
behind him watching over his shoulder.
     After long moments Elyanah spoke, “so?  Why are you so interested in this gate all of 
the sudden.  Miss being a thief instead of a fighter lately?”
     “A locked door always guards something of interest," Slink said excitedly.
     “But this is a gate," Elyanah asked sarcastically.
     “Same difference," Slink said as he worked on the grate’s lock.
     With a few twists and turns of his lock picks the lock was opened.  It was a simple 
lock to pick but Slink made it see like a grand accomplishment.  The other companions 
noticed his handy work and came over to see what was in the new room.  They looked 
inside and saw a large pile of crates.
     “More crates?!?”  Slink exclaimed. sounded very disappointed.  
     The thief started to rummage through the wooden boxes and began to find some 
interesting things.  Just like the secret treasure room in the bandit’s hideout near 
Ironmoore, these crates were full of the stolen goods of merchants -- precious goods.  
There were crates of spices and bolts of cloth.  Some were large crates full of finely 
crafted, although non-magical, weapons and armor.  Others held valuable paintings and 
precious vases.  All in all there was a lot of valuable treasures but nothing magical or 
immediately useful.  Slink did find a jewel encrusted scabbard and dagger which he 
secretly claimed for himself.  Tyrahne had lost interest in the treasure almost 
immediately and began pacing the caverns floor complaining to himself.
     “Is there no way to get to the kobold chieftain?  I have to find a way to get below.  
Somewhere underneath us that foul creature is sitting, waiting for me," Tyrahne said 
angrily.  Durenda moved to the ranger’s side to try and calm him.
     Slink was cheerfully looking through the crates when Tyrahne’s words struck an odd 
thought in his mind.  
     “Raven, can I see your map for a moment?” he asked.
     “Sure I guess so," Raven said handing it to Slink, confused by his sudden interest in 
such matters.
     The thief studied the map for long moments, paging back and forth between Raven’s 
maps of their current level and the entry level.  
     “Hmmm," Slink said rubbing his chin.
     Elyanah’s gaze went from Slinks face, to the map and back again.
     “What?” she asked.
     Slink thrust the map back into Raven’s hand and headed out to the main cavern.   He 
walked straight toward the metal pillar and began feeling around it’s surface.  The 
others gathered around to watch the thief at work.  The pillar was roughly two feet in 
diameter and very rusty to the touch.  It wasn’t long before Slink was covered in dirt.
     “What are you looking for?” Moonstar asked the question which was on everybody’s 



mind.
     Slink was silent for a moment until his hand found something near the back of the 
pillar.
     “This," Slink said popping a hidden pin that released a panel on the side of the pillar.  
Slink swung the panel open to reveal a darkened square opening roughly fifteen by 
fifteen inches wide.  He cautiously checked the opening for traps and ran his finger 
along its edge looking for sharp spots.  There was none.  He leaned forward and thrust 
his head into the hole.
     “What are you doing fool?  If you loose your head, I am not going to be able to put it 
back on," Moonstar exclaimed.  Raven looked worried too.
     Inside the pillar Slink laughed to himself.   He wondered if Moonstar realized just how 
funny her words had sounded.  Slink looked up the shaft which rose into darkness.  Far 
above him there was a small circle of light.  And down below Slink could hear the echo 
of faint noises.  Straining to hear what they were Slink could finally make out a familiar 
sound....the barking of dogs.  He stepped back up and yanked his head out of the hole.
     “I know how we can get to the chieftain," Slink announced.
     Tyrahne immediately stepped forward.
     “How?  Does this pillar lead down to them?  If it does, lets lower someone down," 
Tyrahne said excitedly.
     “We can get to him, but we are going to have to go back outside of the lair first," Slink 
explained.
     “What?!?  I am not going to leave the lair now!  I knew you were a coward!” Tyrahne 
screamed, bits os spittle flying from his mouth.
     Slink did not waste any time.  Seeing the rangers hand on his sword Slink drew his 
magical silver dagger and lunged for Tyrahne.
     “I’ll show you who is a coward!!!” Slink screamed back.
     The companions moved in to stop the attack.  Someone bumped Slink’s arm causing 
him to jerk wildly to the side.  The tip of his blade nicked Tyrahne’s cheek drawing forth a 
thin line of blood.  Tyrahne drew his blades in defense and readied for a counter attack.  
Craedus grabbed onto the ranger to restrain him as Gwereth and Merrick held Slink 
back. Durenda ran to Tyrahne’s side and held onto his arm.  She gently wiped away at 
the trickle of blood that flowed from his cheek.  Raven moved in between both of them.
     ”Stop it the both of you!  I will not tolerate this kind of behavior anymore.  How can we 
hope to capture the chieftain if the both of you are dead set on killing each other?  
Whatever the problem is, I want it settled right now," Raven demanded.
     “Ask our ranger what his problem is," Slink said taunting Tyrahne.
     “Let me go and I will take care of the problem," Tyrahen said glaring at the thief.
     Raven sighed and looked at the both of them.
     “Fine, then we will do this another way," Raven said and turned to face the restrained 
Tyrahne.  “Tyrahne, I want to know what is wrong with you,"
     “What do you mean?” Tyrahen asked.
     “Why do you have such hatred for the kobolds.  And why have you turned that anger 
against the rest of us?’ Raven said.
     “I haven’t...," Tyrahne started.  Durenda looked at him with her big blue eyes and 
nodded that he had.  The ranger sighed once and looked at the cavern floor.  After long 
moments of silence he finally he spoke.
     “Kobolds killed my parents," Tyrahne said solemnly The others gasped with shock 
and surprise.  Even Slink looked touched.  “It was when I was a young boy.  A tribe of 
kobolds and goblins and other goblinkin came to our forest village and destroyed it.  The 
village was burned and most of the people there were slain.  There was a mage that 
was leading them who took great pleasure in torturing the survivors.  Of course he killed 
them in the end too.  That day, from my hiding place in the forest surrounding the ruins 
of my village, I made a solemn oath to slay any kobold that I encountered.  I never found 
out who the strange mage was but I can still avenge my parents and the other villagers 



that died that day by destroying the kobolds in this lair.  They must die today,"  He said 
softly but with a hint of venom in his voice.  The companions eased their hold on 
Tyrahne and Slink.  Both of them sheathed their weapons and relaxed.  Durenda 
grabbed both of Tyrahne’s arms and looked into his eyes.
     “Why didn’t you tell me?  Tell all of us?  We could have helped," Durenda said with 
tears welling up in her eyes.
     “This is my cross to bear and mine alone.  No one can help me with this,” Tyrahne 
said looking away from his friends.
     “We are a team now," Durenda said with a smile.
     To Raven it sounded like Durenda was talking more about herself than the rest of the 
companions but whatever eased Tyrahne’s mind was a good thing.
     “But it was my family that died...,"  Tyrahne started.
     “We are your family now," Durenda said sweetly lifting his chin up and looking into his 
eyes.
     Tyrahne’s eyes welled up with tears as he looked around the room and saw that 
everyone else mirrored the druidess’ sentiments.  Tyrahne hugged Durenda fiercely.  
He walked over to Slink with his hand extended.
     “My apologies," the ranger said softly.
     Slink looked at the hand for a moment and then took it is his own.
     “And mine to you," Slink said bashfully.  They shook on it.  “You should really get that 
fixed up,"  he said pointing at the gash on Tyrahne’s face.  “Maybe Moonstar or Durenda 
could,"  Slink twiddling his fingers ashamed at what he had done.
     Tyrahne smiled.  “No, I think that I will keep the mark as a reminder of what I learned 
today,"
     There was a moment of silence before Elyanah spoke up.
     “So are we going to get the chieftain or what?” Elyanah said with a smile.
     The companions backtracked to the stairs leading down, past the pool room and 
back to the entry cavern where they fought the kobolds and giant weasels earlier.  
Reluctantly the companions left the kobold’s lair.
     “I can’t believe we are leaving the lair on the word of our thief," Moonstar said 
shielding her eyes from the bright afternoon sun.
     “By Khom, no wonder the kobolds hate the sun so much," Craedus said also 
shielding his eyes.
     Raven and Slink had been walking together discussing his plans.
     ”Are you sure about this Slink?” Raven asked.
     “Yes.  Just have two people standing ready at each entrance to the lair and wait.  It 
won’t be long before the chieftain comes to us," Slink said with a smile. 
     The companions split up into pairs.  Tyrahne and Durenda headed for the entrance 
on the far side of the hill.  Raven and Lanneth took the front entrance.  To one side 
Gwereth and Merrick stood ready and on the other stood Craedus and Moonstar.  Slink 
made his way up the hill with Elyanah following close behind.
     “So what exactly are we doing up here?” Elyanah asked.
     “You will see," Slink said with a smile.
     “Do you even know what you are looking for?” Elyanah asked.
     “Yep.  That," Slink said pointing at a large jumble of rocks at the top of the hill.  The 
two thieves scaled the rocks and found hidden between them the end of the strange 
metal pillar.
     “Is that the same pillar we found below?” Elyanah asked.
     “Yes.  From what I figure it runs all the way down through the kobold’s lair.  According 
to Raven’s map it should lead right into the central cavern that Tyrahne is so excited 
about," Slink explained.
     “You still mad at him?” Elyanah said softly.
     “No.  I understand what we is going through.  Besides, I am the one that cut him.  He 
should be mad at me," Slink said.



     Elyanah looked down the shaft into the darkness below.
     “Why not just tie off a rope and climb down like Tyrahne suggested?” Elyanah asked.
     “We would only be able to descend one at a time.  Well at least the ones that could fit 
down there.  I for one don’t want to fight the kobolds all by myself until the next person 
arrived.  This will work much better," Slink said.
     “What will?” Elyanah asked.
     She watched him pull out three, one foot long tubes and his tinderbox out of his 
backpack.  He set the tubes down near the opening of the pillar.  He took his flint and 
steel and began to strike them together.  Sparkles flew from the flint and across a 
strange string that was hanging out of the first tube.  Suddenly the string caught fire and 
began sparking on its own.  Slink held the tube up for Elyanah to see.  She shied away 
from it not knowing what it was going to do.  As soon as the string burned away the tube 
began to emit a thick green smoke that had a tangy and acrid smell to it.  Elyanah 
wrinkled her nose.  Slink smiled and dropped the tube into the pillar.
     “What the hell was that?!?” Elyanah exclaimed.
     “A little invention of an old friend of mine.  Its a siege weapon.  You light it and it 
spews forth a nasty green smoke.  It’s good for flushing out things," Slink explained.
     “Is it poisonous?” Elyanah said still shying away from the dissipating smoke.
     “Not these tubes but hopefully the kobolds will think they are," Slink said as he lit the 
second tube.  He dropped it into the pillar.  She watched him light the final tube and drop 
that one into the pillar also.
     “Will that be enough to smoke them out?  The lair is very large," Elyanah said with 
doubt.
     “It should be.  One or two should have been enough but I wanted to make sure.  Lets 
head down the hill and see what happens," Slink said with a devious smile.
     The thieves scrambled down the hill toward Raven and Lanneth and the front 
entrance.  It wasn’t long before kobolds began to pour out of all four entrances with a 
thick green smoke following them.  A couple of dozen kobolds came out of each 
entrance with most of them coming from the front.  Lanneth cast two Sleep spells in 
quick succession and took care of most of the kobolds near them.  Fortunately one of 
the first kobolds out of the tunnel was the chieftain.
     “So much for women and children first huh?” Slink said.
     They began to bind the chieftain’s arms to his side.
     Merrick and Gwereth had the same idea.  A Sleep spell from the both of them 
stopped most of their kobolds.  The others that were not slept saw what was happening 
and bolted into the nearby trees and the countryside beyond.
     Tyrahne torn into his group of kobolds with reckless abandon.  Durenda cast her 
Shillelagh and backed him up.  Although both of them took wounds from the kobolds, 
they managed to kill enough of them to send the remaining kobolds fleeing.  Durenda 
healed Tyrahne’s wounds and they searched the bodies.
     “The chieftain isn’t among them.  Lets go see how the others faired," Tyrahne said 
disappointed.
     They headed over the hill towards Raven’s group.
     Craedus’ axe cut down the first few kobolds before they were even out of the tunnel.  
The rest of the kobolds decided it was better to flee than face the wrath of the angry 
dwarf.  Disappointed at the lack of battle Craedus and Moonstar headed toward the 
main entrance.
     By the time the other companions arrived, Raven, Lanneth and the two thieves had 
the kobold chieftain tied up and awake.  Tyrahne walked up to it and punched in 
squarely in the face.  It’s head snapped to the side and it yelped loudly.
     “Feel better now?” Raven asked the angry ranger.
     “Starting to," Tyrahne said with a smile.  Raven had Craedus hold the kobold so that 
she could question him.
     “How do we get into the bandit’s hideout?” Raven asked the squirming beast.



     The kobold said nothing.  Tyrahne punched it in the stomach.  It let out another yelp 
and began to retch.
     “Now then.  How do we get into the bandits hideout?” Raven asked again.
     The kobold saw Tyrahne cocking his arm back and began to bark something in its 
strange language.  Raven leaned over and looked ominously into its beady little eyes.
     “I would assume that you understand some sort of common so I am going let you 
answer again before I let my friend loose," Raven said gesturing at Tyrahne.  The ranger 
crackled his knuckles and smiled.  The kobold whimpered.  “The hideout.  How do we 
get there?”
     “You canst walk there.  Only magics," the kobold chieftain whimpered.
     “What kind of magic?”
     “Like this," the chieftain said reaching a restrained hand toward Raven.  On its hand 
was a small silver ring that looked a lot like the dull gray ones that they had found on the 
bandits the day before.
     “How does it work?” she said slipping it off the kobolds finger.
     “Just brings you there.  You thinks about hideout and poof, you is there," the chieftain 
explained.
     “If that was the case, why didn’t you use the ring to escape when we first attacked.  
Why not now?” Moonstar asked doubting the kobold’s explanation.
     Raven cringed when she heard the priestess’ comments.  Raven knew that the 
kobold wasn’t smart but she didn’t want to give it any ideas.
     “Big boss don’t like interruptions.  Me no go there unless I has to,"  the kobold 
whimpered.
     “Ok, just to get this right, I put on the ring, think about the bandit’s hideout and I go 
there," Raven said.  The kobold shook its head affirmatively.  “What about my friends?”
    “Hold hands they all go," the kobold barked.
     Raven stood up and addressed her friends.  
     “I guess we have our way in.  Lets get back to Brighnon and make some plans," 
Raven said.
     “What about the chieftain?” Tyrahne said.
     She looked at the bound and helpless creature.
     “He is all yours.  Go ahead and kill him if you think it will appease your lust for 
revenge.  If you think it will make things all better, go right ahead," Raven said 
indifferently and walked away from Tyrahne.
     Tyrahne drew his sword and held out in front of him pointing at the kobold chieftain 
with it.  He stood looking at the trembling kobold for long moments.  Suddenly he wiped 
his sword to the side and high above his head.  He lunged forward screaming a loud 
battle cry.  He brought his sword down in a mighty arc toward the kobold’s head.  It 
crashed to the ground, sticking there, a mere inch from the kobold.  The creature yelped 
loudly thinking it was going to die.  It saw the blade sticking into the ground next to him 
and trembled realizing that it wasn’t dead.
     “Get out of my sight before I change my mind," Tyrahne growled at the kobold.
     The kobold awkwardly ran away, it’s arms still bound to its side.
     “Tyrahne are you ok?” Durenda asked worried about the ranger.
     “I am now," Tyrahne said with a big smile.  Durenda smiled back and threw her arms 
around him, giving him a big hug.
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The Way In 

     The companions headed back to Brighnon with purpose.  Most of them were eager to 
find out the exact properties of the ring they had confiscated from the kobold chieftain.  
Then they could use it to enter the bandit’s hideout and defeat them once and for all.
      “Why can we just use the ring like the chieftain said and teleport into the bandit’s 
hideout now?  It would save us a lot of time.  What if the chieftain had more than one ring 
and is on its way to warn the bandits right now?”  Moonstar asked.
     “I don’t think I want to accept everything that we have learned just on the word of that 
kobold.  And although it told us a lot about this ring... “ Raven said holding up the silver 
band which now rested on her finger.  “I don’t think it told us everything.  It may have 
been afraid of us, But I think it was more afraid of betraying the bandits,"
      “What more is there to know?  We wear the ring, we focus on the hideout, and we are 
in,"  Moonstar said counting the steps on her fingers.
     “The ring may function as a teleport spell.  From what Lanneth has explained to me, 
there are many dangers of teleporting blindly," Raven said.
     Moonstar thought of the possibilities, “I suppose...,"
     “Besides we don’t know if there is a command word, where exactly in the hideout it 
will take us, whether there is a certain one of us the can use the ring more effectively 
than another.  What if there is a fail-safe on the ring?  I think we need to find someone in 
Brighnon to council us on the exact properties and functions of the ring," Raven said.
     “So Lanneth was not able to identify it?” Gwereth asked.
     “No.  Merrick studied the ring also and could not find anything out about it either.  I 
think it is time to visit our friend Gnal Lomis again," Raven said.
     They were almost back to Brighnon when Raven remembered an unasked question.
     “So where exactly did you get those...," Raven started to ask Slink
     “Smoke tubes?  A friend of mine was a rat trapper and originally designed them for 
flushing out rats and other sewer varmint.  Eventually they were popularized as siege 
devices and used by certain military leaders.  I would have figured you to know about 
them considering your army background," Slink said.
     “The Houkahtan army is more about face to face, hand to hand, physical 
confrontations.   Stealthy maneuvers and subterfuge is low on their list of actions.  We 
are trained to be warriors not spies.  Well they are...," Raven said think about the 
circumstances of her dismissal.
     “Go figure.  I thought that a kingdom and army the size of Houkahtan’s would have a 
lot of spies," Slink said.  He turned to whisper to Elyanah.  “I guess there is a lot that the 
rulers of Houkahtan keep even from their most faithful servants,"
     Elyanah gave him a puzzled look.
     “What do you mean?  Is there trouble in Houkahtan?” Elyanah asked.  Slink smiled at 
her.
     “I’ll explain the real story of the realms sometime when we have more than a 
moments rest," Slink said.  And with that he let the subject drop.

      Raven led the others back into Brighnon and to Gnal Lomis’ shop in the Craftsman’s 
District.
     “Welcome and good day my new friends," Gnal said as his shriveled old form 
hobbled toward the shop’s entrance.
     “And a good day to you sir," Durenda said politely.
     “Bah.  What is with this ‘sir’ stuff.  I am not that old," Gnal said and smiled to the 
druidess.



     “Just how old are you?” Slink asked curiously.
     Moonstar elbowed him in the ribs.  The mage just chuckled.
     “Ah youth.  Such a  wonderful time.  Enjoy it while you can," Gnal said in response to 
Slink and Moonstar’s display.  “So what can I do for you today?”
     Raven stepped forward removing the silver ring from her finger.  She presented it to 
the mage.
     “We have another ring for you to identify for us," Raven said holding out the ring in her 
palm.  The mage took it and turned it over in his wrinkled hands. “I think it is magical," 
she said feigning ignorance.
     “Ah indeed.  Magical it is.  Looks much like the one you brought me yesterday," Gnal 
said shuffling over to his work table.
     He laid the ring down and began to work a spell upon it.  For a brief moment a dim 
blue aura enshrouded the ring before fading away.  Lanneth was intrigued by this 
unknown spell and was pulled out of his normally introverted self.  His curiosity about 
the magic spell lured him to the table’s edge.
     “That was some sort of variant on the Identify spell wasn’t it?” Lanneth asked.
     “Why yes it was.  You are more observant that I thought.  Yesterday I thought you just a 
dreamer but I see you burn with the talent for great magic.  I can see it in your eyes,"  the 
gnomish mage said looking up into Lanneth’s eyes.  “Perhaps I can teach you the spell 
someday,"
     “That’s great and all but what about the ring?” Slink said interrupting the mages.
     For once Moonstar didn’t object to Slink’s abruptness.  She also was eager to hear 
Gnal Lomis’ explanations and all the talk between Lanneth and him was starting to 
irritate her.
     “Oh yes the ring.  It is enchanted," Gnal announced.
     “So it is a teleportation device," Moonstar said.  Gnal Lomis raised an eye brow to the 
priestess’ words.  Moonstar realized what she had said and that the companion’s had 
not told the mage that they new it was a magical ring much less one for teleportation.  
She stopped talking and stepped back a  bit to avoid Raven’s stern gaze.
     Gnal also feigned ignorance, acting as if he hadn’t caught onto Moonstar’s mistaken.  
“Not quite.  It is more like a Recall enchantment.  It will ‘teleport’ you to a pre-
programmed location which is most likely the return spot of an initial use,"
     “Could you tell where that location is?” Raven asked.
     “Unfortunately no," Gnal said.
     “Do you believe it will teleport us safely to that location?” Raven asked.
     “Yes.  I don’t think that anyone would program this ring to recall someone to a 
dangerous spot," Gnal said with a smile.
     “Is there a command word?” Raven continued to probe for information.
     “None that I could detect.  I suspect it is a wear and use device.  It is probably 
triggered mentally.  And from what I could detect, it is a single use device," Gnal 
explained
     He smiled and handed the ring back to Raven.  But before he dropped it into her 
outstretched hand he smiled and spoke.
     “Is this ring my payment perhaps?” Gnal asked.
     “Sorry Gnal Lomis, we only have this one ring and we are going to need it soon," 
Raven said wondering if the mage was going to keep the ring anyway.  After a moment 
he dropped the ring into her hand.  “We can pay you in gold though,"  
     She started digging some coins out of her belt pouch.  The mage waved her full hand 
away.
     “That is not necessary.  I assume that you are headed for wherever that ring leads to," 
Gnal said and waited for Raven to confirm his suspicions.  She nodded her head ‘yes.’   
“Good.  If you happen to come across another one of these rings, or perhaps something 
like it, bring it to me.  I will consider it payment in full and you would earn my gratitude,"
     The companions thanked the old mage and prepared to leave.  Slink approached the 



mage.
     “Are you really a gnome?” Slink asked in a disbelieving voice.  “You seem way to tall 
to be one,"
     “Half gnome actually.  My father was a gnome and my mother was a human peasant," 
Gnal explained.
     “I have never heard of a half-gnome before," Slink said studying the mage.
     “Yes.  We are far and few between.  Fortunately I got my mothers looks and my 
fathers intellect.  I have been able to successfully blend into society quite well.  Being a 
half-breed has its difficulties at times," Gnal explained looking in Merrick’s direction.  
This made the half elf think of his own trials and tribulations of his past.
     The companions thanked Gnal Lomis once again and left his shop.
     “Do you ever get sick of being rude?” Moonstar asked Slink once they were out of the 
mage’s shop and down the road.
     “What?  I was just curious," Slink said.
     “Curiosity killed the cat you know," Moonstar pointed out.
     Slink just shrugged.  The companions continued down the road and back to the 
Barter’s House.
     “That mage sure was nice.  I would have never thought he was half gnomish," 
Durenda said.
     Suddenly Gwereth asked Raven for the ring, “Can I see the ring for a moment 
Raven?”
     “Ok," Raven said taking the ring off and handing it to the priest.  He turned it over and 
over in his hands.
     “Something wrong?” Raven asked.
     “Just making sure that it was our ring," Gwereth said.
     “Why wouldn’t it be?  You don’t think that Gnal switched it on us?  I never noticed 
anything suspicious and I kept a pretty good eye on him the whole time," Slink said.
     “Would that include the time you spent eyeing up his shop for things to steal?” 
Moonstar asked.
     Slink pointed at himself and gave her the ‘who me?’ look.
     “Gnomes are known for being proficient illusionists.  I wanted to make sure that he 
didn’t swap our ring with a fake and made it seem like the new one was really ours," 
Gwereth explained handing the ring back to Raven.  “That one is ours,"
     “Being a little paranoid aren’t you?” Moonstar asked.
     “Life is often difficult and unfair outside of the churches walls.  You would do well to 
remember that little one," Gwereth said to his pupil.
     Slink snickered at the priest’s lecture.
     “I know about life," Moonstar said crossing her arms and frowning behind Gwereth’s 
back. 
     Raven suddenly asked the question that was on everyone mind.
     “So, do we use the ring now or do we wait until tomorrow morning?” Raven asked the 
group.
     “I say that we use the ring now.  I crave glorious battle," Craedus said excitedly.
     “You always want battle," Moonstar said.
     “Of course.  I am a dwarf," Craedus said.
     “I agree with Craedus.  I think that we should seek out the bandits immediately before 
they discover our assault on the kobolds," Tyrahne said.
      To Raven the ranger seemed more relaxed than he had been in the kobold’s lair.  He 
had returned to his former self and was often laughing and whispering with Durenda.  It 
was good to see that he was now willing to interact with the rest of the companions too.
     “Yes, it may be to our advantage to strike quickly.  We are relatively fresh and have a 
lot of our spells intact," Gwereth said.  Nobody disagreed with the priest.
     “Fine.  Lets all prepare for the bandits hideout.  We can meet back here in an hours 
time," Raven said.



     The companions split up into their little groups and headed out for different parts of 
the city.  Even Lanneth left for an unknown errand which surprised the others.  They 
figured he would have holed up with his tomes until the hour was up.  Within the hour 
the companions returned to the inn and were ready to go.  They all stood in a circle in 
the middle of Raven’s room and joined hands.  Raven told them to concentrate on the 
bandit’s hideout.  None of them knew what the hideout looked like but they all had their 
own ideas.  With one common thought in mind the companions disappeared in the 
blink of an eye.



47

The Bandits Hideout

     The companions blinked into existence so suddenly that a few of them felt 
disorientated and were a bit wobbly in the knees.  Merrick faltered and had to grab onto 
Raven’s arm to steady himself.
     “Easy there big boy," Raven said as her voice took on a serious tone.  She quickly 
scanned the room that they were in.
     Merrick straightened himself and looked away from the questionable looks of his 
friend.  He began to blush.  
     Merrick thought to himself, a few of them are wobbly too, so why aren’t they 
embarrassed?
     Slink nudged him in the side and smiled, “aren’t we full of tricks, huh, elf buddy.  The 
way you used the teleportation to cop a feel....that was real slick."  He chuckled softly.
     Merrick ignored the thief’s taunting but deep inside he felt a twinge of excitement 
when he thought of Raven and the fact she had acknowledged his touch.  A smile 
touched his face until he realized Slink was watching him.  The rouge winked at him and 
laughed.  Merrick answered him with a frown which caused Slink to laugh again before 
wandering back to Elyanah.
     The companions were inside a twenty by twenty foot room that was bare except for a 
strange circular pattern on the floor.  The room was lit by torches which suggested that 
the room was used often.  The companions examined the strange markings on the 
floor.  Under close inspection it looked as if the yellow circle was actually thousands of 
tiny yellow stone shards imbedded in the floor.
     “Those could be gemstones," Craedus said greedily.
     “Want me to dig some of them out?”  Slink said whipping a hidden dagger.
     “No.  You could possibly ruin any magic involved with the circle.  Right Lanneth?” 
Raven asked.
     “Or release it which would cause a rather nasty explosion,"  Lanneth said indifferently.
Slink pulled back and sheathed his blade, “wouldn’t want that now."  
     “What do you think it is?” Raven asked the mage.
     “A circle of focus maybe.  One of protection....maybe a ward,"  Lanneth muttered as he 
examined the circle.
     Raven slowly stepped out of the circle and walked toward the single door that exited 
the room.  “Well, its not a prison of sorts.  We are not trapped here,"
     “Were you expecting the kobold to trick us?” Gwereth  asked suspiciously.
     “No, not really but you have to be ready for anything.  Maybe we should check out the 
rest of the hideout now, ok?” Raven asked but didn’t wait for an answer.
     “Shouldn’t we check out the ring first?” Moonstar asked before Raven could leave the 
room.
     Raven stopped and turned to face the priestess.  “I guess we could find out if the ring 
is going to be a means of escape later,"
     The companions gathered within the circle and joined hands.  Everyone concentrated 
on Brighnon for a  moment.  A minute later they opened their eyes and saw that they 
were  still in the bandit’s hideout.
     “I guess that answers that," Raven said dropping Merrick’s hand.  She immediately 
headed for the exit.  The companions slowly filed out of the room, exiting into a short 
hallway.  There was a door opposite of theirs, a dead end to their right and the hallway 
that ran to the left.  Beyond the new door was another small room which was bare 
except for a large yellow circle inlaid in the floor.  Raven led them down the hallway.  
Almost immediately they could heard voices in the distance.  The hallway turned to the 



right.  Raven peeked around the corner and saw that the hallway ran another twenty feet 
before ending in a flight of stairs that led downward.  Just before the stairs an opening 
led to the right to some sort of balcony that over looked a much larger room below.  She 
motioned for the others to crouch down.  They followed her as she crept along the 
hallway and around the corner onto the balcony.  The companions filled the large 
overhanging balcony and peered through the wooden railings scanning the room below.  
It was a very large hall and was filled with dozens of bandits.  The companions inched 
closer to the railing and bent their ears toward the rally that was taking place.
     “Glory be to all that participates in today’s raid.  Glory be to all that milk the wealth 
from those bloated merchants of Brighnon who have become rich off the others.  Glory 
be to all that bring down the Barter Lords!” boomed a loud voice from the crowd below.  
The bandits cheered when they heard this.
     Raven scanned the growing mob and saw that the voice belonged to the Bandit 
Leader Viliedar.
     “I guess the bandits aren’t working for the thieves guild," Slink said looking at 
Moonstar.  “I guess Zate was telling the truth."  He sneered at the the priestess and she 
glared back.
     Raven silently hushed them with a single finger to her lips and continued to listen.
     “Today we strike back, once again taking from the rich and giving to....US!” Viliedar 
roared.  The bandits laughed and cheered again.  “Go and be bold.  Take the merchants 
gold and return.  For those of you who do not survive, know that you have given your lives 
for a greater purpose!”  He said in a booming voice.
     From somewhere in the crowd of bandits a rough voice spoke, “and what of the 
mercenaries we encountered on yesterday’s raid?  They have slain a lot of our fellow 
bandits,"  Murmurs rippled through the bandit ranks.  A man standing next to the bandit 
leader stepped forward.  Seeing this man made Raven hiss.  It was Drak.
     “Morgrath’s retainers will be dealt with will soon enough, as will the merchant 
himself.  You will have your revenge!” Drak announced loudly.  The bandits cheered as 
Drak stepped back to his masters side.  His face was remarkably cool and 
emotionless.
      “On to victory!” the Bandit Leader shouted as he thrust a clenched fist into the air.  
The other bandits did the same, punching the sky and cheering loudly.  They all turned 
away and headed for a large archway at the far side of the great hall.  It was almost thirty 
feet wide and could have been mistaken for an open wall.  As the mass of rugged men 
began filling up the room beyond the archway the Bandit Leader stopped Drak.  Raven 
couldn’t hear what they were talking about but she took in every gesture and facial 
expression that the two displayed.  The bandit leader wore a devilish smile and Drak 
was as expressionless as ever.  Drak nodded and headed off to the left, exiting through 
a door there.  The Bandit Leader turned and joined his bandits in the far room.  The 
companions could barley make him out as he walked to the center of the gathered men.  
The bandits grew silent and still.  Suddenly the Bandit Leader raised both arms above 
his head and looked to the ceiling.  He shouted a word in some unfamiliar language 
right before the bandits blinked out of sight.  As quickly as that the companions were left 
alone.  Raven was the first one standing.  She headed quickly toward the stairway.  As 
she hurried down the steps she drew her enchanted short sword.  The others followed 
her.  
     Slink nudged Elyanah. “Could you imagine the heists we could pull off if we had a 
getaway like that," he said motioning towards the room the bandits used to disappear.
     “What is this ‘we’ stuff," she asked smiling back at him.
     “You and me.  Don’t you think we make a good team?” Slink asked.
     “A good team?  Us together?” She asked a bit flustered thinking of her dream at the 
fort of Zem.
     “Yeah, the Dynamic Duo. The Thieves Extreme.  We could lift a lot of loot together," 
Slink said.



     “Yeah right, thieving partners," Elyanah said partly relieved, partly disappointed.
     The companions reached the great hall and immediately searched and secured the 
room.  There was the door to the north that Drak had used and there was a set of double 
doors to the south opposite Drak’s door.  An ear was placed to each of them and not a 
sound was heard.  The archway was examined.  The companions found a thirty by thirty 
foot room beyond it that also had a large yellow circle on its floor like the rooms above 
them.
     “I think it is safe to assume that these ‘circles’ aid in the teleportation process," 
Gwereth said.
     Everyone looked to Lanneth.
     The mage cleared his throat, “ah yes.  The priest is right.  I believe that the circles 
may be an anchor for the recall effect of the rings."
     Slink greedily eyed the yellow-gold colored circles for a moment before leaving the 
room and following his friends.
     “So where do we go now?” Moonstar asked.
     “Those double doors may lead to a way out," Tyrahne offered.
     “I think that we should follow Drak," Raven said.
     “Feeling a bit vengeful?’ Slink teased.
     “I am sure that the Bandit Leader left his second in command behind for a reason.  
Besides Drak was along when the bandits attacked Morgrath’s caravan.  He knows 
something," Raven said.
     “We don’t know that Drak is second in command," Moonstar said.
     “I agree with Moonstar," gwereth said.
     “The Bandit Leader obviously trusts Drak enough to give him orders and leave him 
behind while he teleports off with a large force of bandits.  I think it would be in our best 
interest to find out what Drak’s mission is before the bandits return,"  Raven said.
     “I wouldn’t be worried about Drak if I had dozens of men to back me up," Slink said.
     “The Bandit Leader looks more than capable of dealing with Drak if he needed to," 
Moonstar said.
     “It is our best chance and getting some insight into the bandit’s organization here.  
Besides, he is one man, the Bandit Leader has dozens with him," Raven said.
     “She has a point," Tyrahne conceded.
     “More bandits to battle.  YES!” Craedus exclaimed.
     “Fine.  Lead on commander,"  Moonstar said sarcastically.
     Raven sheathed her sword and led the companions through the door that Drak had 
taken.  Slink looked back at the double doors one last time and followed the others 
through the door leading north.  The companions followed the tunnel beyond twenty feet 
until they came to a short flight of stairs leading up.  After that the hallway continued 
straight ahead for some distance.  Along each side of the hallway were doors.  They 
were offset a bit as to not open into each other.  Forty feet beyond them were more doors 
spaced roughly twenty feet apart following the same staggered pattern. Slink pressed 
his ear against the first door to the right.
     “I hear voices.  Not many and not loud enough to make out the words," Slink 
whispered to Raven.
     Raven signaled for Tyrahne and Craedus to join her up near the door.  The other 
companions pressed against the far wall to make room for them.  They drew their 
weapons and opened the door.  The companions began to pour into the room, 
surprising  a handful of bandits.  The bandits quickly reached for nearby weapons but 
before they could bring them to bear the companions were upon them.  Raven swung 
and slashed the first bandit across his swordarm cutting a deep gash in it, rendering it 
useless. He dropped his sword and screamed out in pain.  Craedus buried his axe 
deep into the side of another bandit killing him immediately.  Tyrahne blocked the 
clumsy attack of another bandit.  He stepped passed the ill attempt and slashed the 
bandit in the back with his sword and dagger.  The last bandit fell into a defensive 



stance and began to call out loudly.  
     “Intruders!” he shouted.
     Within moments five more bandits rushed from the door opposite the guard room the 
companions were in.  Before the companions that were still standing in the hallway 
could defend themselves, the bandits managed to slash Lanneth in the chest.   The 
mage fell to the floor.  The others drew their weapons for a counter attack.  Slink 
wounded one of them with his throwing daggers while Merrick and Elyanah fended off 
the attacks of two other bandits.  Moonstar and Gwerth quickly attended to the fallen 
mage.  They dragged him into the barracks and began to magically heal him.  Luckily for 
Lanneth their spells were able to heal him before he lost too much blood.  
     Durenda managed to dodge a vicious attack of another bandit but was pushed 
backwards and fell into the wall banging her head.  A dull pain raced across her 
temples.  Through watery eyes she could see a bandit rushing toward her to take 
advantage of her helpless situation.  For a brief second a thick pressure filled her head.  
Through it all she though that she could hear the word “attack” echo in her mind.  Her 
leg reacted on instinct and kicked out driving her foot into the oncoming bandit’s 
stomach.  The bandit’s breath quickly escaped him as he was thrust backwards sailing 
into another bandit with tremendous force.  For a moment Slink and Elyanah stared 
wide eyed at Durenda wondering about her incredible display of strength. They turned to 
attack the two fallen bandits.  Durenda stood up also startled by her actions.  For the 
briefest of moments she actually liked the feeling she got from striking the bandit.  She 
shook her head once and grabbed her quarterstaff, readying herself for another attack.  
     The two thieves quickly put and end to the threat of the fallen bandits.  They turned to 
help Merrick with the one he was struggling with.  The battle was over almost as soon 
as it started.  The bandits lay dead at each groups feet.  Tyrahne ran over to Durenda’s 
side to make sure that she was ok.  He tenderly looked her over.
     “Are you sure that you are ok?” Tyrahne said gently rubbing the bump on the back of 
her head.
     “Yes.  I will be fine," Durneda said taking his hand in hers.  She thought of the strange 
sense of satisfaction she felt when she attacked the bandit and shivered.
     The companions searched both rooms but found little of value.  The bandits 
weapons were recovered and found to be non-magical.  The few coins that they had 
were confiscated and put into Craedus’ backpack.
     “You would think that these bandits would have more treasure on them considering 
everything they take from the merchants," Slink said.
     “Do you really think these bandits get any of the treasure they steal?  The Bandit 
Leader probably keeps most of it for himself.  A true thief among thieves," Moonstar 
snapped.
     “But it is ok for the church to demand donations during mass.  Now that is what I call 
robbery!”  Slink said a bit angrily.
     Moonstar because flush.  “Blasphemy!  The tributes paid to Thauaras are used for 
the good of all!” she yelled.
     Gwereth grabbed her arm to calm her down.  “Easy Little One," he said softly in her 
ear.
     “One of these days Slink you will know the touch of god and you will not be worthy," 
Moonstar spat.
    “That’s not likely," he muttered.  “Besides it was only an observation," he said to 
Elyanah who was eyeballing him cautiously.
     The companions made their way down the hallway to the next set of doors.  With 
weapons still drawn they cautiously open the door.  Behind the door they found living 
quarters that were currently empty.  Slink began to search the room until Raven stopped 
him.
     “Slink, we don’t have time for this," Raven said.
     “But there maybe some good stuff in here," Slink protested.



     “Always worried about the gold," Moonstar said to no one in particular.
     “Considering what we found in the last room, I don’t think you will find anything.  Lets 
move on and find Drak.  After that we can come back and search these rooms," Raven 
said apologetically to the thief.  Slink grumbled a bit but followed her orders.
     The companions check the next couple of doors and found that they all led to 
unoccupied living quarters.
     ”Nobody is home," Durenda said.
     “When the cat is away the mice will play," Slink said laughing to himself.  The others 
wondered about his strange sense of humor.
     “I am not a mouse," Moonstar whispered angrily to Gwereth.
     The companions continued down the hallway until they came to a four-way 
intersection.
     “Eenie, meenie, miney, moe," Slink sang out.
     The companions took the hallway to the left and promptly came to a cave-in,  They 
headed back to the intersection and took the passage straight ahead from their original 
path of travel.  There were many doors along this new hallway.  Again each one of these 
new doors led to unoccupied living quarters.  Slink grumbled each time they had to 
leave one behind.  At the end of the long hallway was a lone door.  Peeking inside, and 
expecting more living quarters, the companions saw a huge hall filled with tables and 
benches.
     “The mess hall," Gwereth said.
     “Is it lunch time already?” Craedus asked.  Moonstar glared at him.  “What?  I think I 
heard my stomach growl,"
     “I wonder if there is a crazy bandit cook in this kitchen too," Slink asked.
     “Doesn’t matter.  Drak isn’t here making himself a sandwich so let’s go," Raven said.
     “No treasure," Slink grumbled
     “No lunch," Craedus muttered.
     The companions headed back to the four-way intersection and took the last hallway 
unexplored -- the eastern hall.  They followed it sixty feet, pausing every ten feet to check 
a new door.  All they found was empty living quarters. They came to another four-way 
intersection.  The turned left and head down the new hallway once again checking doors 
as they went.  After another one hundred feet they came to a reinforced wooden door.  
Opening it cautiously the companions entered a park of some sorts.  It was a lush area 
roughly one hundred feet across and in length and was open to the morning sky.  It was 
like a small green valley nestled between two hills.  And the hills formed the park walls.
     “It’s beautiful!” Durenda exclaimed looking around at the tall green grasses and the 
small trees the dotted the courtyard.  She was still enjoying the sights when a wave of 
dread washed over her.  She suddenly felt spooked which made her move closer to 
Tyrahne’s side.  “Maybe we could stay a moment to look around,"
     “Hey, we didn’t get to search any of the rooms that we found earlier!” Slink exclaimed.
     “Slink is right Durenda.  We should continue on.  We can always come back later," 
Raven said.  Without words Durenda agreed to leave.   
     There is something strange about this place, she thought to herself.  As they left the 
park Durenda looked back and wondered what had spooked her.   Maybe the bump on 
her head was causing her imagination to run wild.  That would certainly explain things.
     The companions headed back to the intersection and took the hallway leading away 
to the east.  The walked thirty feet until they came to a long flight of stairs heading 
downward.  At the bottom of the stairs the hallway turned to the south and led to another 
flight of stairs.  At the bottom of the second flight of stairs the companions found a 
wooden door.  After both thieves checked for noises, and found none, the companions 
passed through the doors into an empty thirty by thirty foot room.  There were doors on 
each of the other walls.  They checked the western door and found that the hallway 
beyond led ten feet to another cave-in.  They went back and tried the door to the south 
and found another cave-in.



     “What’s with this place?  Its obviously not made by dwarves," Craedus pondered.
     They tried the last door, the one to the east, and followed a short hallway to another 
door.  Beyond the door was another thirty by thirty foot room.  Like the room before each 
wall had a door to choose from.  They tried the southern door and found a huge room 
beyond.  It was partially collapse in the southeastern corner  Along each wall were small 
ten by ten foot jail cells with bars that ran from ceiling to floor.  Most of  them were empty 
and only two of them had anything of interest in them.  In one was the skeleton of a 
humaniod that could have been a human or elf.  It was half buried it the collapsed 
corner.  Slink went to its cell and was going to pick the lock when Elyanah spoke some 
sensible words to him.
     “Do you really think they would have jailed him with any treasure?” Elyanah whispered 
to her partner.  Slink thought about it for a moment and decided to leave the cell alone.
     In another cell was a thin pale dwarf.  The companions weren’t even sure if the dwarf 
was alive until he began to moan and mutter something unintelligible.
     “I can’t understand him.  What is he saying Craedus?” Slink asked.
     “What?  Just because I’m dwarven I should be able to understand him?  I don’t speak 
gibberish," Craedus grumbled.
     “I am surprise that you can’t make it out then," Moonstar said to Slink.
     “He is obviously delirious.  Probably starving and thirsty," Gwereth said.
     “We have to help him," Durenda announced.
     “Yes," she agreed with the druidess.  “He must be freed,"
     “And do what with him?  What would he do when we confront Drak?” Raven asked.
     “Surely we are not going to leave him here in that condition," Gwereth asked 
astonished.
     “No.  Tend to him but leave him in the cell.  He will be safer there.  We can come back 
for him later," Raven said.
     “That is a bit heartless don’t you think.  Even for you, commander,” Moonstar said.
     “I don’t want you to heal him just so that we can lead him to his demise.  How would 
you feel if the bandits were to kill him?” Raven said.
     Moonstar didn’t say anything, just glared at Raven.  Slink picked the lock to the 
dwarf’s cell.  Moonstar healed the dwarf while Durenda tried to get him to drink a few 
drops of water.
     “He will live."  It was all that Moonstar said to Raven.  The companions hesitantly left 
the jail room and listened at the eastern door.
     “There is talking.  I can barely make out what they are saying though.  Something 
about a plan for a big raid,"  Slink said.
     “That must be Drak in there," Raven said fingering her sword hilt.
     Suddenly Slink pushed everyone back.  “Someone is coming!” he shouted as the 
door opened. 
     It was Drak.  He locked gazes with Raven.  “You!” they both exclaimed at the same 
time.
     “Prepare to die!” Raven exclaimed as she drew her sword and lunged at the warrior.
     “Not today," Drak said followed by a strange word.  Instantly be disappeared.  Raven’s 
sword struck air where Drak once stood.  The tip of her sword stuck in the door ahead of 
her.
     “Damn!” she exclaimed.  Wrenching her sword free she swung the door open and 
stormed inside.  She was intent on finding the man Drak that had been talking to.  In 
front of a table, a few feet away, stood a mage.  He turned when he heard the door bang 
open.  He was surprised to see someone other than a bandit.  “Move and you die,"  
Raven said angrily as she pointed her sword at the mage.  He held up his hands in 
surrender.
     “I offer you no resistance.  Actually I am very happy to see you," the mage said.
     “What trickery is this?” raven asked as her friends filled the room.
     “A prisoner is always glad to see someone that may be able to offer some 



assistance," the mage said.
     “If you are a prisoner then why are you working with the bandits.  Slink heard you 
discussing a raid with Drak," Raven said harshly.  Slink rubbed a fist against his chest 
and then blew on his knuckles.  He was obviously impressed with his own talents.
     “He heard Drak telling me what to do for the next raid.  I am Vallen the mage and I am 
in charge of readying the bandits rings.  Something which I have no choice in doing," he 
said pointing at a thin gray band of metal that encircled his neck.  Raven ignored the 
collar for the moment.
     “So you are responsible for creating the rings of recall?” Raven asked still wary of the 
mage.
     “Make them?  No.  I recharge them," Vallen said. The companions looked confused.  
“The Bandit Leader brought the rings with him when he gathered the bandits here in this 
hideout.  I am kept here to recharge them and program the location of their raids into 
them,"
     “If you can program the rings and have access to them, why haven’t you used one to 
escape by now?” Tyrahne asked.
     Vallen once again pointed at his metal collar.  “This prevents me from leaving the 
hideout.  If I do, it will deliver a lethal shock,"
     “Why not just take it off then?” Slink asked.
     “It can only be removed by the Bandit Leader.  He wears a bracelet that holds the 
power to do so," Vallen explained.
     “So where is this place?” she said looking about the room.
     “I feel like we are underground," Craedus said.
     “Partially.  This hideout was once a small village carved into a hillside northeast of 
Brighnon.  No one knows who originally built this place but the Bandit Leader claimed it 
for his own.  He had the bandits collapse all the exits.  The only way in or out is through 
the recall rings," Vallen explained.  There was a moment of silence before the mage 
spoke again.  “Are you here to stop the bandits?”
     “Actually we are.  We followed Drak down here to get some answers.  Unfortunately 
he disappeared before we could detain him," Raven said.
     “He is probably warning the Bandit Leader right now.  You may have the whole clan 
after you very soon," Vallen said.
     “Bring it on.  I am looking for a good fight," Craedus roared.
     “Do not underestimate the bandits an their leader.  In force the bandits are very strong 
and there is something sinister about their leader.  Somehow he is....enhanced," Vallen 
said seeming to fall over his last words.  “He is much more powerful than a man should 
be.  Be wary of him,"
     “Maybe we should have prepared a little better before leaving this afternoon," Slink
     Vallen thought a moment before speaking.   “May I suggest something?”
     “What is that?” Raven asked turning her attention back to the mage.
    “Take  a few of the rings and escape this place.  Go back to Brighnon and rethink your 
strategies.  Come back and defeat the bandits when you are ready," Vallen suggested.   
The companions eyed the mage with suspicion.
     “You certainly eager to help us.  Almost too eager," Moonstar said.
     “As I said before, to get the freedom I desire I will need your help.  Anyway I can aid 
you now will ultimately aid me in the long run,"  Vallen said.
     The companions talked it over briefly and agreed with the mage’s words.
     “Ok Vallen.  Give us the rings and we will come back later to rescue you," Raven said 
accepting his offer.
     Vallen looked most pleased as he handed over three rings, one to Raven, one to 
Slink and one to Durenda.  Slink turned his ring over in his hands and noticed a blue 
sheen to it.  Nothing like the dull gray ones they had found days earlier.  “God’s speed,"  
Vallen said as the three companions put on their rings.
     “So do we head back to those circles now and use these things?” Slink asked.



     “You will want to avoid the main hall.  That is where the most bandit traffic will be.  
Besides the teleportation circles are just focal points.  You can jump from anywhere," 
Vallen explained.
     The companions looked at each other before linking hands.  They all thought of 
Brighnon and within a blink of an eye they were gone.
     “One way or another it will all be over soon,"  the mage said to no one in particular as 
he stared at the spot where the companions once stood.
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Battle Preparations

     The companions arrived in a small clearing that rested within a small copse of trees.  
This time they were ready for the disorientating effect of the ring’s teleportation and 
steadied themselves.  Merrick was a little disappointed that he wasn’t caught by Raven 
this time around.  Slink seemed to notice the bard’s displeasure.  The rogue gave 
Merrick a little sneer and shook his head laughing.  No one else had caught on to the 
thief’s taunting but it had the desired effect on the bard.  Instantly Merrick began to blush 
and turn from the others.  The companions looked about the immediate area and found 
a shallow mud path that led through the trees.  Once they were clear of the trees the 
companion could see that they were a short distance from Brighnon.  After a half an 
hours walk the companions arrived at the city’s eastern gate.   They entered the city and 
made their way to the Barter’s House.  It was approaching early evening and 
companions were surprised to see the city’s marketplace was as busy as ever.  Within 
an hour the lamplights of the city streets would have to be lit, yet the townspeople 
shopped as if it were midmorning.  Just outside their inn Raven turned to address the 
other companions.
     “There are a few things that I need to take care of before we return to the bandit’s 
hideout.  If anyone else has business within the city I suggest you take care of it while it 
is still light out.  We really down know when the shops here officially shut down for the 
night.  I can’t imagine that they would stay open all night," Raven said before she turned 
and headed off to the city proper.
     “I am in dire need of food and drink.  I know of a rowdy little bar that serves the tastiest 
mutton and the strongest ale I’ve tasted in a long time.  Anyone care to join me?” 
Craedus said.  No one took up his offer.  “Suit yourself," he muttered and shrugged 
before walking away.
     Tyrahne and Durenda were busy whispering and giggling until eyes fell upon them.  
“Actually Durenda and I are a bit hungry ourselves.  I think that we will find somewhere to 
eat also.  Somewhere a bit quieter than our dwarven friend when to,"  With that 
explanation they were off.
     “I would like to return to our rooms and study a few offensive spells for tomorrow’s 
journey,"  Lanneth said and quickly departed.
     “It has been awhile since we have communed with Thauaras.  We will be at the city’s 
temples,"  Moonstar said before dragging Gwereth away with her.
     “Well, I know of a place that we can find a little gold for the taking and a lot of mischief.  
What do you say?” Slink asked Elyanah.
     “Lead the way," Elyanah said linking her arm in Slink’s.
     “See ya later Elf Buddy," Slink said to Merrick before leaving.
     The bard was left standing alone in the street in front of their inn.  He looked around 
for a moment before calling out.  “Wait up Raven!” he shouted.  He quickly headed in the 
direction that the warrioress had gone.
     It was after dark when Raven, along with Merrick, returned to the Barter’s House.  
Merrick had managed to track Raven down at the city’s library were she was studying 
maps and historical logs of the surrounding lands.  She had been looking for any 
information on who or what had occupied the bandit’s hideout before the Bandit Leader 
had claimed it for his own.  She was having little luck.  Moonstar, Gwereth and Lanneth 
where already in their rooms.  Tyrahne and Durenda had returned earlier and decided to 
go out for a late evening stroll through the city’s park.  Slink and Elyanah were still gone 
which meant they were probably getting into a bit of trouble.  Craedus had also not 
returned.  He was most likely well on his way to becoming drunk on locally brewed ale.  



When Raven returned Moonstar and Gwereth approached her.
     “Did your search go well?” he said pointing at the handful of papers that she carried 
tucked under one arm.
     “Not too bad.  I didn’t learn much that will be useful for tomorrow’s raid but I did learn 
some interesting things on the bandits hideout’s former owners," Raven said as se 
dropped the scrolls and papers on her bed and sat down stretching her arms.
     “And what about tomorrow?  Have you thought of a plan yet?” Moonstar asked.
     “I was hoping that we could teleport back to the small circle room that we originally 
appeared at or perhaps Vallen’s laboratory.  Maybe we could find a way to disguise 
ourselves as bandit," Raven said.
     “You did notice that there were no female bandits in the hideout right?” Moonstar 
said.
     Raven pondered this for a moment.  In all the excitement to chase Drak down she 
had not noticed this important fact.  “We will just have to whittle their forces down bandit 
by bandit until we reach the bandit leader," she said still studying the papers on her bed.
     Moonstar though about how ridiculous Raven’s word had sounded.  Ten of them 
against fifty or more bandits.  “You haven’t thought this through at all have you?”
     Raven confessed, “actually I haven’t.  I thought that we could all discuss the matter in 
the morning and come up with a plan together.  That way we would have the best 
approach to the situation,"  She said looking at Moonstar for the first time during the 
conversation. The priestess just stood there, arms crossed, starting at Raven.  “That is 
how you want it right?  I could just take charge and go ahead with a plan of my own 
device,"  She said smiling a bit to try and easy the tension between the two of them.
     ”What would be the difference?” Moonstar asked before marching back to her room.  
Gwereth smiled at Raven and shrugged before following the fuming priestess.  “What is 
she up to now?” she said quietly to the priest.
     “What ever do you mean?  I think it shows great restraint on Raven’s part by allowing 
all of us to help lead the group instead of relying on her decisions alone.  I know how 
important it is for Raven to be in charge of things. She is really growing...,"  Gwereth 
started.
     “That’s just it!  Raven never allows anyone else to decide the fate of this little ‘family’ 
that we have here.  Sure she might ask for our opinions but ultimately the decision is all 
hers.  She learned something today that has distracted her.  Something more important 
to her that playing leader," Moonstar said trying to figure out the mystery in her head.  
Gwereth let the whole conversation drop without a word and headed to his room.
     Tyrahne and Durenda came back soon after that giggling and laughing all the way to 
their rooms.  Tyrahne bid Durenda good night.  She quickly looked both way, making 
sure no one was in sight, before giving the ranger a small peck on the lips.  They looked 
dreamily at each other before going to their separate rooms.  Raven was just turning in 
for the night when the thieves returned.  They went to their rooms without a word to her.  
Sometime after sleep had claimed her Craedus returned.
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When Bandits Come Calling

     It was dark.  Raven was sleepy and didn’t want to open her eyes.  What was that 
sound?  It teased her ears and kept her from falling back to sleep.  She listened closer 
trying to discern the source of the noise.  There was a dull ringing sound from far off but 
was getting louder and louder by the moment.
     “Craedus…" she muttered still half asleep.  “If that crazy dwarf is coming back this 
late at night  half drunk out of his mind and as noisy as can be…" she thought to herself.  
     She sat up in bed and sighed.  Rubbing the sleep out of her eyes she swung her 
legs out of bed and reached for the bedside lamp. Something caught her eyes.  Through 
her window she could see a dim light in the distance.  It was an eerie little glow that cast 
sinister shadows on the sides of the buildings of Brighnon.  The noise was coming 
from there.  As the light grew brighter the noise took shape.  It was the sound of voices.  
And within its angry chorus was one particularly enraged voice.  It rang out in an 
otherwise silent night, its rage breaking the peaceful slumber that had blanketed the 
city.  Raven could not make out the words as yet but the source was slowly approaching.  
Instinctively, she had her sword in hand before the first bandit came into sight.  He was 
still a ways down the street but close enough.  Almost too close.  She watched as a few 
more bandits rounded the street corner and joined the first bandit.  They were running 
door to door rattling them looking for ones that were unlocked.  Raven slipped on her 
over-shirt before springing from her bed.  She grabbed her armor and weapons belt and 
ran from her room.  She hastily knocked on the other companions doors as she began 
to don her armor.  Moonstar was the first to open her door, ready to reprimand the 
person responsible for all the noise.
     “What’s going on out here?”  She said sleepily yet angrily.  “Why are you wearing your 
armor?” she asked when she realized that it was Raven that was making all the racked.
     “There is a problem," Raven said strapping on her weapon’s belt.
     “Yeah, you are making too much noise,"  Moonstar said yawning and stretching.
     “The bandits are her,"  Moonstar said as she continued to bang on the other 
companion’s doors.
     Moonstar suddenly grasped the gravity of the situation and looked wide eyed at 
Raven.  She quickly ran to the nearest door and helped Raven awaken the others.    As 
the others began to wake up and exit their rooms, Moonstar ran into her room and 
began to ready herself.  Within minutes the companions were assembled in the inn’s 
hallway in various stages of dressing.
     “The bandits are here?” Durenda asked as she helped Craedus with a strap on his 
platemail.  It was obvious to Raven that the dwarf was still feeling the after effect of the 
ale that he had consumed the night before.  
    There was a sudden bout of yelling from outside of their inn.
    “Yes they are," Raven said gravely.  “And now we need to decide what we are going to 
do,"
    “We are finally going to kick their butts that’s what we are going to do!”  Slink 
exclaimed enthusiastically.
     “Yes! To battle!” Craedus roared.  Another guest of the inn that had been peeking out 
his door jumped at the dwarf’s battle cry.  He quickly ducked back into his room and 
slammed the door shut.  It’s lock clicked shut immediately.
     “Its not that easy.  If we make our stand here the bandits will surely siege the inn.  
Most likely the inn will be burned and destroyed.  Many innocent people will die," Raven 
said.
     “We can not have that," Moonstar said.



     “Can we sneak out?” Tyrahne asked.
     “No.  There is only one way in or out of this place," Slink said.
     “Besides, if we hid in another part of the city the bandits would just track us down and 
ransack that place too," Gwereth said.
     “What about the city watch?” Moonstar asked.
     “I don’t think they could stand up to the whole bandit force," Raven said.
     “We need to get out of the city fast," Elyanah said.
     “Maybe we could ambush the bandits for a change," Slink muttered to nobody in 
particular.
     “What do you mean?” Raven asked him.  Slink looked surprised as all eyes turned to 
him.
     “Well....why not teleport to their hideout and wait for them there.  We would be out of 
the city and we would have enough time to set up an ambush for the bandits when they 
finally returned," Slink explained.  Raven congratulated him for the good idea.  Moonstar 
was not one to applaud him so soon.
     “And leave the people of Brighnon defenseless?” Moonstar snapped.
     “I think that we are the threat here. If we are gone the bandits will eventually give up 
and head back to their hideout," Raven said.
     “Besides, you are the one who said that the citywatch could protect the city," Slink 
reminded the priestess.
     Moonstar grumbled but reluctantly went along with the plan.
     “Is everyone ready?” Raven asked.  They companions nodded and began to link 
hands.  “Think of the bandit’s hideout,"
     Within the blink of an eye they were gone.
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The Park And The Devilfish

     Durenda sat up and shook the cloudiness from her head.  Her eyes hurt and a dull 
pain throbbed in her head.  She looked around and saw that she was sitting in the 
center of the park the companions had found the day before.  She had made the jump to 
the bandit’s hideout but for some reason she was alone.  No one else was in sight.  
She called out once but no one answered her.
     Durenda thought to herself, how long have I been lying here in the grass?  What 
happened during the teleport to cause me to be separated from the others?
     The sun hadn’t broken the horizon yet but a band of lighter blue outlined the hills 
surrounding the park.  It wouldn’t be long before the sun started to rise.  Durenda stood 
up and began walking around the park.  She examined the various trees and other plant 
life that grew there.  Their were Copperwoods, Thistledowns, Ironwoods, Brairbirches, 
Honey Maples and Oaks of various kinds.  They were all gnarled and unkept but planted 
in a way that showed that once upon a time this courtyard was a lovely garden.  The 
druidess reached out and caressed a particularly old and exotic tree, marveling at its 
marble colored trunk.
     “What a beautiful tree you are," she said to the tree.  “It is a shame that no one has 
bothered to tend to you,"
     She traced a dark streaked pattern along its surface and smiled.  Suddenly there was 
a slight movement in the back of the park which she seemed to sense instead of see.  
Quickly she turned her attention to it and intently studied the back of the courtyard.  She 
could see virtually nothing in the dim light of the coming dawn but she could sense 
something back there though.  It was a presence, a powerful and dark yet needful one.  
She was repulsed by it yet drawn to it at the same time.  Somehow she got the feeling 
that there was an imbalance in the flow of things surrounding the back of the courtyard.  
The call of the nature around her cried out to her.  Slowly she walked to the back of the 
courtyard until she reached a large rusty gate.  She carefully peered through the bars 
and scanned the landscape behind them.  There seemed to be another courtyard 
beyond the gate, one that was much like the one that she was in but it was darker and 
more twisted and unkept.  She didn’t notice anything that could be the source of the 
disturbance that she felt inside.  She was about to turn back when a wave of foreboding 
washed over her.  It was so intense that for a moment she was frozen in place by the 
sheer anguish that the onslaught held.  High above her the shadows stirred and 
swirled.  A slight breeze blew through her hair and brushed against her cheek.  The 
shadows gave away to a blurred form.  A light flapping noise filled her ears as the form 
of the Devilfish filled her eyes.  Fright seized her heart and she tried to flee but found that 
her legs would not move.  A moment later she was eye to eye with the great beast.  It 
was hovering as close to the gate as it could, practically pressing one red eye against 
the rusty gate.  Durenda stood frozen in place staring in the creature’s huge eye.  But the 
longer she stared into the beast’s great eye the more at ease she felt with the Devilfish.   
Fear and loathing was replaced with serenity and calmness.  Deep down inside 
Durenda began to well up with an overwhelming sadness.  She was no longer held in 
place by fear but by fascination and curiosity.  Why was this creature affecting her so?  
She hesitantly held out a hand and gently caressed the beast’s hide.  It was cool and 
moist to the touch.  She slowly pulled her hand away and bowed her head.
     “I feel your turmoil great one.  I feel the conflict that rages in your heart.  Tell me how I 
can release you from your suffering," Durenda said softly to the beast.
     The Devilfish shivered for a moment and then all was quiet.  The only thing that made 
a sound was Durenda breathing and the soft flapping of the Devilfish’s massive wings.  



Suddenly there was a dull pounding in Durenda’s head and a sense of vertigo.  The 
feeling quickly passed and was replaced by an overwhelming presence in her mind.
     “Child of light....I too can feel the turmoil, the conflict, which burns within your 
soul.....we are more alike that you can imagine," said a soft voice that filled her head. It 
was an odd feeling having someone speak directly to her mind and it felt a little 
disorientating at first.  “Long go I was cursed.....It is a curse that has been handed down 
through the centuries....The bandit leader wears the curse as a medal of honor around 
his wrist.....Remove it and you will remove my curse,"  The voice said before growing 
silent.  Durenda pondered the words and was about to ask the Devilfish a question 
when the great beast spoke again.  “Go forth Child of Nature and put an end to my 
struggle.....And please accept my gift...,"  The voice trailed off and the Devilfish stirred.
     It slowly rose into the air on powerfully flapping wings.  As it departed something 
small and dark gently fell from the sky.  Like a leaf, it slowly fluttered back and forth 
falling to the ground near Durenda’s feet.  She picked it up and held it out in front of her.  
It was some sort of cape or cloak.  It was a dark color, possibly dark blue or black and 
felt like it was made out of a thick material or possibly a thin hide.  The druidess wasn’t 
sure what to make of it until she saw the long thin strip of fabric that hung down from the 
middle of the cape a full two feet passed the cape’s bottom end.  It looked very similar to 
the Devilfish’s barbed tail.  It was the cape of the Devilfish.  Smiling, she pulled the cape 
across her shoulders and clasped it around her neck.  Instantly the presence that she 
felt before was back but not as strong.  She could feel the Devilfish’s presence with her 
in the back of her mind.  And for once her lingering headache was gone.  The feeling 
was dark and foreboding yet slightly comfortable and reassuring.  Gently the ‘wings’ of 
the cape flapped as if there was a breeze in the air.  She looked back into the second 
courtyard but could not see the Devilfish.
     “I will release you," she vowed softly to the hidden Devilfish before heading toward the 
door leading to the bandit’s hideout.
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The Bandit’s Cache

     Slink opened his eyes and looked around.  He was sitting on the cold stone floor in 
the meeting hall of the bandit’s hideout.  His friends were scattered around him.  
Craedus was seated close by.  The dwarf stood up and rubbed his bottom grumbling 
about the harsh treatment the teleportation had given him.  To Slink’s other side, a bit 
farther away, was Moonstar and Elyanah.  As usual Moonstar got up complaining.  
Further away from them was Lanneth.  He stood up without ill word or facial expression.  
Slink stood up and stretched the stiffness out of his muscles.  For a moment he was 
lightheaded.  He shook his head and the world around him came back into focus.
     “Wow!  What a ride," Slink said to himself.  Looking around once more Slink noticed 
that they were a few people short.  “It looks like we are missing a few friends,"  he said 
to the rest of the companions that had made it through the jump with him.
     “Boy, you are really observant today aren’t you thief?” Moonstar said still rubbing her 
arm.  “What was your first clue?” she continued sarcastically.
“Well there are only five of us standing here..," Slink said counting the others.  
     Elyanah didn’t know if Slink was goofing around or not but she decided to elbow him 
anyway.  It was better if he didn’t get Moonstar started right off the bat.  Everyone was still 
a little tired from their early morning escape from Brighnon and Moonstar was bound to 
be crabby.  Craedus drew his axe and stood in a defensive stance.
     “What are you doing?” moonstar asked.
     “I am getting ready for anything," Craedus said waving his axe in front of him.
     “Is that your answer to everything?” Moonstar asked.
     “What answer?” Craedus said.
     “Fighting, killing, destruction.  Is that your answer to everything?” Moonstar repeated 
the question.
     “I can’t think of a better way to get my point across than a good chop of my axe," the 
dwarf said proudly as he shook his axe in his hands.
     Moonstar turned away from him.  “Great.  How did I manage to get stuck with the crazy 
dwarf and the two thieves?” she asked herself shaking her head.
     The companions milled about the room doing another quick search before meeting 
in its center.
     “So what do we do now?” Elyanah asked.
     “We should think about setting up the ambush.  You never know when the bandits are 
going to return," Craedus suggested.
     “Don’t you think that we should wait for the others?” Moonstar asked.
     “We are right where the bandits are going to return to.  I would think that the others 
would come here to to fight the bandits when they return.  Our friends will come looking 
for us," Craedus said.
     “If they can," Moonstar said gravely.  Slink was looking around the room not paying 
much attention to the conversation when Moonstar nudged him lightly. “So what do you 
think thief?”
     “I think that I want to know what is behind those double doors.  Raven was in such a 
hurry to follow Drak that we didn’t get a chance to look before.  We already know that the 
barracks are to the north,"  Slink said pointing to the single door that they had used the 
day before.
     “I still think that we should look for the others," Moonstar said.
     “Craedus is right.  The others will find their way here eventually.  Besides, do you 
want to pass through the barracks with such limited numbers?  I think we should 
explore this other exit.  Maybe there is a more defensive position there.  Right Craedus?” 



Slink asked the dwarf hinting at the possibility of something good behind the doors.  
Craedus caught the thief’s drift.
     “More defensible.  Yes, right," Craedus blurted out.
     Moonstar sighed and threw up her hands.  They walked over to the double doors 
while Lanneth was muttering something to himself.  Moonstar watched the elf for a 
moment and thought that he was casting a spell of some sorts.
     Slink and Elyanah crouched in front of the double doors and listened.
     “I don’t hear anything. Elyanah said.
     “Me either.  Lets go in," Slink said suddenly.
     “Hey wait a minute.  Just because you don’t hear anything you assume that it is safe 
to enter?  What if there was someone or something waiting silently on the other side?”  
Moonstar said.
     “You have to trust in the mighty skill of Slink, master thief.  Have some faith Moonstar,"  
Slink said sarcastically.  Moonstar took offense at what Slink’s comment implied about 
her faith, or lack of, and was about to protest again.  “If it makes you feel better then 
ready your mace," the thief laughed and pushed the doors open.
     Beyond the doors was a long, wide hallway that ran straight ahead at least one 
hundred feet or so.  Along both sides of the hall were two steps leading up to it’s walls.  
Craedus shuffled over to the steps and examined them and the walls.  He ran a hand 
across its rough surface.  He began to stroke his beard.
     “Find something?” Slink asked.
     The dwarf continued to stroke his braided beard.  “I don’t think that these walls have 
been here very long.  At least not as long as the rest of the hideout.  Its as if this hallway 
was actually a passage between two open chambers at one time.  Courtyards maybe,"
     “So there are rooms behind these walls?” Slink asked.
     “Most likely," Craedus said nodding affirmatively.
     Enthusiastically the thief began to walk quickly down the hall looking for a way in.  The 
others had to hurry to catch up with the thief.  At the far end of the hall was two sets of 
double doors to either side and a cave in directly ahead of them.  Slink turned to them 
with a smile.
     “I guess we will see if you are right Craedus," he opened the door without hesitation.
     Beyond the doors was a huge dark hall.  Slink fumbled around in his backpack and 
found a torch.  He quickly had it lit and began marveling at what he saw inside.  The 
room was full of boxes and crates and large sacks.  
      “A storage room..." Elyanah said.
      “Must be all the stolen goods from the merchants," Moonstar stated.
      “Yes and if the goods are here, maybe the gold is here too," Slink said as he wiped 
off the side of the nearest crate.  He read it outloud.  “Wilkmere’s Spice Emporium,"
     “It’s merchants goods all right," Moonstar said.
     The companions spend the next fifteen minutes looking around for any chest or other 
crate that looked like it held gold or some valuable treasure.
     “This is going to take forever," Craedus said.
     “It would go a lot faster if all of us would help out," Slink said referring to Moonstar’s 
refusal to help.
     “These are not our goods.  I don’t think that it is right to search through it and take 
what we want.  It is stealing," Moonstar said defiantly.
     “It’s already stolen goods," Craedus pointed out the obvious.
     “I don’t think she wants to get dirty," Slink whispered to Elyanah.  She stifled a 
giggled.  The thieves continued to search through the closest crates.
     Lanneth had been watching the doors exiting the storage hall intently.  Suddenly he 
stood up.  “I think that we should go,"
     “What was that Lanneth?” Slink said looking up from a partially hidden crate.  He had 
dust on his hands and forehead.
      “Someone has arrived at the meeting hall and tripped the silent alarm I placed there.  



I could be the others," Lanneth said a bit distracted.
     “And maybe the bandits have arrived trapping us in here," Moonstar.
     “Oh all right, we will go," Slink said a little disappointed.
     They left to storage area and made their way back to the double doors leading to the 
meeting hall.  As they neared them Slink motioned for the others to be quiet, especially 
the whining priestess.  Slink crouched down and peered through the thin crack between 
the two large doors.  He quickly turned around and faced the others with a pale face.
     “The bandits are back.  All of them," he said.
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Return Of The Mage

     Something had definitely gone wrong.  Raven stood up and brushed herself off.  The 
last time the companions had teleported to and from the bandit’s hideout it had all gone 
smoothly.  This teleport had been as rough as ever.  She wasn’t even surprised when 
she looked around to see that over half of her friends were missing.  With her was 
Merrick, Tyrahne and Gwereth.
     “Where is Durenda?” Tyrahne asked with concern.
     Raven looked around and saw that they were in Vallen’s laboratory.
     “I guess that we weren’t all thinking of the same place in the hideout when we 
teleported," Raven said.
     “Where is Durenda?”  Tyrahne repeated, this time a bit angrier.
     “She could be anywhere in the hideout.  Remember what Vallen said about 
teleporting without the aid of the focus rings?  I assume that we have been separated 
during the jump,"  Raven said.  Her explanation did little to calm the ranger.
     “Speaking of Vallen, where is the mage?” Gwereth said looking around the empty lab.  
     The companion’s began to search the surrounding area and found Vallen’s sleeping 
chambers behind a door that they had not explored on their last visit to the mage’s 
laboratory.  The mage was lying on his side facing away from the open door.  Raven 
quietly walked over to the snoring form and gently placed a hand on Vallen’s shoulder.
     “Vallen?” Raven said.
     The mage slowly stirred and rolled over to face her.  Raven flinched when she saw 
the ruin that was Vallen’s face.  Both his eyes were blackened and puffy and his lower 
lip was severely swollen and split in a few places.  Raised purple welts littered the 
mage’s face.  Vallen mumbled something unintelligible and managed a weak and 
obviously painful smile.  He tried to sit up but winced in pain.  He grabbed his side and 
moaned.  Raven helped him up and noticed his bruised and welted back.  As he sat 
there dressed in only his under garments he looked as if he had been infected with a 
vicious rotting disease.  Purple and black blotches decorated his body everywhere.  
Raven did not have to ask Gwereth for help.  Upon seeing the damage to the mage’s 
body, the priest was at his side administering some magical healing.  When Gwereth 
was finally done Vallen looked a hundred times better.  There were still patches of 
yellowed skin and Vallen was still stiff and sore but for the most part the mage was 
healed.
     “Thank you Gwereth.  I am in your debt,"  Vallen said getting weakly to his knees.   
Merrick and Gwereth helped to steady him.
     “No thanks is necessary.  I’m am just glad that healing was all that you needed and 
not a resurrection," Gwereth said smiling.
     “Me too," Vallen smiled back.
     “What exactly happened to you?” Raven asked.
     “It wasn’t long after you left that the Bandit Leader returned to the hideout.  He was 
furious when he found out that you had been here and killed some of his bandits.  He 
obviously knew it was you because it was the first thing he asked me about," Vallen 
explained.
     “It must have been Drak," Raven said.
     “That is what I figured but he wasn’t among the bandits that accompanied the Bandit 
Leader.  He wanted to know where you were and when I told him that you had escaped 
he hit me.  Then he asked me how you escaped.  I told him that you used the rings to 
teleport away.  He wanted to know how you got the rings in the first place and I told him 
that you took them by force.  He hit me again and wanted to know why I didn’t have any 



bruises if you had indeed taken the rings by force.  I told him that you threatened to kill 
me so I handed them over.  He called me weak and had his men beat me saying it 
would toughen me up.  He took a few rings and left yelling something about finding you 
and killing you himself.  I don’t really remember it all since I was busy at the time," Vallen 
finished his explanation with a smile and laughing at his misfortune.
     “He definitely found us," Merrick said.
     “You were lucky that you weren’t killed," Tyrahne said.
     “I knew that he wouldn’t kill me.  I am too valuable to his cause.  He needs my 
magical knowledge and skill with the rings to continue to plunder the merchants of 
Brighnon," Vallen said.
     “All the more reason to get you out of here," Tyrahne said.
     “Gather your thing Vallen.  We are getting you out of here," Raven said.
     “So you mean to defeat the Bandit Leader?” Vallen asked.
     “Whatever it takes," Raven said boldly.  Merrick didn’t look as confident.
     Vallen got dressed and dug through a small hope chest at the foot of his bed.  He 
fished out a large tarnished brass medallion.
     “What’s that for?” Merrick asked.
     “Watch," Vallen said and led them over to a bare spot in the far wall.  The mage 
waved his hand over the stone and muttered a few arcane words.  Suddenly a faint 
impression appeared on the wall.
     “A spell?  I thought you were powerless?”  gwereth asked.
     “Mostly.  I can still cast a few minor cantrips and enchantments like the vanish and 
appear effects.  Hurts like hell though," Vallen said still grimacing pointing at the collar 
he wore around his neck.  
      Vallen carefully placed the medallion in the impression and pushed.  There was a 
faint clicking sound and a small section of the wall opened slowly with a loud scraping 
sound.  Merrick grimaced at the sound and quickly looked at the open door behind them.  
Beyond the small secret door was a small hollow.  The mage pulled out a small leather 
sack and a short thin wand with a small silver ball at its end.
     “What is all that stuff?” Tyrahne asked.
     “A little something to help us out later," Vallen said with a smile.
     “If we are done here lets go," Raven said.  She led them out of the mage’s 
bedchamber into the laboratory.  When she headed for the exit Vallen stopped her.
     “Wait!  I know someone who could help us," Vallen pointed at a rusty metal gate 
behind them.
     “There is someone beyond that gate that will help us defeat the bandits?” Gwereth 
asked looking surprised.
     “Yes.  If we can persuade him," Vallen said.  The mage pulled a small key from his 
leather sack and unlocked the gate.  He opened it and walked through it.  He retrieved a 
lantern that hung on the other side.  The companions quickly followed him into the 
darkness beyond.
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A Surprise Ally

     Raven and the other companions followed Vallen through a series of catacombs.  
They were all very non-descript being tall narrow tunnels carved out of a rough gray 
stone and were all very dry.  There were none of the usual cave-ins or dripping pools of 
stagnant water.  No hideous beasts or oozing slimes threatened the companions.  Just 
dark, dry tunnels leading into the darkness.  It was almost as if they were man-made 
and only half-finished and it’s creators had forgotten to furnish them.  Raven brushed a 
hand against the tunnel wall and wondered about them.
     Craedus would be able to tell me what this stone is, she thought still looking at the 
tunnels as they went.  
     After a few uneventful forks in the tunnel Vallen led them to one that was blanketed in 
darkness.  Vallen stopped short of a large grouping of rocks and stones and peered into 
the darkness.  Something stirred.  Raven could hear it move toward them in the 
darkness beyond the rocks in an area where Vallen’s lantern could not illuminate.  She 
did not draw her weapon but shifted into a battle stance.  The other companions sensed 
this and stood wary.  A large form broke the ring of light cast by Vallen’s lantern.  It was a 
thick, grotesque creature with a wide toothy mouth and a large head.
     “A bugbear!” Tyrahne shouted.  The others drew their weapons and prepared to 
defend Vallen.
     “No!” Vallen’s voice echoed through the catacombs.  The companions stopped 
suddenly but were ready to attack the bugbear at any second.
     “Have you come to finally put me out of my misery Vallen?” the bugbear grunted.  The 
companions were surprised to hear the creature speak the mage’s name.
     “There is no need for your weapons my friends.  This is Prottus," Vallen said 
motioning to the bugbear.  Slowly the companions sheathed their weapons looking 
intently at the bugbear.  
     “Look Vallen.  They have realized the truth and are still afraid of my appearance," 
Prottus.  Vallen simply ignored the bugbear and continued to explain things to the 
companions.
     “Prottus is a fellow mage and a friend of mine.  The Bandit Leader had him killed and 
then reincarnated into the form of a bugbear.  It rendered him unable to use his magics 
to escape, yet the Bandit Leader could still  benefit from his vast intellect," Vallen 
explained.
     “And if I could escape where would I go in this hideous form?” Prottus growled.  It 
made Merrick jump. 
     “The Bandit Leader used Prottus’ knowledge to refine the first recall rings.  Later I 
expanded on the original idea and mass produced them and developed the recharging 
process," the mage explained. Vallen seemed quite happy talking about their magical 
victories but Prottus was not.
     “Why are you here Vallen?  Have you come to torment me with the past?  Begone with 
you and your new friends  I don’t wish to look upon your face and remember," Prottus 
groaned.
     “Prottus, we need your help," Vallen said softly.
     “Why would I help you?  Where were you when this was done to me?” Prottus asked. 
He pointed at his twisted form.  “Leave me be.  I will live out my days in darkness where 
no one will have to look upon my horrible sight,"  The bugbear began to sink back into 
the darkness beyond the rocks.
     “Prottus, my dear friend, we need your help in defeating the bandits," Vallen said 
softly.   The bugbear was silent for long moments.  Without turning around the beast 



spoke.
     “How can you defeat them when you have lost your magics?” Prottus finally asked.
     “I have stored away a few surprises over the years," Vallen said.  Raven was 
surprised to hear that the mages had been a prisoner for that long.  Had nobody tried to 
rescue them?  “Besides, my new friends have brought a mage of some power along 
with them.  We need to join them in the fight against the bandits,"
     The bugbear shifted a bit and thought about the mage’s words.
     “I will help you, but on one condition," Prottus said.
     “Whatever you want," Vallen agreed.
     The bugbear spun around with an amazing speed that surprised the companions.  
The beasts eyes were burning with the fire’s of revenge.
     “I will be the one that slays the Bandit Leader.  No one else.  I will kill him or die trying.  
Either way I will be free of this curse of mine," Prottus said.
     Vallen looked to the companions.  They all nodded to the mage.
     “Fine.  The bandit leader is yours," vallen said.
     “And Drak is mine” she announced.  No one seemed to protest.
     Vallen led them back through the catacombs to his laboratory.  “Shall we head to the 
meeting hall now?” he asked Raven.
     “Yes but first we have to make a quick stop and rescue that dwarf we left behind.  I 
don’t want to have to listen to Moonstar’s complaining once this is all over with," Raven 
said.
     With that the companions headed out of Vallen’s laboratory and toward an imminent 
meeting with the bandits.
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To Battle Bandits

     “I knew that you were going to get us in trouble!” Moonstar yelled at Slink.  He tried to 
hush her.  
     Looking through the crack between the double doors leading to the meeting hall, he 
could see the Bandit Leader pointing toward them.  A half dozen bandits headed toward 
the double doors with the rest of the bandit force readying their weapons.
     “Here they come.  And they don’t look happy," Slink said.
     “What are we going to do?” Elyanah said frantically.
     Slink drew his weapon with a devious smile.
     “You are going to take on the whole bandit force?”  Moonstar exclaimed.
     “Don’t worry, I have a few tricks up my sleeve,"  He said laughing.
     “You are truly a fool of fools," the priestess snapped.
     Lanneth stepped forward.  “Let me take care of this," he said.  The mage’s sudden 
boldness took Slink by surprise.  “When I tell you to, you and Elyanah must force the 
doors open.  Don’t hold back.  They must to all the way open or I will fail us," the elven 
mage explained.  The thieves nodded.
     “What?!?  Are you crazy too?” Moonstar screamed.
     Her friends ignored her as Lanneth began to chant.  Craedus fell in behind him with 
axe in hand.
     “They’re almost here Lanneth," Slink warned the mage.
     The mage motioned toward the door and the thieves began pushing against them 
with great force.  The doors swung forward crashing into the small group of bandits 
knocking them backwards.  They stumbled and fell to the floor.  As they began to get up 
Lanneth stepped forward and pointed at them.  From the end of his finger a gout of 
flames poured forth speeding towards the bandits.  As it rushed toward them the flames 
fanned out and formed a large flat cone engulfing the bandits in front.  They were taken 
by surprise as their armor and clothing immediately ignited.  Their skin and hair 
immediately followed.  Three of the bandits fell to the floor burned to a crisp the other 
three rolling frantically on the floor to put out the magical flames.
     “Get them!” the bandit leader roared.
     Another group of bandits rushed forward to take the place of their fallen comrades.  
The Bandit Leader barked out more commands before turning to discuss something 
with Drak.  The pair was lost from sight behind the rush of oncoming bandits.  
     Slink had little time to ponder anything.  “Fall back into the corridor," he ordered his 
friends.  They immediately fell back and formed a wall of defense in which Lanneth 
stood behind readying another spell.  Fortunately for them the corridor wasn’t too wide.  
The companions would be about to block the corridor off and prevent the bandits from 
getting around them.  
     Craedus cleaved the first bandit to reach them down the middle killing him instantly.  
Slink and Elyanah did there best to fend off the bandit’s swords as Lanneth worked on 
his spell.  Moonstar was struggling with both of the bandits that were attacking her.
     “Hurry up and do what you are going to do elf!” Moonstar yelled.
     At that moment a sword broke through her defenses and slashed the priestess down 
across her shoulder and along her chest.  With an “ugh” she fell to the ground.  Slink 
reached down and pulled her behind her friends toward Lanneth.  The bandits saw the 
gap in the companions defense and prepared to charge them.  Lanneth finished his 
spell and slapped Craedus lightly on the shoulder.  The dwarf immediately began to 
grow in size until he was nearer a head taller than the tallest bandit.  He kicked out and 
slammed a charging bandit in the stomach driving him back.  The bandit’s flailing body 



knocked over a bunch of other bandits, temporarily halting their charge.  Craedus did his 
best to fill in the gap left behind by Moonstar and Slink by chopping any bandit he could 
reach with his axe, powered by his newly gained size.  Unfortunately for the bandits 
Craedus’ axe had also been enlarged and was quite effective in dispatching them.  
Slink had an idea of his own.  He knew that they couldn’t defeat all the bandits by 
themselves and eventually more would come and replace the ones that his friends had 
already defeated.  The thief quickly pulled a potion out of his belt pouch, yanked the cork 
out with his teeth and guzzled its contents.  There was a tickle in his belly that sent a 
tingle through his body.  
     “That’s good stuff," Slink stepped forward and pointed his sword at the bandits.  “I 
suggest that you stop what you are doing and retreat,"  Elyanah was surprised by Slink’s 
actions but was doubly surprised when the bandits actually began to fall back.

*     *     *

     Raven swung open the door to the meeting hall and found a battle under way.  The 
bandits were making their way toward the open double doors at the far side of the hall.  
They were armed and shouting battle cries.  Looking above there heads she could see 
the rest of her friends.  For some reason she could see Craedus standing above the 
rest of them cleaving bandits left and right with a huge battle axe.
     “Lets help them," Raven told her friends.  Immediately they drew their weapons and 
headed toward the mob of bandits.  The companions took advantage of their element of 
surprise and ambushed some the bandits standing toward the rear.  A few of them died 
instantly.  “Drive a wedge in the bandit force and clear a path to Slink.  We can regroup 
with them there!”
    Viliedar looked up from his conversation with Drak and saw that Raven and her 
friends had arrived.  He barked out a few orders that Raven couldn’t hear over the roar of 
the battle.  A group of the bandits turned around and engaged the new group of 
enemies.  Steel rang on steel as Raven defended herself against multiple attacks.  
Gwereth’s quarterstaff connected with a bandit’s skull driving the unfortunate man to the 
floor bleeding out of his ear.  Merrick blocked the attack of two bandits which allowed 
Tyrahne’s dual attacks to slice deep into the flesh of one of the preoccupied bandits.  
The man died with a horrible scream.  Raven noticed some movement off to the side.  
Taking a quick peek she saw Drak leave the Bandit Leader’s side in the teleportation 
room and head toward the battle.  Raven shoved her opponent backwards knocking him 
out of the way and began heading toward Drak.
     “I’m going for Drak.  Are you coming Prottus?” Raven yelled to the bugbear behind 
her.  Prottus saw that Raven was heading toward the teleportation room where Drak and 
the Bandit Leader were.  When he saw his arch enemy and long time tormentor he 
sneered showing his large teeth and growled.  He raised his huge morning star above 
his head and followed Raven.  As he batted bandits out of his way his eyes filled with a 
burning ferocity.  His gaze was locked on the Bandit Leader who continued to command 
his bandit forces from the safety of the teleportation room.  Many of the bandits jumped 
out of the way of the bugbear’s onslaught and looked for a less dangerous opponent to 
fight.  Tyrahne and Merrick did their best to fend off the bandit’s attack now that half their 
force had gone off to fight a different foe.
     “What are they thinking leaving us now?  Their lust for revenge is going to get us all 
killed.  There are too many bandits to handle at once!” Tyrahne yelled to the others.  The 
bandits seemed to notice this too.  They pressed their attack.
     “I can help with that," Vallen said jumping in front of the others.
     “What?!?” Tyrahne exclaimed.  He felt helpless as a group of bandits rushed forward 
to strike down the defenseless mage.  Vallen smiled wickedly as he pointed his strange 
wand at the bandits.
     “Boy, are you guys in for the shock of a lifetime," Vallen said laughing.  Suddenly a 



volley of blue-ish white arrows soared from the end of his wand.  They soared forward 
and slammed into the bandits.  Each bandit that was struck shook violently from a 
massive electric jolt that coursed through their bodies.  Five of the bandits fell to the floor 
in a lifeless heap.

*    *    *

     “How are you doing that?” Elyanah asked watching the bandits retreat away from 
them.
     “Just a little something I picked up in Brighnon.  A little something to influence our 
enemies," Slink took a step closer to the retreating bandits and motioned over their 
heads.  “My friends are in danger.  Maybe you would like to help me rescue them from 
the other bandits," he suggested slyly.  The bandits only hesitated for a moment before 
turning on their comrades.  Slink laughed and followed them into the main hall with his 
friends close behind.  

*     *     *

     The Bandit Leader saw half his men turn on the other half and roared with anger.  He 
finally drew his massive black bladed sword and stepped toward the battle.  He only got 
a few steps before he saw the approaching bugbear.
     “So have you finally grown a backbone?  Have you come here to challenge me for 
your freedom?  I think you have come here to die!” Viliedar roared, ordering a squad of 
bandits to intercept the charging bugbear.  The massive creature began to chant.  
Suddenly a large bolt of lightning soared from the bugbear’s fingertips and blasted the 
bandits knocking them all to the floor.  The lightning bolt soared passed the Bandit 
Leader and crashed into the wall behind him.  It left a huge scorched mark in the stone.  
The Bandit Leader looked surprised but not as surprised as the companions did at 
Prottus‘ use of magic.  Vallen looked at Tyrahne and Gwereth and shrugged.
      “So I lied," Vallen laughed and pointed his wand and some more bandits.  A bolt of 
lightning, smaller than Prottus’ leapt from the wand and struck the bandits wounding 
and killing a few more.
     Seeing his forces dwindling the Bandit Leader cursed and charged Prottus.  The 
bugbear charged the Bandit Leader in return.  They met in the middle with their 
weapons clashing together as they began a deadly dance.

*     *     *
     A group of bandits finally began to tire Tyrahne out.  Merrick and Gwereth were doing 
their best to back the ranger up, but they were out of spells.  The two were barely able to 
hold off the bandits attacking them much less help out the ranger who was still vastly 
outnumbered.  The bandits tried a new tactic.  Instead of trying to match the ranger’s 
sword skill, they overbeared him with sheer numbers.  All rushing at the same time the 
bandits knocked the ranger to the floor smothering him with their weight.
     It was at that time that the northern door swung open.  Durenda came rushing 
through to witness the carnage before her.

     “I thought I heard the sound of battle," Durenda said to herself barely hearing her 
words over the roar of battle.  She continued to scan the mob of combatants until her 
eyes settled on Tyrahne.  He was overpowered by the bandits and knocked to the floor.  
She watched as he disappeared under a mass of bandit bodies.  She gasped in horror 
and began to run toward the following ranger.
     “Wait Durenda you can’t reach him...,"  Gwereth began.
     Suddenly Durenda’s cloak began to flap wildly and she soared into the air.  Within 
seconds she was standing next to the mound of bandits with her quarterstaff in hand.  



With a vicious swing she clubbed one of the bandits across the head knocking him 
unconscious.  A few of the bandits on the top of the pile noticed the attack and tried to 
stand.  The cloaks tail whipped around Durenda’s petite frame and stung a bandit in the 
neck.  He began to twitch violently and foam at the mouth.  He stiffened and fell to the 
floor.  Durenda’s head pounded with intense pressure as she continued to club the 
bandits and her cloak stung anyone in range.  Oddly enough, Durenda seemed to 
enjoyed the brutal assault she was dealing the bandits.  It didn’t take her long to defeat 
the them.  The ones that Durenda and her cloak didn’t kill outright fled the ferocity of her 
attacks and the deadly poison of her cloak.  Durenda knelt down and gently pulled the 
battered ranger to her side.  Her cloak’s tail wavered in the air around her, protecting 
her, as she healed Tyrahne.  She was caressing his face when his eyes fluttered open.
     “There you are my dear Durenda," he said softly.  

*     *     *

     Behind them the battle continued to wage on with Slink’s bandits fighting the Bandit 
Leader’s bandits.  The thieves and the enlarged Craedus met Merrick, Gwereth and 
Vallen in the center of the room.  
     “The bandits shouldn’t be a problem.  Should we get their leader now," Slinksaid. He 
looked over to where the Bandit Leader was fiercely battling Prottus.  “What the hell is 
going on there?”  Slink stepped toward the battling titans.
   “No!” she yelled as she approached the other companions.  “Let Prottus take care of 
the Bandit Leader,"
     “Where have you been?” Merrick asked.
     “Following Drak but I lost him during all the confusion.  He’s gone," Raven said 
disappointed.
     “I want a piece of the Bandit Leader," Slink said.
     “No.  I promised Prottus that he would be allowed to defeat the Bandit Leader one on 
one," she said motioning toward the bugbear.
     “That creature is with us?” Slink asked with a surprised look.
     But before Raven could explain there was a thunderous boom that came from the 
teleportation room.  All of the combatants stop fighting and looked to where the noise 
had come from.  From within a large billowing cloud of smoke stepped two huge 
warriors and a strange mage dressed in fine robes.  The warriors were over seven feet 
tall and wore only leather girths and large studded belts.  They had strange full helmets 
that were formed to look like hideous devil heads.  Each was wielding a large sword that 
was jet black in color and looked much like the Bandit Leader’s sword.  They step 
menacingly toward the companions.  The strange man wore crimson red robes that 
where lined with a strange black fur.  He was bald but didn’t look old.  He had no 
mustache but a long black beard flowed from his chin and ran down his chest.  He had 
an evil sneer to his face as he walked from the dissipating cloud of smoke.  The strange 
mage looked around the room and shook his head.
     “You can’t do anything right can you?” the strange mage said to the Bandit Leader 
with a crackling voice.
     “I have things well in hand," Viliedar said as he blocked a sudden attack by Prottus.
     “Do you?” the strange said pointing at the companions.
     “Scatter!” Raven yelled as the strange mage uttered something.  
     A huge cone of ice and frost soared forward covering them in chilling coldness.  
Everyone was covered in frost but fortunately the spell did little damage to the 
companions.  Raven looked down at the strange pendant that she had gotten from the 
men of Zem. It twinkled for a moment and went dim.  It had actually protected her from 
the elemental attack.  Slink’s bandits had finished off the Bandit Leader’s bandits and 
were standing behind the thief.
     “Help me defeat the big guys," Slink told the bandits as the companions met the huge 



warriors in battle.
     The bandits were little more than canon fodder.  It didn’t take the huge warriors long 
to tear through the remaining bandits.  It wasn’t long before the huge warriors were 
covered in blood and gore.  Raven and Craedus charged one of the huge warriors.  It 
swung at the huge dwarf but missed.  Raven ducked around him and slashed him in 
the back.  She was amazed to see that her enchanted sword did little damage to the 
huge warrior.  He was hurt but not badly.
     “They must have protective enchantments," Raven told Craedus.  The dwarf brought 
his axe down hard on the warrior’s arm.  The axe bit deeply but didn’t chop the hand off.  
The huge warrior punched Craedus in the chest with its spiked gauntlets.  The dwarf 
flew backward and landed on the floor with a thud.  The huge warrior lunged at Craedus 
but a blast of lightning forced him backwards.  Raven took the opportunity to stab the 
huge warrior in the neck ending his threat.  Craedus slowly stood up intending on 
helping Merrick and thieves with the other warrior when the Strange mage cast another 
spell putting the dwarf to sleep.  Craedus stumbled forward with a few awkward steps 
before falling to the ground snoring.  Raven ran up behind the other huge warrior but the 
beast swung his arm out behind him and clubbed Raven across the side of the head.  
She was knock out instantly.
     “No," Merrick yelled lunging his sword at the huge warrior.  
     The sword slashed the huge warrior across the chest but brought the bard within the 
warrior’s reach.  The huge warrior brought his fist down on the bard’s shoulder and 
drove him to the ground.  Merrick heard the bones of his arm and shoulder break under 
the pressure and fell into shock.  Slink, Elyanah and Gwereth continued to pepper the 
huge warrior with attacks trying to slowly wittle the huge warrior down to size.  Having 
finished with the pesky bard that huge warrior turned its attention to the thieves.  It 
swung its huge sword at Slink and slashed him in the arm making the thief drop his 
sword.  Slink fell to his knees weakend by the sudden lost of blood.  Elyanah jumped on 
the huge warriors back and put him in a head lock.  He thrashed and spun around trying 
to dislodge the she-thief.  He fell back against the wall crushing Elyanah between 
himself and the wall.  Elyanah felt the wind rush from her body and her vision began to 
waver.  She quickly drew a dagger and began to stab the huge warrior in the head and 
neck repeatedly.  The huge warrior began to slow as he bled from various gashes in his 
neck.  It slumped over and fell to the ground.  Neither it or Elyanah rose.
     “One left," Gwereth said to Lanneth and Vallen, the only two left standing.  They turned 
to face the strange mage when they were caught in a thick sticky web.  The strange 
mage laughed and walked toward them.
     “Is this the best you can do?  Pathetic.  It is surprising that my pet hasn’t conquered 
this land long ago.  Prepare to die worms," the strange mage laughed and began to 
cast another spell.  The companions tried in vain to free themselves from the webbing 
but they were not strong enough to escape in time.  The strange mages hands began to 
glow with a strange darkness.
     “Stop!!!” Durenda screamed jumping from her place next to the wounded ranger.
     “Bah!  What are you going to do to stop me you insignificant fleas,"  the strange mage 
said finishing his spell.  He continued to laugh.
     The pounding in Durenda’s head grew stronger and stronger.  Suddenly there was 
silence.  All that she could here was a strange voice in her head telling her to “let her 
anger go,"  The words echoed in her head.  It wasn’t the voice of the Devilfish.  It’s 
presence was still there but buried under a new sensation.  It was hot and passionate 
and angry.  It frightened her but invigorated her at the same time.  Durenda tried to deny 
the urging voice.  She screamed in frustration and thrust her hands toward the strange 
mage.  A huge column of fire rushed forth and engulfed the strange mage.
     “Urk” the strange mage moaned falling backward with a look of shock and horror on 
his face.  His robes were charred and his face blistered.  His beard was burned away.  
“How did you...,"  He started.  Durenda stepped forward.  The strange mage raised his 



hand as if to block his burned body from the druidess.  Suddenly the strange mage 
blinked out of existence teleporting away to some unknown destination.

*     *     *

     When the strange Mage and his two warrior bodyguards appeared, it had drawn the 
attention of the Bandit Leader.  Prottus took the opportunity to strike at him.  The Bandit 
Leader knocked the attack away like he had all the others.  Both managed to score a few 
minor wounds upon the other but not much else.  The Bandit Leader’s strength was 
evenly matched with the bugbears.  No one had been able to gain the upperhand.
     “Your evil little empire is falling apart," Prottus growled.  “Is this were you flee like a 
coward?”
     “Never!  I will stay to kill you and your new friends,"  Viliedar growled.
     “Good I was hoping that you would say that," Prottus growled.
     “You will not think so when you are lying on the floor dying once again," the bandit 
leader sneered.
     The memory of dying the first time enraged Prottus.  He swung with huge morning 
star in a mighty arc and smashed the Bandit Leader in the side.  He was knocked off 
balance.  Prottus lunged at the Bandit Leader to strike him again.  The Bandit Leader 
jumped forward, not will his sword but with his body.  The spikes in his armor drove into 
Prottus gashing him in the arm and ribcage.  Prottus lurched back holding his side with 
his free arm.  The Bandit Leader laughed evilly as he pressed his attack.   Prottus 
muttered something under his breath.
    “Your magic will not save you this time," he said raising his sword above his head 
intending on decapitating the bugbear.
      Prottus stood up bringing his morningstar to bare.  The head of the weapon was 
glowing brightly with a yellow hue.  Prottus slammed it into the Bandit Leader’s chest.  
There was a sickening crunching sound as the Bandit Leader was driven back twenty 
feet and crashed to the ground.  Prottus was vaguely aware of the intense fire behind 
him as he walked over to the still form of the Bandit Leader.  The crushed form was 
bleed from the nose and mouth.
     “You think that... you have... defeated... us? My death means... nothing.  You... will... 
all......burn,"  he tried to laugh as he spit up blood.  With his last breath the Bandit Leader 
slowly started to change forms.  He mutated into a hideously scaled creature with sharp 
pointy features and elongated limbs.  Prottus stared at the creature for long moments 
until the bandaged companions began to join him.
     “What the hell is that?” Slink asked holding his bandaged and bloodied arm.
     “A demon I think," Vallen said staring at the hideous creature.  “I had my suspicions,"
     Suddenly the demon began to melt into a pile of goo leaving its equipment behind.
     “So we won," Elyanah said weakly.
    “It looks that way," Gwereth said looking at the puddle of goo that surrounded the 
Bandit Leader’s armor and sword.
     “But Drak got away somehow," Raven said.
     Durenda reached down and pulled a bracelet out of the goo.  “You are free," she said 
softly to herself.  She could feel the Devilfish’s joy deep inside of her.  She smiled and 
fell back into the ranger’s warm embrace.
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The Spoils Of Battle

     The bandits had finally been defeated.  The Bandit Leader was now nothing more 
than a sticky pile of goo on the cold stone floor of the bandit’s hideout.  Slink pushed a 
bit of the goo around with his foot.
     “Must you do that?  It’s bad enough to look at without watching you stick your foot into 
it to play around," Moonstar said angrily but in a tone that was surprisingly uneasy.  Slink 
stopped immediately.  She had a bloodied bandage wrapped around her shoulder and 
under her armpit.  She had been saved and was going to live, but the companions had 
run short of their healing magics and weren’t able to fully cure everyone’s wounds.
     Raven took a moment to look around at the carnage they had wroth.  The bodies of 
slain bandits laid everywhere.  The two huge warriors laid in a crimson puddle of their 
own blood.  Many she had killed herself.  Her friends weren’t in much better shape.  
Many of them where battered and bruised, and even though the ones that were the worst 
off had been magically healed, each one of them sported a bloodied bandage or two.  
Merrick had one arm in a makeshift splint, Slink’s arm still showed a partially closed 
gash underneath his torn tunic and Tyrahne’s face and arms were still bruised and 
puffy.  
      There were many strange things that had happened during the battle that intrigued 
her.  She learned from Gwereth’s description of the battle after she had been knocked 
out by the second huge warrior, that Durenda had used her mysterious powers of fire to 
save the day.  That was something that needed to be worked out sooner than later.  
Raven didn’t want it to turn into something that would be potentially dangerous to the 
other companions.  The power always seemed to flair up when Durenda was under 
stress and Raven could guarantee that there was going to be more before they all found 
a way home.  She looked at Durenda and watched her gently stroke the bruise on 
Tyrahne’s forehead.  She was smiling and sympathetically soothing the ailing ranger.  
Raven thought it would be a good idea to wait until a more private time to talk to the 
druidess.
     Another thing that interested her was the fact that Slink had commanded a small 
group of the bandits in battle.  She would have to remember to ask him about that later.  
The last thing was the fact that Prottus had wielded magic during the battle.  Vallen had 
said that the bugbear lost that ability when he was reincarnated.  If she would have 
known about that particular ability beforehand things could have been planned a lot 
differently.  She was going to get to the bottom of that one right away.  Everyone had 
gathered around Prottus and Vallen who were still standing over the goo.
     “Everyone, this is Vallen the mage, former prisoner of the bandits and his friend, also 
a mage, Prottus,"  The mage bowed to the companions that had not already formally 
met.  They greeted him back.  
     “Sorcerer," Prottus grunted and nodded his head a bit, eyeing the companions. 
     “Actually I still am a prisoner," Vallen said motioning to the collar around his neck.
     “Oh right.  Durenda?” Raven said.  The druidess looked over at Raven.  “Could you 
bring that bracelet over here?”  Durenda looked down at her arm and saw that she had 
absentmindedly put the bracelet on and was still wearing it.
     “Sure," Durenda said.  She slowly took it off and handed it to Raven who in turn 
offered it to Vallen.
     “I can’t do it myself.  Neither can Prottus," Vallen explained.  Raven did the honors by 
touching the bracelet to the mage’s collar.  There was a loud clicking sound and the 
collar broke into two pieces.  They fell to the floor with a loud clank.  “Ah!”  The mage said 
rubbing his neck.  Durenda handed the bracelet back to Durenda.  “Finally," Vallen 



sighed.  Raven eyed the huge bugbear.
     “Yes?!?” Prottus asked grouchily.
     “I was just wondering how you managed that lightning bolt after Vallen specifically 
said that you had lost your magical powers," Raven asked.
     “Vallen said that?” Prottus said looking at the other mage with scrutiny.  Vallen 
shuffled his feet.  “Explain.”
     “Long ago I became aware that the bandit leader was mildly telepathic.  I didn’t want 
to lose the element of surprise by telling the others that you still had the use of your 
magics.  The bandit leader would have gotten it from them right off the bat," Vallen 
explained to Prottus.  “Sorry about the deception," He said as he turned and apologized 
to Raven.  
     “I understand.  I’m just glad that it worked.  Just like Slink’s surprise," Raven said.
     “My surprise?” Slink said suddenly, snapped out of deep concentration.  He was 
trying to find a way to collect the two halves of Vallen’s collar when Raven spoke.
     “How did you manage to command those bandits to attack the others?” Raven asked.
     “Yes, what exactly happened after you allowed them to strike me down?” Moonstar 
asked.  Slink looked at the priestess with shock and was about to profess his 
innocence when he noticed that Moonstar was just teasing him.  Slink sighed with relief 
when Moonstar smiled and began to answer Raven’s question.
     “I picked a little something up in Brighnon at the thieve’s guild.  Something that I 
thought would come in handy here in the bandit’s guild," Slink said with a smile.
     “And that was?” Raven asked.
     “A potion of Human Influence.  It sure did the trick.  It really threw a wrench into the 
bandit’s battle plans," Slink said laughing.
     “More secrets," Raven sighed.  “Yes, it sure did confuse them but next time could you 
let me know what you have planned beforehand?  How am I supposed to lead us if I 
don’t know all the facts?  What if one of us had been caught in the potions effects?”
     Slink smiled mischievously.  “Well I know what I would do if Moonstar was under my 
influence,"  He began to laugh.  Elyanah elbowed him in the side when she noticed the 
smile slide off of the priestess’ face.
     “All’s well that ends well," Durenda said.
     “That’s right Raven.  Don’t worry about the potion.  We won after all," Slink added.
     “Yes it does seem like the bandit threat is no more," Vallen said.
     “What do w do now?” Slink said looking to Raven.  The companions looked at each 
other with questioning looks.
     “I think that it would be best to return to Brighnon and inform the mayor that the 
bandits have been stopped," Raven said.
     “Yeah.  Maybe there is a little reward money waiting for us," Slink said rubbing his 
hands together.
     “I can get your there with another ring.  It has been awhile since I have been out of this 
hideout and I would like to see the outside world for a change," Vallen offered.
     “And then what will you do?” Raven asked.
     “I think that I will work on a few magical experiments that I have been wanting to 
finish.  I would also like to try and return Prottus to a more human form.  Maybe I’ll use 
this hideout for some good for a change," Vallen said.   No one challenged Vallen’s 
claim of the bandit’s hideout.  “I would also like to thank all of you for my rescue.  And 
Prottus’ of course,"  The bugbear was silent but nodded once again.  All of the 
companions welcomed the mage.  “And I would like to offer you anything in the storage 
halls that you want as a reward.  You can even keep all of the bandits armor and 
weapons.  I want no reminder of them in this place."
     “You are welcome!” Slink said enthusiastically.  He left immediately for the storage 
halls.
     “We better follow him before he takes everything for himself," Elyanah said laughing.
     “He wouldn’t, would he?” Durenda asked.



     “Oh yeah he would," Elyanah said.
     The others joined Slink in the storage halls and began looking through the boxes and 
crates leaving Vallen and Prottus to begin clearing the bandit’s bodies.  Lanneth aided 
them with his Detect Magic spells, leading them to the most valuable treasures.  Some 
looked with more enthusiasm, like Slink and Elyanah, while others were more 
thoughtless about the whole process.  Durenda for one was glad that her friends had 
survived the whole bandit ordeal and that she wasn’t morning the loss of anyone.  
Eventually all of the crates in both storage halls had been searched through.  The 
companions claimed all the treasure that they could carry and began hauling it back to 
the meeting hall.  They piled it up with the treasures they found on the bandits. 
     “What about the rest of the stuff?” Slink asked thinking about the crates they were 
going to leave behind.
     “Don’t you think that you have taken enough you greedy little thief?” Moonstar said.
     “The remaining items will go back to their rightful owners in Brighnon," Vallen 
explained.
     “I feel like I am stealing all this stuff.  Shouldn’t it go back to the rightful owners 
too?” Durenda asked.
     “If it weren’t for all of you, the merchant’s wouldn’t get any of this stuff back.  And 
probably loose a lot more in the future too.  I think that they would be happy with a little 
less than a lot less.  You deserve that treasure," Vallen said.
     Durenda felt a little better about it but still felt a little greedy too.  Good was done for 
good’s sake not for reward.
     “I guess that we should divvy up the treasure before we go,"  Raven said
     The companions took turns picking out items from the pile.  There was a little 
argument about who went first but Vallen solved the problem by suggesting they drew 
straws.  In the end everyone pretty much got what they wanted.  Slink had even managed 
to secure Vallen’s collar without anyone realizing it.  Now all he had to do was get the 
bracelet away from Durenda.  Everyone marveled over the items that they had picked 
and thanked Vallen for them.
     “You are very welcome," Vallen said standing beside Prottus and a dwarf.
     “Hey isn’t that...?” Slink started.
     Next to Prottus was a short hairy dwarf that was dressed in clothing that was a bit too 
large for him.  He was cleaner than the last time the companions had seen him but he 
was still a bit dirty.
     “This is Dolmurr.  He is the dwarf that you found in the ruined prison," Vallen said 
introducing the dwarf.
     “Thank you for gettin’ me outta there.  I just wish that I was strong enough to help out 
wit’ fightin’ the bandits.  I’m still alittle weak from my imprisonment,” Dolmurr explained.
     “You are welcome," Gwereth said  shaking the dirty little dwarves hand.  Craedus 
saluted him with some strange dwarven hand signal and the dirty dwarf signaled him 
back.
     “If you are ready to go?” Vallen said motioning toward the teleportation room.  The 
gathered within the large room and joined hands.  Seconds later they were standing 
outside the main gates of Brighnon.
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